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A MAN WHO LET HIMSELF BE MOULDED 
BY THE HOLY SPIRIT

by Br. Aureliano Brambila de la Mora

I was asked to write an article on Father Champagnat and the Holy 
Spirit. a theme made almost obligatory by this liturgical year dedicated to 
the Third Person of the Blessed Trinity. one of the three years of preparation 
for the eelebration of the year 2000. l he last issue of this publieation addressed 
the theme of Champagnat and Jesus Christ. At that time we were in the midst 
of the year dedicated to the Second Person of the Trinity. Jesus Christ, fully 
God and fully human.

So what can we say in this present article? How can we connect Marcellin 
to the Holy Spirit. or vice versa?

The first thing that occurred to me was to go looking for pertinent state- 
ments by Father Champagnat (in his letters, his rules, etc.) In other words. 
investigate what Marcellin himself had to say about this divine person. Here 
are a few of my findings:

"May the grace of Our Lord Jesus Christ, the love of God and the com- 
munication of the Holy Spirit be always with you. I am, most affectionate- 
ly in Jesus and Mary, your most loving father." (Letter 318, Circular to all 
the Brothers, February 1840)

"I was in Lavalla when 1 heard from Fr. Bedoin, the parish priest, that 
Fr. Champagnat was very ill, and I went with him to visit the dying man. The 
Brother did not want to lei me in. but by Fr. Champagnat's express order. I 
did enter the room and went to embrace him. "Poor child". he told me, "you're 
embracing a corpse." 1 heard what he told Fr. Bedoin: "1 would have been 
pleased if God had called me home to him on the feast of the Ascension, but 
it appears that I was not yet sufficiently purified. I'm still hoping that 1'11 be 
up there on Pentecost, to watch the Holy Spirit descend on my good Brothers." 
(Testimony of Fr. Pierre Jomard, Summarium, 508)

"Of course. I have no intention of abandoning you; but you can see that 
temporal affairs absorb much of my time, and that, despite my good will. 1 
can't do for you everything that 1 would like. Someone else, then. should be 
given the task of instructing you and of training you in piety. So, ask again 
for the light of the Holy Spirit and for the protection of Mary. Give the mat- 
ter more thought; rid yourself of all emotional attachment and of every human 
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perspective; then proceed to a fresh election." (Life. ed. 19X9, p. 135)
"Father Champagnat was extremely gratified by the fine dispositions of 

those Brothers and by their approach to him. He expressed his satisfaction with 
them. praising their good spirit and submission. and after a momenfs reflection, 
he said to them: Leave me by myself for a few hours to examine before God 
what I should do. You pray, too, so that the Holy Spirit may enlighten me and 
inspire me with the advice 1 ought to give you. I shall send for you after my 
reflection." (Life, ed. 19X9, p. 166)

"Lastly, the Brothers were encouraged to cal 1 on the help of the Holy Spirit 
and the protection of Mary. They were to pray fervently to know God's will in 
the important choice they were making, to divest themselves of any human con- 
sideration. of any self-interest and of any trace of ambition or intrigue." (Life, 
ed. 19X9. p. 219)

"The election ceremony began with the singing of the Veni Creator and 
the Mass of the Holy Spirit. attended by the whole community. Then Father 
Colin, in a short but moving speech. urged the Brothers once more to make a 
wise choice.

He concluded with the prayer of the apostles: 'You, Lord. who know the 
hearts of all men, show us which of these you have chosen' (Acts 1.24)." (Life, 
ed. 19X9. p. 220)

"On Thursdays and Sundays, after the examen, the Veni Creator is recit- 
ed. the religious commandments and means of perfection are read. the chapter 
of faults is held. and (he prayer is then concluded." (Rule of 1 X37. ch. 2. art. 4 I )

" l he Veni Creator will be recited after night prayer on the evening before 
the retreat begins." (Rule of 1X37, ch. 4. art. 5)

"At the beginning of class, the Veni Sancte Spiritus, the Ave Maria and 
the offering to God of the day’s activities, are recited." (Rule of 1X37. ch. 6. 
art. 4)

"The Veni Creator is recited after evening prayer on the eve of the retreat." 
(House rules of N.D. de 1'Hermitage, n. 10.4)

"At ten minutes before noon. whoever is presiding recites the Veni Sancte 
Spiritus and the Ave Maria; five minutes are then devoted to the particular exa
men. and five more to the reading of the booklet on the examination of con- 
science." (House rules of N.D. de 1'Hermitage. n. IX.40)

"At the second bel 1. everyone will recollect himself briefly; the prayer will 
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A MAN WHO LET HIMSELE BE MOULDED BY THE HOLY SPIRIT

then begin with the Veni Sancte Spiritus." (House rules of N.D. de l'Hermitage, 
n. 27, 25

"They will undress rapidly and with all possible modesty, out ot respect 
for the presence of God and of the holy angels and for our bodies which should 
be seen as members of Jesus Christ and temples of the Holy Spirit." (House rules 
of N.D. de rHermitage, n. 28, 3)

Alter that. following the deductive method. one must look for the cul
tural and religious context. Here we must reflect on the dimensions of the 
French school of spirituality. AH of that, in turn, leads us to examine at least 
the thinking of Cardinal de Bérulle, Fr. Olier and St. John Eudes. There can 
be no doubt whatever that Marcellin. with the Sulpician formation he received 
in the seminaries of both Verrières and Lyons, would have picked up many 
traits of that school of spirituality relating to the Holy Spirit. There are many 
elements we could consider, but I prefer not to go into them here and now. 
The various prayers Marcellin recited. which are found in the "Manual of 
Prayers" used by the first Brothers, contain all the techniques of interioriza- 
tion and contemplation which are so typical of Eudism. I will mention in 
passing only the prayer, "O Jesus, living in Mary...". and the opening formu
la of the promise of the new ly-ordained Marist aspirants, in which they com- 
mitted themselves to do all in their power to bring about the foundation of 
the Society of Mary w ith its four branches (Fathers, Sisters, Third Order, and 
Teaching Brothers):

"In the name of the Father. and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit. All 
for the greater glory of God and the honor of Mary. Mother of Our Lord Jesus 
Christ." (Fourvière Act of Consecration. 23 July 1816)

However, there is another vein we can mine, which is neither docu- 
mentary nor contextual. but rather existential. I am referring to the fact that 
Marcellin was a person in whom the Holy Spirit dwelled as in any other 
Christian. This was the result of his baptism. his confirmation. and in a spe- 
cial way. his ordination. As baptized persons we are inhabited by that same 
Holy Spirit who makes us children of God. All of this was true of our Marcellin. 
His personal holiness was the result. in the first place, of the action of the 
divine Spirit.

"The Spirit (breath) of God. which creates and gives life. lays hold on 
men to endow them with superhuman power. particularly the prophets. The 
characteristic of the messianic age is to be an extraordinary outpouring of the 
Spirit on all men. endowing them with special graces. But more mysterious- 
ly. for each receiver the Spirit will be the principie of an inward renewal, mak- 
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ing possible a faithful observance of the law of God; thus the Spirit wi 11 be 
the principie inspiring the new covenant; like life-giving water It will nour- 
ish fruits of integrity and holiness, which in turn will guarantee the favor and 
protection of God for man. This effusion of the Spirit will be effected through 
the Messiah who will be the first recipient of It. to be able to accomplish His 
saving work." (Jerusalem Bible. note on Ez 36.27)

Our Marcellin was a man who allowed himself to be remadc by the Spirit. 
and who therefore went on growing in holiness and goodness. Our Founder is 
one of those persons whose life is one of the best books that could be wrilten. 
I am more interested in knowing how Marcellin journeyed through life rather 
than exactly where his footsteps fell along the way.

"He often spoke to us about the care that Divine Providence takes of those 
who confide in It. and of us in particular. And when he spoke to us about God's 
goodness and His love for us. he imparted to us that divine fire which filled him, 
and he did so abundantly, so strongly that all the difficulties and labors of our 
life, with all its wretchedness, could no longer upset us." (Testimony of Br. 
Laurence. Origines Maristes. 756)

However, the most outstanding thing about this man is that he was a charis- 
matic Christian, in the theological sense of the word. He was at the Service of 
lhe Holy Spirit in a special way, for the foundation of a new family in the Church 
and creation of a specific spirituality, as a way to God.

1 still firmly believe that God wants this work. in this age when unbelief 
is making such frightful progress; but perhaps He wants other men to start it." 
(Letters. n. 4. May 1827. to one of the vicars general of Lyons)

We have to give up our mistaken ideas about our Founder. We sometimes 
lay too much stress on his wealth of human qualities, and we make everything 
flow from his will power. his constancy, his firmness and his joy. Unless we go 
a bit deeper. all of that will still leave us on the surface. We are not an outgrowth 
of some gut-level exuberante. or the belching of a man who enjoyed good diges- 
tion. Some ideologues of "total quality” would like us to believe that everything 
depends on the greatness of my dreams and my ability to realize them. Marcellin 
is a totally different calegory.

The Lord took him from nothingness and created him to the measure of 
lhe mission he had to carry out. l he Servant of Yahweh even goes against his 
personal preferences. and endures everything in order to move God's plans for- 
ward. So it was with Marcellin. And his great capacity for love carne from the 
Holy Spirit.
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A MAN WHO LET HIMSELF BE MOULDED BY THE HOLY SPIRIT

How many times I have said that God is pleased to make use of things lhat 
are of little account. and thus lhe work of God is made more manifest. I ask 
myself if we are not deforming our Marcellin. There are many quotations that 
set forth his limitations. With little things the Lord accomplishes....

"Many novices are also coming. but nearly all of them are very poor and 
very young. Still, three of them have reached the age of reason. since they are 
over thirty. One is a businessman. one is a shoemaker, and the third is a nobody. 
Still. God does great things with nothing." (Letters, n. I. Ist December 1X23. to 
Br. Jean-Marie Granjon)

Champagnat was docile to the action of the Spirit. whose presence filled 
him completely and overflowed from him. Consequently, we Brothers, as his 
followers. are not at the Service of some human idea, no matter how brilliant il 
may be, but at the Service of that same action of the Holy Spirit.

Marcellin's life followed the path traced out by the Servant of Yahweh. 
Jesus started out with great enthusiasm and ended up feeling lhat he had been 
totally abandoned. In Marcellin's case, we need only think of his physical con- 
dition. the search for legal recognition. the crises among the Brothers (Sylvestre). 
his problems with severa) priests (Chanut, Terraillon...). difficulties arising from 
lhe apostolate....

God wasgradually preparing Marcellin toempty himself of himself. When 
lhe moment preordained by Providence arrived. Champagnat devoted himself 
very naturally and with great simplicity as well as with great determination and 
energy, to the foundation of the Institute. Externally, there is little difference 
between someone who is inspired and someone who is egocentric. But interi- 
orly, what a distance between them! Everything depends on one's motivation 
and one's self-emptying. In other words, in an exclusive pursuit of the Fathers 
business.

When Marcellin was still a boy. he became aware of the loving glance that 
Jesus directed toward children and young people. He wanted to concretize it by 
means of the Brothers he founded.

Marcellin fascinates me because 1 think God carne to us through his life. 
He did not know how to read. and he taught us to read. He did not know how 
to write well. and he taught us to write. He turned us illiterates into teachers. 
Yes. God acted through Marcellin. For our sake. he was a man ovcrwhelmed by 
God.

Marcellin's spiritual pedagogy is so wonderful. He associated the sense 
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of Gods loving presence with the sight of simple, everyday things. like road- 
side crosses, church steeples. statues of Mary....

The spread of the Institute: something like the story toid in the Acts of the 
Apostles. The difficu It ies presented by the diversity of mentalities no doubt put 
the Brothers of that time in front of a dilemma: whether to hold on rigidly to 
everything (confusing the essentials with their eontext). or to keep adapting 
things to different cultores? As in the Church, so in the Institute. the Spirit was 
present. and went on producing that wonderful unity amid diversity.

It is importam to study the charismatic conjunction of the foundational 
and the institutional. When the Spirit touched Marcellin it brought forth a life 
which reached out over the whole world, just as the clouds which discharge their 
water onto the slopes of Pilat give birth to the Gier which runs all lhe way to the 
sea. If the first momenl is importam, the next one is no less so. Marcellin and 
his first disciples did not exhaust the charism. A river's torrem is not made up 
solely of water from the source; all its tributaries are importam.

"If you knew the gift of God..." The Spirit gave the Church the gift of 
our Institute. That is the foundation of our love for Marcellin's work. Our fideli- 
ty to the Institute is precisely our own way of being faithful to God.

I believe in the life of the Institute. The Holy Spirit is here, in the insti
tutional charism. as it was in the foundational one. It is impossible to limit one- 
self exclusively to the Founder and his lifetime. We must hold on to the vision 
of the whole picture. l he charism is still at work. and not merely an historical 
event. l he Spirit continues to work wonders.

Each successive generation of Brothers enjoys a charism which enables 
them correctly to discern what is authentic within the Institute. in order to trace 
a faithful channel for the action of the Spirit. Any other approach would render 
the work of the institution impossible. The charism would have become a monop- 
oly. or at least. the exclusive possession, of the Founder. and would therefore 
have died with him. Institutional survival would be based solely on the group's 
capacity for maintaining its historical memory.

There seem to be two conceptions of religious life: the degenerative and 
the evolutional. The first limits the influence of the Spirit exclusively to the ini- 
tial, foundational moment. The second makes the history of the Institute a jour- 
ney animated and presided over by the Spirit, along the path first trod by the 
Founder. All subsequent reflection. and therefore all investigation, depend on 
the preference given to one of those two conceptions.

The Holy Spirit goes on working today, just as ycsterday. l he mission of 
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A MAN WIIO LET HIMSELF BE MOULDED BY THE HOLY SPIRIT

General Chapters and Superiors General is not merely to preserve what existed 
at the outset. Fidelity to mere material realities would stiflc true fidelity. It 
would be an altitude of "sicut erat in principio...". We must beware of the temp- 
tation to primitivism. We must study the whole developmental picture, and not 
see the history of the Institute as the gradual degeneration of lhe original idea.

Some people insist on knowing Marcellin objectively, from afar. They for- 
get that the same Spirit that animated him. animates us. It is by the reflective 
and progressively deeper living out of this common charism that we will belter 
grasp what our Marcellin intended. It is a question of interior knowledge, root- 
ed in the phenomenon of resonance and spiritual receptivity.

And if there is a relationship between Marcellin and the Spirit? WelL we 
could not conceive of Marcellin without the continuous presence of the Spirit. 
He was a man mouldcd by lhe Spirit.

"On hearing Fr. Champagnats words, "l he miracle of the Society is that 
God wanted to make use of such instruments tocarry out this work', Fr. Maitrepierre 
said to me. Thafs true: Father Champagnat had everything humanly necessary 
to ruin his undertaking'." (Fr. Mayet. OM 537)

"A parish priest in the diocese of Lyons, one of Fr. Champagnat s fellow 
studenls in the major seminary, thus expressed his astonishment, some 25 years 
after the foundation of the Brothers: 'God chose him and lold him, "Champagnat, 
do this", and Champagnat did it'. He could find no other way to explain such 
an amazing success." (Fr. Terraillon, OM 701 )

"In the name of the Father, of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit. Amen. ... 
May the grace of Our Ford Jesus Christ, lhe love of God and the communion of 
the Holy Spirit be always with you. I leave you all with confidence in the Sacred 
Hearts of Jesus and Mary unlil we be all united again in a happy eternity." (Fr. 
Champagnafs Spiritual Testament, 18 May 1840)

Translation: Br. Leonard Voegtle. Esopus. New York
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THE HIDDEN INSTRUCTIONS 
OF FATHER CHAMPAGNAT 

A LITTLE GUIDE TO READING THE LIFE 
OFTHE FOUNDER

Br. André Lanfrey

Notice: The following text is the conclusion of a work entitled Introduction to 
the Life of Fr Champagnat' to be published at a later date. Because many read- 
ers will not have the time to read so long and technical a work. these few pages 
will provide it in condensed form.

Part 1: A HAGIOGRAPHY, AN EPOCH, A MIL1EU

LI A FOUNDER

Born in 1789 at Marlhes. a village in the hill country of the Loire, died 
in 1840. Marcellin Champagnat. priest, was founder of the Little Brothers of 
Mary or Marist Brothers. From the years 1814-16 he was part of the Society 
of Mary of Lyon set up at the major seminary by a fellow studenl. Jean-Claude 
Courveille. and comprising in 18 16 a dozen members. These Marists wished 
to rekindle the faith in France and in the world by the missionary activity of a 
tree with three branches - priests. sisters. and lay people. Champagnat pro- 
posed to add to the original project a branch of Brothers dedieated to teaching. 
Appointed curate in 1816 to the villagc of La Valia on the slopes of Mt Pilat 
(Loire). Champagnat undertook the regeneration of his parish by vigorous pas
toral activity. Aware of the difficulty of providing the people of lhe far-flung 
hamlets with instruction in the Christian life. he fotmded in 1817 a communi- 
ty of Brothers whom he at first employed in catechising the hamlets and some 
neighbouring parishes. From 1822 he extended this to the towns and his num- 
bers grew as the youth of the Upper Loire carne to reinforce a group of local 
recruits beginning to run out of steam. In 1824. with the building of the house 
of the Hermitage, near the city of Saint Chamond. Champagnat expanded his 
objective. His congregation became more openly a teaching one. in particular 
to conlest the mutual teaching provided by the Liberais which was considered 
to be lacking in the Christian spirit.

At the same time Champagnat called on the man he considered his supe
rior. Fr Courveille. to direct the Brothers. But this collaboration proved a fail- 
ure. the Brothers being unwilling to accept this man of rather unstable tem- 
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perament who left of his own accord in 1826. Champagnat then attempted to 
create, still at the Hermitage, a community of Marist priests who, a few years 
later, assumed lheir independence.

At the end of the Restoration, Fr Champagnat found himself forced to take 
on by himself the function of founder of the Marist Brothers, while using as offi- 
cers the most capable of his Brothers. Owing to his charisma and steadiness of 
purpose, his congregation experienced a real prosperity. Its expansion was also 
favoured by the Guizot Law (1833) which obliged every commune to set up a 
boys' school. When he died in 1840 he had 280 disciples working in 48 estab- 
lishments.

In the years following, his congregation accelerated its growth in num- 
bers, freed itself from the Society of Mary under Fr Colin’s direction, created a 
structure of its own with the laying down of Common Rules (1852), a School 
Guide (1 853), Rules of Government ( 1 854), and a Manual of Piety (I 855). The 
Life of Marcellin Champagnat ( 1857), written by Br Jean-Baptiste, was the cul- 
mination of a series of great founding texts issuing from the activity and the 
thought of Fr Champagnat.

1.2 HAGIOGRAPHY AND CATECHETICAL METHOD

This Life of Fr Champagnat belongs to a tradition of hagiography which, 
starting from the 17th century, aims at telling the life of a saint while trying at 
lhe same time to compose a treatise on the ascetic life. This is why this Life is 
divided into two parts, the First essentially biographical, and the second, con- 
sidered the more important, aimed at providing a ‘body of doctrine'.1

For all that, this type of hagiography is not especially fond of miracles 
and while the historical facts related are at the service of a spiritual and hagio- 
graphical approach, they are not hidden from view. The Lifeof M.J.B. Champagnat, 
then, is solidly anchored in the history of a time and of a milieu, and a criticai 
reading can discern easily enough beneath the edifying interpretation, the power 
plays. hesitations, contradictions. successes, failures, inspirations and evolu- 
tions which are the lot of all human enterprises. A superficial reading might 
judge the work out of date, but in fact it retains strong credibility if the reader 
possesses appropriate keys of interpretation allowing him to get past the edify
ing tone which no longer appeals to our sensibility and revealing what the author 
said without his knowing it. This biography, therefore, should be accepted as a 
type of hagiographical literature that requires decoding.

Br Avn: Introduction to the Annales de rinstitut.
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The hidden instructions of Father Champagnat

But this work is also written according to the rules of the genre of cate- 
chetical literature. Each chapter. especially in the second part. is an instruction 
on one virtue or another. The plan then nearly always follows the composition 
of a catechism lesson or a ‘family instruction’. It begins with the definition of a 
truth to be believed supported by ‘proofs’ drawn from Scripture or the Fathers 
of the Church. Then unfolds an argument meant to persuade the listener or 
reader by appealing to his imagination. feelings, and reason. The argument 
will. therefore. be littered with ‘comparisons’ taken from daily life. ‘parables’. 
i.e. fictional stories appealing to the Christian imagination. and ‘histories’ 
drawn most often from the Lives of the Saints. Finally. the reader is invited 
to put into practice lhe virtue he has just been shown the importance of. by 
some ‘applications’.

Since (he work has Fr Champagnat for its subject, many of the ‘histo
ries’. ‘proofs'. ‘comparisons’. are taken from his life and teachings. That is 
why his I ,ife is a verilable anthology of his instructions. letters. words of advice. 
maxims, or sentences. So it is possible to lift out from (he book as a whole 91 
sentences or maxims. i.e. brief phrases designed to be easily memorised. 70 
counsels. general or particular, of greater iength. and 75 extracts of confer- 
ences or instructions. capable of filling several pages.

1.3 TESTIMONIES OE THE BROTHERS

To compose his work. Br Jean-Baptiste made use of the written and oral 
testimonies of Brothers who had known the Founder. We can identify 105 of 
them. But he was also responsible for preparing the biographical sketches of 
some of the principal disciples, witnesses as well as companions of the founder. 
who had dicd after him. So Br Stanislas and Br Louis enjoy the double status 
of disciples and of companions of the founder. for this biography is also the 
history of a fellowship between a central hero and his faithful disciples. Br 
Jean-Baptiste. himself a witness a 1 ittle later on the scene - he arrived in 1 822 
- and author of the biography. thus indicates to us what sources he used while 
remaining silent about his own recollections, although they certainly consti- 
tute a notable part of lhe contributions. As for the testimonies of lay people 
or ecclesiastics. they are much less numerous and often concise, which seems 
to indicate that they were provided for the most part by word of mouth. In 
short. this biography is essentially the work of the Brothers. More than the 
work of an author. it is that of a group of disciples.

But these testimonies. these letters and instructions are most frequently 
reported in the second part of the work where the author is not concerned with 
questions of chronology. The problem with that is that it wipes out the evo- 
lution of the Founder and of the congregation from 1 8 1 7 to 1840. So it is con- 
tinually necessary to make efforts at compensation to understand. for exam- 
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ple, how much the practice of mortification changed. At La Valia they used 
the discipline and meais were more than frugal, for ascetical as much as for 
economic reasons. it was only alter 1830 that the waler was mixed with wine 
and that they could eat meat from the butcher’s. Similar changes are seen in 
the relationship with the parish priests. At the begmning it appears that lhe 
parish priest was the local superior of the Brothers. The community acquired 
a relative independente only later.

In another connection, if we know that psalm 1 26 ( Tf the Lord does not 
build the house...') was often quoted by the Founder and constitutes one of 
the keys to his spirituality, we find it difficult to date when he first used it. It 
seems we can go back as far as 1X24. But before that'* Likewise. the expres- 
sion ‘Ordinary Resource' referring to Mary. when w as it first used'.’ It is noted 
in 1830 but it was probably in use earlier than that.

1.4 THE STEPS OF COMPOS1TION

We have precise information on this subject. It was in 1841 that, urged 
on by FrColin, Superior General of the Society of Mary, and through the medi- 
ation of I r Maitrepierre. the Brothers decided to gather information on the 
Founder. l he work was entrusted to Br Jean -Baptiste, assistant to the Director 
General. Br Francois. A circular of 10 August 1841 invited lhe Brothers to 
hand in any documents capable of serving this enterprise. In 1847 Fr Mayet, 
Marist. was already able to consult ‘bulky exercise books'. From 1854 chap- 
ters of the Life of lhe Founder were being read to the Brothers. Al the retreats 
of 1856 it was read in the refectory. But lhe ‘bulky exercise books' spoken of 
by Fr Mayet and used in the composition of the Life have disappeared. Of the 
large number of Brothers' testimonies that we find in the Life only that of Br 
Laurent. one of the very first Brothers, still exists. So we do not have the pos- 
sibility of comparing the Life written by Br Jean-Baptiste with a great part of 
the sources he made use of. The work has thus appeared right down to our 
time as if suspended in time, without sources and so without means of verify- 
ing whether the author has not interpreted the testimonies in creating a Fr 
Champagnat according to his own ideas.

1.5 THE SOURCES OE THE LIFE’

My aim. lherefore. is to show that even though we no longer have the tes- 
timony of the Brothers effectively at our disposal, we do have a large number 
of manuscriptsand printed texts. especially from Br Jean-Baptiste and Br Francois. 
the study of which, only just beginning, throws considerable light on the Life. 
Among these manuscripts must be mentioned lhe ‘treatise on Education' called 
Apostolate of a Marist Brolher’ (A.D.F.M.) by Br Paul Sester. We possess three 
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versions of this: a fragment of sixty pages from probably the oldest version, 
which I have named ‘Various Writings No 8’ (ED8). a neariy finished version 
from the hand of Br Jean-Baptiste, and a copy of this text, made after the death 
of the lather. In the notebooks of Br Francois one must also pay attention to 
notebooks 307-309 which are collections of instructions, a certain number of 
them certainly going back to Fr Champagnat himself.

One of the signs that these various manuscripts take us back to the founder 
is that the instructions contained there are found more than once. In fact it is 
not rare for texts very similar but very rarely identical to be found several times 
in the manuscripts of Br Jean-Baptiste or of Br Francois. when they are not 
found in both. Certain are elliptical in style, as if the author had taken notes 
during a verbal presentation. My hypothesis. then, is that the manuscripts of 
Br Jean-Baptiste and Br Francois have preserved the instructions of the Founder, 
taken down probably by the Brothers but also by themselves.

This hypothesis is strengthened by the fact that the Avis, Lecons, Sentences, 
a collection of the instructions of lhe Founder. was written at a later date (I 866) 
and that this work - even when Br Jean-Baptiste's exceptional memory is taken 
into account - could not have been composed without written sources. Besides. 
many of its instructions are found in the manuscripts of Br Jean-Baptiste.

But it is also clear that a good number. particularly in A.D.F.M., have 
been reworked by the superiors who brought them up to date by adding quo- 
tations from contemporary authors. They also decided to embellish them with 
quotations from the saints or spiritual writers in order to make use of them in 
the many retreat conferences they had to give. This praiseworthy purpose has 
proved disastrous for the historian. for it necessitates the sorting out in many 
texts of what is original from what is gloss or addition.

Let us add that these instructions appear to have served as the basis for 
the wriling of the Common Bules (1852), the Teacher’s Guide (1853). the 
Manual of Piety (1855), i.e. of the Institute’s fundamental texts. Obviously 
they also served in the writing of the Life of the Founder.

This biography, then, is not as lacking in source material as was thought. 
but is an essential piece of an assembly of doctrine and legislation providing 
the theoretical foundation of the institute. The Founder. who died premature- 
ly, was not able to estabiish this except through his persistent action, his words 
as the médium of a powerful charism, his letters and some rare writings. in 
short. our introduction of the Life of Fr Champagnat could well be entitled: 
‘The hidden instructions of Fr Champagnat'. The latter. which have served as 
the essential source for all Marist literature, appear to be always within our 
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grasp whether in their pure State or mixed with the matrix deposited by lhe 
disciples when they thought to preserve them from the wear and tear of time 
by covering them over with their own commentaries.

By proceeding from lhe manuscripts and books of the congregation and 
comparing them with one another, it seems possible to separate with reasonable 
precision what comes from the Founder from what was added later.

1.6 BR JEAN-BAPTISTE

Before developing examples of this relatively technical operation, it is 
advisable to pinpoint the precise position of the authorof the biography, Br Jean- 
Baptiste Furet.

Born in 1807 at Saint Pal en Chaiencon (Haute Loire), nearly 100 kilo- 
metres from La Valia, he appears as a chiId to have suffered from asthma which 
made him unfit for farming work. He was pari of the group of eight young peo- 
ple recruited by the former Brother of lhe Christian Schools, Benoit Grizard. 
who arrived at La Valia to Fr ChampagnaLs great surprise in the spring of 1822. 
Without belonging to the very first group of disciples. Jean-Baptiste is still very 
close to the origins of the institute (1817).

First assistam at Bourg-Argental ( 1822-23) where he was so ill that the 
Founder went to see him and nearly died in the snow on the way back. he was 
afterwards director of various schools or back at the Hermitage assisting Fr 
Champagnat in lhe administration of the congregation. In 1839 he was named 
assistam, a sign of the prestige he had acquired among the Brothers. He gov- 
erned the province of the South from 1842 to 1860 and then the Centre (Saint- 
Genis-Laval) from 1860 to 1872. the year of his death.

There is no true biography of this man, an exceptional one in many ways. 
but some quite valuable sketches. First, just after his death. Br Louis-Marie, 
Superior General, consecrated a circular to him and asked the Brothers to col- 
lect his writings, especially his letters. in preparation for a biography which had 
not appeared by 1917. Br Amphiloque Deydier utilised the hundreds of letters 
collected and contributed the testimonies of Brothers still alive. but his work did 
not get past the manuscript stage. In 1953 in ‘Our Superiors', a collection of 
compact biographies of the principal superiors of the Institute. Br Jean-Emile 
drew on the previous works but contributed very little new material. In 1990- 
91. in the Marist Notebooks Nos. 1 and 2. Br Paul Sester presented an histori
cal synthesis which appears to be the first scientific work on Br Jean-Baptiste.

Despite the relative lack of material, we can draw up a portrait of the man. 
First of all. Br Louis-Marie presents him to us as a ‘second founder' for ‘the 
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Venerable Founder owes it to him that he has lived on thirty two years after his 
death.’ This is a homage rendered to the legislator of the congregation who wrote 
the Life, the Teacher’s Guide (1853) and was largely responsible for the com- 
position of the other fundamental texts.. He mentions also Br Jean-Baptiste's 
extraordinary authority in the province of the South, the vivid. striking nature 
of his instructions, the immense good achieved by his innumerable letters. He 
also describes for us a man extremely active despite the sickness that dogged 
him all his life and condemned him to a strict diet, to solitude and the inability 
to travei from 1860. Yet it was his sickness which. preventing him from mov- 
ing around, forced him to write so much and gave him the leisure necessary for 
composing numerous works during the years 1866-1872.

Respected legislator, charismatic superior. Br Jean-Baptiste appears to 
have also been a spiritual director greatly appreciated by the Brothers and pro- 
foundly steeped in the ascetical and spiritual tradition in which he was widely 
read. For him, the spiritual life was a building having for its foundation humil- 
ity, annihilation of the self, and piety. The first storey consisted of a great knowl
edge of the ways of God, an acquaintance with Jesus Christ, devotion to Mary, 
the saints, the guardian angels, the souls in Purgatory, all marked by a spirit of 
sonship, generosity, constancy. The second storey was made up of zeal, pru- 
dence, devotedness, charity without limit.

This spiritual master was not exempt - and his i 11ness must have contributed 
towards them - from crises of doubt that the Superior General found it very dif- 
ficult to allay. But there can also be found in his works observations on lhe father- 
hood of God and his certainty of being saved worthy of Therese of Lisieux.

The writing of the Life of the Founder, composed from 1841 to 1856, is 
therefore situated in a period when this man enjoyed full possession of his pow- 
ers. Still young, yet much appreciated by the older men, he had behind him a 
long career as school director and administrator. He had given himself com- 
pletely to this work and profited from the experience to make himself a man of 
vast, if self-taught, culture capable of writing a work structured and document- 
ed enough to be still very readable today. His later works do not possess the 
same moderation and soundness.

7.7 THE HIS TORICA L CONTEX T

l he time of the writing of the Life coincided with the beginning in France 
of what has become known as the Industrial Revolution. This process prompt- 
ed an exodus from the countryside, social disturbances, revolutionary doctrines. 
Political regimes were unstable. In 1848 the July Monarchy collapsed under the 
blows of the February Revolution. Then the democratic republic was quickly 
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transformei! into a conservative one before becoming the victim of lhe coup d- 
etat of 2 December 1851 which established the Second Empire. an authoritari- 
an regime up to 1860.

On the other hand, the Guizot Law (1833). by obliging each commune to 
open a boys’ school, created an enormous demand for the congregation. with 
mayors and parish priests from all sides appealing to it to found public schools 
foreducating the young in good principies. The Falloux Law of 1850 was even 
more favourable to the religious congregations.

These economic. political. legislative changes were favourable overall but 
they imposed on the congregation an endless cycle of foundations which forced 
a massive recruitment and summary formation. l he number of Brothers grew 
very rapidly; there were 280 in 1840 and 1665 in 1857. l he number of estab- 
lishments grew from 48 in 1840 to 379 in 1859.

One can understand that such a rapid prosperity would have serious draw- 
backs: a continuing shortage of leaders which meant that the direction of schools 
was entrusted to men of variable experience and responsibility, a lack of perse- 
verance on the part of many Brothers, an increase in the number of incompe- 
tents... In particular, the older Brothers, strongly motivated religious and bear- 
ers of the founders charism. were lost in a mass of young men better educated 
than they but frcquently not well versed in the spirit of the Instilute.

l he main purpose of the Life. then. was to make the origins known and 
to maintain a common spirit. At the same time it was a veritable handbook for 
the perfect novice, the good superior, the good religious teacher. In brief. it was 
meant to cover all positions of Brothers in the congregation. Fr Champagnat, 
in part deprived of his priesthood. became the model of the Marist Brother. what- 
ever his situation. And there was no shortage of denunciations of those who 
questioned their vocation. lacked commitment, charity...

So the reader must keep in mind that the Life was written at a sensitive 
time in the congregation s history. when it had to set in place its legislation and 
integrate masses of young people in a France itself in the middle of social and 
economic change. It was not easy then for Br Jean-Baptiste to present an ideal 
of stabilily to a body of explosive dynamism. And I ask myself if this was the 
moment when a fundamental contradiction was established which was later to 
cause disruption in the congregation; an ideal of stabilily set against a practice 
extremely dynamic. The Institute would be better equipped to adapt itself prac- 
tically to any situation than to reflect on the changes it was going through. So 
by presenting a Founder established in sanctity from the cradle rather than evolv- 
ing towards it. Br Jean-Baptiste contributed to establishing a doctrine. neces- 
sary for its period. but leading to blockages later on.
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In any case, the myth of the origins was sufficiently vital, and those who 
conveyed it -Br Jean-Baptiste first of all - sufficiently persuasive toendue numer- 
ous young Brothers with an astonishing missionary spirit.

Parí 2: THE LIFE’ COMPARED WITH OTHER MARIST 
SOURCES

Now I have established the broader context in which the Life was written, 
I can turn to a more detailed analysis of its content so as to show its sources 
starting with some examples.

2. / THE CHA PTERS - Wl TNESSES

Chapter V on ‘His spirit of recollection and the care he took to keep him
self in the presence of God' (p.312*)  corresponds in Br Francois’ notebook 308 
to the instruction entilled ‘exercise of the presence of God'. l he example below 
will allow the reader to see the correlations.

* The references are to the Engiish version of the bicentenary edition of 
1989 (the translation of Br Ludovic Burke).

The beginningof Chapter XVIII ofthe Lifeentitled 'What FatherChampagnat

Life p. 316 Notebook 308 p. 918

‘Perhaps you will ask me,’ he said in one 
of his instructions, why I keep harping 
on this same subject; it is because it is 
the basis of the spiritual life. What does 
that consist of? In the flight from sin and 
the practice of virtue. Now, the presence 
of God will cause you to avoid sin; it will 
give you the strength to practise virtue, 
to bear with the difficulties of your State 
of life and inspire you with sentiments 
of piety. When one is tempted, the very 
thought: "God sees me” is enough to ban- 
ish the temptation. In fact, if we do not 
dare commit evil in front of men, how 
could we dare to do so before God, if we 
recall hispresence? ForgetfulnessofGod 
is the first cause of all wickedness.’

‘The usefulness of this exercise lies in 
its being a sovereign remedy against 
sin and a short and abbreviated way 
to arrive at perfection. In fact, there 
is nothing more suited to keep us in 
orderthanthisthought: “I aminGod's 
presence.” Nothing more efficacious 
to repress the movement of the pas- 
sions, to triumph over the most vio- 
lent temptations, to prevent falling in 
the most dangerous occasions, than to 
say: “I am in the presence of God;
Godseesme! Godexaminesme! God 
judges me!...
With that can 1 be tepid and listless in 
his Service and in what I am doing for 
him!...
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did to preserve the Brothers in their vocation’ (p.463) ties up with three manu- 
script texts: oneof Br Francois in notebook307 p.133 and twoof Br Jean-Baptiste 
in E4 p.341-2 and E3 p.106-7. All three bear the same title: ‘Vocation’.

Notebook 307 
‘Vocation’ p.133 E4p.341-2 ‘Vocation’ E3 p. 106-7 ‘Vocation’

‘There is nothing on 
which salvation 
depends more than a 
good choice of State, 
says Bourdaloue - 
How many sins avoid- 
ed! How many virtues 
practised!’
‘Vocation is of capital 
importance. It is the 
foundation on which 
rests the whole edifice 
of life, says St 
Gregory Nazienzen. 
If it is a sin to abuse 
grace, to despise 
inspirations, what 
will it be to dry up the 
source in a single 
blow by leaving the 
vocation where God 
had prepared his 
graces for us and 
assured his protection 
(Gautrelet)2.

2 Spiritual writer
3 This quotation is also found in E4 but earlier

Vocation is the main 
driving force of the 
whole life (Louis of 
Granada).
It is the keystone, the 
source from which 
flow the other means 

‘Keep well in mind. 
says Bourdaloue, this 
great maxim that 
there is nothing on 
which salvation 
depends more than a 
good choice of life 
because almost all 
men's sins come 
from the obligations 
of their State’ [ |

‘Vocation is the 
main point on which 
our winning eternal 
life depends. After 
vocation followsjus- 
tifi-cation. and justi- 
fication is followed by 
glorification, i.e. life 
eternal. The one who 
breaks this sequence, 
this order of salvation 
will not be saved. 
Despite the efforts he 
makes and the trouble 
he takes, he will not 
succeed, and St 
Aug(ustine) address- 
es him these words: 
you are running well, 
but off the track (St 
Liguori). Woe to 

‘Keep well in mind 
(Bourdalone) this great 
maxim that there is noth
ing on which salvation 
depends more than a 
good choice of vocation, 
because almost all of 
men’s sins come from the 
obligations of their State’ 
‘The question of vocation 
then is of capital impor
tance, it is the foundation 
on which rests the whole 
edifice of our life (St 
Gregory of Nazienzen). 
If it is a sin to abuse God's 
graces, to despise his 
inspirations, what fault 
will it be to dry up the 
source. so to speak,in a 
single blow by leaving the 
vocation where he had 
prepared his graces for us 
and assured his protec
tion. Fr Louis of 
Granada called the 
choice of State the driving 
wheel of life3. The same 
in the order of salvation, 
the vocation failing, the 
whole life fails too (St 
Gregory, St Liguori).
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Notebook 307 
‘Vocation’ p.133 E4p.341-2 ‘Vocation’ E3 p.106-7 ‘Vocation’

of salvation - predes- 
tination. vocation, jus- 
tification, glorification 
(Rom 8). such is the 
order and as it were the 
sequence of salvation 
and woe to him who 
breaks it! (Liguori)

you, truant children 
who stop your coun- 
cils without my par- 
ticipation (Isaiah).
Woe to the man who 
opposes the will of his 
creator’...

Vocation is the only way 
of salvation for us, so in 
choosingititisnecessary 
to consider the ad vantages 
which may accrue to 
us from it in relation 
to our eternal interests 
(Massillon).
Vocation is the principal 
pointon which our winning 
of eternal life depends.
To vocation succeeds 
justification and justifi- 
cation is followed by 
glorification, i.e. by life 
eternal. Whoever breaks 
this order, this chain of 
salvation. will not be 
saved. Despi te the effort 
he makes and all the trou- 
bles he takes, he will 
not succeed; and St 
Augustine addresses 
these words to him..’ (the 
rest as in E4).

These passages - and many others - come very probably from the Founder 
by way of the copies made by the Brothers when they were listening to the 
instruction and subsequently given to the superiors after the death of the Founder. 
The fact that the texts are different in form is a sign that. though they have a 
common source, they were written down by a number of persons.

2.2 THE ‘DIRECTORS ’ MANUAL'

We have proof also that Br Jean-Baptiste made use of his recollections 
and of his notes in his oral instructions, for the ‘Directors’ Manual’, consisting 
of summaries of his instructions, shows clear traces of it. For example. in 1854 
he gave an instruction under four points: ‘1. What it is to miss one’s vocation. 
2. What it is to lose one’s vocation. 3. What it is to abandon one’s vocation. 4.
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What it is to be unfaithful to one’s vocation.’ Now this instruction is found in 
A.L.S. explicitly attributed to the founder but also in the manuscript E4 p.318- 
329 almost identical to the text of A.L.S.

Therefore we see at work here the complex relationship between oral 
instructions and texts written down later. It is highly probable that when the 
Life was finished and read for the first time in the refectories in 1856 the 
Brothers already knew the essentials of it from the instructions of the superi- 
ors.

2.3 THE MANUSCRIPT A.D.F.M.

This document. completed about 1852, is undoubtedly the essential source 
of three chapters of the Life on education (Ch. XX-XXLXXIII). For exam- 
ple, it presents us with the way in which Fr Champagnat conceived the prox-

A.D.F.M. VIE A.L.S.

‘Proximate prepara- 
tion: for the one who 
makes a daily study of 
religion and who has 
acquired this fund of 
knowledge we have 
spoken of, proximate 
preparation is easy 
and can be reduced to 
the following:

1 . To learn by heart, as 
far as possible, even the 
letters of the chapter 
which needs explain- 
ing.

2 .To prepare the fol- 
low-up questions 
necessary to develop 
the questions and 
answers of the text.

‘Fr Champagnat often 
pointed out that one of 
the means most con- 
ducive to attract chil- 
dren to the school and 
to form them in virtue, 
was to prepare the cat- 
echism class well and 
make their instruc
tions congenial. He 
suggested a number of 
ways in which they 
could do this.

1. They should learn 
by heart or at least read 
over with great atten- 
tion and reflection, 
the lesson they have to 
explain.

2. They should pick out 
the most important

‘This habitual study and 
meditation of religion is 
the remote preparation 
for catechism; for the 
proximate preparation 
one must also:

1. Learn by heart or 
at least read over 
with great attention 
and reflection the les
son they must explain.

2. Pick out the most 
important points and 
those to which the chil- 
dren’s attention needs 
especially to be drawn.

3. Foresee what follow- 
up questions will need 
to be asked on each of 
these points. linking up
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A.D.F.M. VIE A.L.S.

3. To divide up the 
instruction, i.e. what 
one has to develop on 
the subject which one 
wants to treat and 
reduce the whole to 
two or three main 
questions to which are 
directed all the follow- 
up questions pre- 
pared.

4. To choose the his
torical incidents and 
comparisons appro- 
priate to illustrate and 
reinforce the explana- 
tions.

5. To prepare the prac- 
tical applications to 
be given at the end of 
each instruction.

6. To recommend to 
God, to the Blessed 
Virgin and to the 
guardian angels of the 
children the success of 
the lesson in the day's 
exercises of piety.

points and those to 
which the children’s 
attention needs espe
cially to be drawn.

3. They should foresee 
what follow-up ques
tions will need to be 
asked on each of these 
points; linking up the 
questions in such a 
way that they make the 
truth clear and intelli- 
gible to the weakest 
students.

4. They should make 
liberal use of compar
isons, parables, exam- 
ples, and historical 
incidents to reinforce 
the teaching and gain 
the children’s atten
tion.

5. They should plan 
follow-up questions 
which are short, clear, 
useful and simple.

the questions in such a 
way that they make the 
truth clear and intelli- 
gible to the weakest stu
dents.

4. To prepare the histor
ical incidents and com
parisons appropriate to 
illustrate and reinforce 
the explanations.

5. To settle as well on 
the practical applica
tions to be given at the 
end of each instruction. 
Such should be the 
preparation for the cate- 
chism lesson to be well 
made and produce 
abundant fruits of sal- 
vation.

imate preparation for catechism, by learning it by heart, by preparing the fol- 
low-up questions... Very similar versions appear in the Life (Ch. XXIII p.539- 
40) and in A.L.S. (Ch. XXXVII p.378-9), as we can see below.

It would take to long to follow step by step Chs. XX-XXI and XXIII where 
almost all the text has its counterpart in A.D.F.M,, sometimes quoted explicitly 
but also summarised. This is because this collection of instructions is a very 
wordy work. Most of the chapters seem to have Fr Champagnat for their origin 
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but Br Jean-Baptiste has added certain chapters peculiar to himself inspired by 
Mgr Dupanloup who was writing in 1850. He has also embellished the instruc
tions with quotations, stories, and extracts from his readings so that it requires 
a lot of criticai work to sort out what is original. All the same. this manuscript 
contains some texts which are earlier than those in the Life.

For example. one can find there in two passages (Ch.2 p.24-30 and Ch. IV 
p.412-427) the text of the Introduction to the Life copied almost in its entirety 
from the work of the Sulpician Faillon History of the catechisms of Saint Sulpice.4

4 Paris. 1831, p. V-XXIX

Another fundamental contribution of A.D.F.M. is the chapter on devotion 
to Our Lady contained in the file ED8, fragment of a First version of A.D.F.M. 
This chapter is largely recopied in Chapter VII of the Life p.332-343, part 5 
where its origin is attributed to Fr Champagnat: ‘Salvation comes from the Jews, 
he said...’

2.4 THE ANNALS OF BR AVIT

We cannot overlook either other later works which remained a long time 
in manuscript form, such as the Annals of the Institute of Br Avit or the Memoirs 
of Br Sylvestre. The former has contributed in particular details about Fr 
Champagnafs family, and it is from him that we learn that the Founder’s father 
had supported the Revolution, something Br Jean-Baptiste was very careful not 
to admit. But above all (p.108, the year 1832) he summarises for us the main 
instructions Fr Champagnat had given in the years before. So we have at our 
disposal extracts from eight instructions on joy, the spirit of faith, confidence in 
God, the presence of God, poverty, humility, zeal, devotion to Mary, which are 
all found in the Life and so are complete and approximately dated. Further on 
(p.151, the year 1835) he gives further fragments which have their counterpart 
in the Life and the A.L.S.

2.5 THE MEMOIRS OF BR S YL VES TRE

These seem to be even richer in that they refer not only to the Life but also 
to the oral Marist tradition. For Br Sylvestre the Life is authentic because it 
conforms to the tradition. Moreover, his text gives us his sources: Philippe 
Arnaud, the founder’s nephew, Br Stanislas, Br Jean-Baptiste, Brs Francois and 
Louis-Marie, the older Brothers and especially ‘what the tradition reports’. His 
whole narrative is studded with expressions such as ‘according to the tradition’, 
‘Br Stanislas told me’... This lets us see that even though Br Sylvestre was 
strongly influenced by the Life, he had his own sources coming from his con- 
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tacts with the chief witnesses. He himself has provided us w ith an irreplaceable 
testimony on life at the Hermitage.

Br Sylvestre uncovers for us as well, better than the Life, a veritable cycle 
on Br Stanislas. Close to the Founder all his life and having at times played a 
decisive role in the history of the Institute, notably in 1 825\ he has been one of 
the essential sources of the tradition, oral and written. Br Sylvestre held him in 
such veneration that he considered him ‘one of the three providential mainstays 
of the Founder'6, and his opinion must have been shared by many of the older 
Brothers.

5 During the Founder's illness he persuaded Fr Dervieux to pay his debts and he stood up to Fr Courveille
6 Together with Mgr De Pins and Fr Gardette
7 Introduction to the Annals of the Institute, at the end
8 Refer Memoires of Br Sylvestre p.236

He even fills out the Life on several fundamental points. First of all. he 
has a taste for the miraculous. He believes that Fr Champagnat and Br Stanislas 
lost in the snow found hospitality with the Holy Family. In this he is the spokes- 
man of an oral tradition inclined to see miracles almost cverywhere, which Br 
Jean-Baptiste passes over in silence or mentions only by way of anecdote.

Anotherfundamental contribution completely obscured by Br Jean-Baptiste: 
aneschatological mentality characterisedby the conviction that the Marist Brothers 
would see lhe end of time and that they would participate in the final struggle 
against the Antichrist. Br Avit also provides an echo of this tradition7. This con
viction appears to come from the Marist Fathers, from Fr Pompallier in partic
ular, and from Br Stanislas8. But this does not exclude Fr Champagnat himself 
from having been a vehicle for it was one of the fundamental ideas of the First 
Marists. and remained firmly rooted in the thought of Fr Colin.

Br Sylvestre is also interesting to us in that he allows himself some veiled 
criticisms of the Founder: he finds him too rigid on mortification (eating between 
meais was matter for confession). inclined to pay excessive respect to the things 
associated with worship, too fond of public penances. So he presents us with 
an image of Fr Champagnat more complex than the one the Life reveals, fluc- 
tuating between the rigorism still traditional among the French clergy, and a 
moderation introduced by the ideas of Alphonsus Ligouri which made him very 
accommodating in the confessional.

2.6 THE SPIRITVALITY OF FR CHAMPAGNAT

Finally, the comparison of the three biographies of the Founder has the
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Life (chapters) Br Avit (Instructions) Br Sylvestre (Virtues)

1 Sadness and holy joy 1 Courage and holy joy
II Spirit of faith 2 Spirit of faith 7 Faith

III Confidence in God 3 Confidence in God 11 Confidence in God

IV Piety 4 Prayer

V Presence of God 4 Presence of God 1 Presence of God _______

VI Love of Jesus Christ 9 Devotion to Holy Sacrament
10 Respect for holy places

VII Devotion to Mary 8 Devotion to Mary 12 Devotion to Mary

VIII Obedience 8 Obedience

IX Poverty 5 Poverty
X Detachment from family

XI Mortification 5 Mortification

Xll Humility 6 Humility 3 Humility______________

XIII Purity. Horror of sin 2 Horror of sin

XIV Love of work
XV Attachment to one‘s work
XX Zeal 7 Zeal

XXI Charity for poor
XXIV Constancy

6 Generosity (liberality)

advantage of' at once giving us a more complex view of the origins and a more 
unified one. We have just spoken about the complexity (oral tradition, writ
ten tradition, taste for lhe marvellous, attention to the reasonable...) We see 
the more unified Vision from the list of virtues each one atlributes to the 
Founder.

All three agree on five fundamental virtues: the spirit of faith, confi- 
dence in God, the presence of God, devotion to Mary, humility. Here, 1 believe, 
are the foundations of Marist spirituality, God-centred and Marial. It would 
probably be necessary to add zeal to the list, although Br Sylvestre does not 
mention it explicitly. Perhaps this is because, being of short slature. he spent 
nearly all his life as a formator of Brothers, without much conlact with the 
outside.
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2.7 BR JEAN-BAPTISTE AND THE BIBLE

It is opportune also to compare the Life with sources outside the Institute 
and in particular with Scripture. Thanks to a criticai work carried out by Br 
Anibal Canon, we can State that the Life cites the Bible 270 times: the Old 
Testament 92 times and the New Testament I 78 times. Br Jean-Baptiste’s pre- 
ferred books are the Gospels (98 times), especially Matthew and Luke, St PauLs 
epistles (59 times) especially Romans, 1 Corinthians, and Galatians. For the 
Old Testament, it is especially the psalms (29 times). But the consultation is 
comprehensive: 46 books of the Bible are cited. Some passages are particular- 
ly popular: Psalm 126 obviously. Matthew 19:29 on the kingdom preferred to 
family and goods, John 13:34 and Acts 4:32 on fraternal charity. All this leads 
us back to the main features of Marist spirituality: abandonment to God, sepa- 
ration from the world, fraternal charity.

2.8 SPIRITUAL WRITERS

Rodriguez, a Spanish Jesuit of the 171 h century, author of Christian Perfection, 
is the main reference. But Ligouri, St Augustine, Francis de Sales, Jean-Baptiste 
de Ia Salle, are also frequenlly cited. In fact. Br Jean-Baptiste appears to have 
had a good knowledge of the Fathers of the Church and the apostolic saints of 
the I 7th century, especially the Jesuits. There is not much sign of the French 
School. His principal 19th century writers are the Sulpician Faillon9 and Cardinal 
La Luzerne10. If one credits this list of authors, Marist spirituality was not much 
influenced by the French School of spirituality but more by the authors of the 
baroque period in Europe. especially the Spanish and Italian. But closer study 
would be necessary. A.D.F.M. in particular shows us quite a number of writers 
contemporary with Br Jean-Baptiste. who appears to have kept up with the ped- 
agogic and ascetic publications of his time.

9 Author on Works on the catechisms of Saint Sulpice
10 Bishop of Langres. very conservative. an enemy of the Mutual Mcthod. the great moral authority of the 
clergy of the beginning of the Restoration

Part 3: SOME MAJOR TEXTS AND SOME MAJOR THEMES

The reading of the manuscripts and the printed texts concerning the ori- 
gins have made me convinced of the existence of major themes that keep on 
recurring. Two of these appear to merit a preliminary study: the aim of the 
Institute and the spirit of the Institute. A third, the preference for the poor, would 
merit one too, but I am leaving that aside for the moment.
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3.1 THE PETIT ECRIT' OF 1824 AND THE AIM OF THE INSTITUTE

This theme of the aim of the Brothers is linked to the existence of a Petit 
Ecrit’ (‘Little writing’) given by Fr Champagnat in 1824 which summarises the 
instructions given while the Hermitage was being built. Br Jean-Baptiste speaks 
explici11 y and at length of this document and of its instructions. notably on p. 1 28- 
130 and 475 of the Life (EV). He seems to make allusion to it also on p.535. 
The first chapter of A.D.F.M. entitled ‘Aim of the Brothers' seems to come from 
an instruction delivered that year and to take up the subject matter of the ‘Petit 
Ecrit’ while abridging it. Br Sylvestre also gives us a summary of the ‘Petit 
Ecrit’11. The Teachers’ Guide in its chapter on ‘The aim of the Brothers’ (Part 
2 chapter I) is also strongly inspired by this document. Finally, Br Francois in 
notebook 307 p.415 gives us an instruction on ‘The aim of the Institute’ very 
similar to that in A.D.F.M.

In substance these texts say that the aim of the Institute is the religious edu- 
cation of children, secular instruction being merely a means of attraction. So a 
Brother who was content with giving secular instruction would be betraying his 
founder and his institute. As for the ‘Petit Ecrit’ itself, it describes in detail what 
the religious education of children consists of. founded on catechism, formation 
to piety, love of order, courtesy. respect for authorities and for parents...

But these texts on the aim of the Institute and the ‘Petit Ecrit’ appear to form 
part of two series of instructions reported in the manuscripts of Brs Jean-Baptiste 
and Francois. One is entitled ‘Holiness. perfection’. the other ‘Necessity of being 
attached to one’s vocation’. The following table gives us an idea of their content.

HOLINESS, PERFECTION

E4 E3 (page numbers) 307
Holiness, perfection 332 Perfection 42
Vocation 338 Vocation 103 Vocation 131
Means of preserving 388 Means of preserving 113 Means of preserving 136
Religious spirit 345 Religious spirit 120 Religious spirit 143
Spirit of Institute 349 Spirit of Institute 123

of PFM 147
Character & spirit of society

Bad spirit 356 Bad spirit 130 Bad spirit 151
Devotion 139 Devotion 39

Obedience. Necessary 366 Obedience. Necessary 152 Obedience. Necessary 195

11 See his Memoirs printed in 1992. p. 1.38
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E4 E3 (page numbers) 307

Obedience. Excellent 372 Obedience. Excellent 241 Obedience. Excellent 198
Obedience. Advantage 377 Obedience. Advantage 200

(Exercise book 62 missing)
Pride 158

Idleness 162
Routine in exercise 166

Scruples 142 Scruples 169
Faults common in pious 
persons 173

Particular friendships 397-9 Particular friendships 177

This simplified table aims to present an hypothetical organisation of the 
original record of which the manuscripts seem to have preserved fragments. the 
E4 file being perhaps the most reliable. It is my supposition, therefore, that the 
missing exercise books could cover the instructions which notebook 307 contains 
on the obstacles to perfection (pride...) concluding with particular friendships.

The reasoning behind this hypothetical reconstruction is as follows. The 
author wanted to present a treatment of the theme of perfection. perhaps for a 
retreat. His approach. therefore. was to take in order perfection in itself and the 
means of making progress therein by fidelity to lhe religious vocation under all 
its aspects: spirit. obedience, devotion. He then presented an exposition of the 
obstacles to perfection. And I ask myself if we are not now face to face with Fr 
Champagnafs instructions on the religious vocation in 1824. The fact that they 
are found in three manuscripts would favour this hypothesis. But only a detailed 
study, impossible to conduct here, would yicld certain conclusions.

NECESSITY OF BEING ATTACHED TO ONES VOCATION’

Another series appears to me even more interesting. It figures in the man
uscript E4 p.98-107 under the title ‘Necessity of being attached to one’s voca
tion' and is found in almost identical form in E3 p. 152-163. Here is its plan 
taken from E4:

Necessity of being attached to one’s vocation.
1. Vocation is the way of salvation

2. Such a Brother will never acquire the virtues of his vocation...
3. He will abuse graces...
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4. He makes himself unhappy...
5. He is useless to his order...
6. He does not fulfil the aim of his vocation...
7. He is in great danger of losing this vocation... (cf E3 p. 1 1-17)

II. 12 Obedience. Its necessity.13
III. Opening of the heart to the superior
IV. Rules. Necessity of keeping the rules
V. Enclosure
VI. Poverty
VII. Zeal. Aim of the Brothers
VIII. Means of exercising zeal
IX. Study
X. Silence
XI. Faults against charity
XII. The most common faults of religious14

Such series of instructions and the presence of a written text which seems 
to constitute the first charter of the congregation at this date are all the less sur- 
prising as through the building of the Hermitagc and the publication of a print- 
ed prospectus offering the teaching Services of the congregation to the com- 
munes, the Founder was throwing his congregation into the battle against the 
lay teachers expert in the mutual method, suspected of providing an exclusive
ly seculareducation. It wouldbequite normal, then.forthecongregation’s numer- 
ical growth and clearer vision of its aim to require some explanation.

Let us be cautious, however, for the study of these series of texts is not 
sufficiently advanced, owing to want of time, for us to be certain. It appears 
important to me. though, to signpost this track for future researchers.

3.2 THE SPIRIT OF THE INSTITUTE

On this theme the battery of texts is equally important. In chapter XII of 
the Life which treals of the Marial devotion of the Founder. Br Jean-Baptiste 
tells us (p.398) that the Brothers should imitate Mary’s humility and that for that 
reason they are called Littlc Brothers of Mary’. They should therefore lead a 
ife ‘hidden and unknown’. At the end of the same chapter a text reminds us that 
i lhe eyes of Fr Champagnat a good Brother lives Tmobtrusively' and "does 

rood without fuss’. This latter expression (literally ‘do good without fanfare') 
was, according to Br Sylvestre, typical of Fr Champagnat.

The manuscript's numbering is random. We have adapted il.
' 2 The other heudings carry numbered subheadings which we have avoided giving.
'4 This part is not numbered and it is possible that it is not part ol the series of instructions
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In his notebooks 307. p. 147-150, and 308, p.544-554, Br Francois takes 
up these ideas under the titles ‘Character and spirit of the society of the Little 
Brothers of Mary’ and ‘Mary model of humility’. We find very close texts among 
Br Jean-Baptiste's writings, in E3 p. 123-1 30 and 349-356 under the same title: 
‘Spirit of the Institute’. A.D.F.M. offers us another version in its chapter 15: 
3rd part, p.281-286, enlitled: ‘Humility is necessary for us to merit the protec- 
tion of Mary’. The rule of 1852 in its chapter on humility is obviously influ- 
enced by these texts, recommending ‘the hidden life, good done quietly, life ‘un- 
known and forgotten by the world’. Finally, the introduction of A.L.S. p.VII- 
XII takes up this theme a last time. Here is a sample of the correspondences 
between Br Francois and Br Jean-Baptiste. The interested reader can compare 
these texts with those in the Life and the A.L.S.

Br Francois 
(notebook 307 p.148)

Ecrit 3 p. 128 
and Ecrit 4 p.353

A.D.F.M. p.284

11 From all that one must 
conclude:

From which we must con
clude:

Mary being our mother and 
our model. it is for us a duty 
to imitate her and become 
attached like her to the prac- 
tice of humility. The more 
we resemble her the more 
humble and modest we will 
be, the more she will bless us, 
the more she wi 11 cover us with 
her protection and help us to 
dogood. Itfollowsthenfrom 
all we have been saying:

1. That humility and sim- 
plicity must be the cher- 
ished virtues of the Little 
Brothers of Mary, and 
shine in their persons, in 
their words, their actions 
and in all that belongs to 
them.

1. That humility and 
simplicity must be the 
cherished virtues of the 
Brothers of Mary, that 
they ought to shine in their 
persons, their words, their 
actions and in all that 
belongs to them.

1. That humility must be the 
cherished virtue of the 
Brothers of Mary, the prin
cipal virtue of their vocation, 
that all ought to work cease- 
lessly to acquire it, ask it of 
God daily, and strive con- 
tinually to make further 
progress in it.

2. That they should have 
a particular preference for

2. That the Brothers should 
have a particular prefe-

2. That the Brothers should 
have a particular preference
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Br Francois 
(notebook 307 p.148)

Ecrit 3 p.128 
and Ecrit 4 p.353

A.D.F.M. p.284

the hidden life, for the hum- 
ble exercises, for hard and 
irksome employments, 
for contempt and for 
everything which can 
humiliate them and lessen 
them in men's eyes.

3. That each Brother 
should regard humility as 
the principal virtue of his 
vocation, as the virtue in 
which he ought to excel, 
ask it of God all the days 
of his life, and strive con
tinuai ly to make fresh 
progress daily.

4. That the Brothers ought 
to do good quietly, efface 
themselves everywhere, 
and shun with the greatest 
care honours, applause, 
and all that might draw 
men’s attention to them.

5. Thatthey ought to apply 
themselves to the human 
Sciences and to the civil 
instruction of the children 
solely to please God and 
to win souls for him and 
never to attract esteem, the 
honours and approval of 
men (Bourdaloue:
Retreat Vlth day, lllrd 
meditation) Boudon: Life

rence for the hidden life, for 
the humble exercises, for 
hard and irksome employ
ments, for contempt, and 
everything which can 
humiliate them and lessen 
them in men’s eyes.

3. That each Brother 
should regard humility as 
the principal virtue of his 
vocation. the one in which 
he ought to excel, ask it of 
God every day and strive to 
make fresh progress in it 
continually.

4. That the Brothers ought 
to do good quietly, efface 
themselves everywhere, 
and shun with the greatest 
care honours, applause, 
and all that might draw 
men’s attention to them.

5. That they ought to study 
the human Sciences and 
apply themselves to the 
civil instruction ofthe chil
dren solely to please God, 
to win souls for him, and 
never to gain the esteem. 
the praises and the 
approval of men.

for the hidden life. for the 
humble employments and for 
everything that can lessen 
them in men’s eyes.

3. That by the spirit of thcir 
vocation they are called to 
live unknown to the world 
as far as possible, i.e. to do 
good quietly. to efface 
themselves everywhere, to 
flee applause and all that may 
draw the attention and 
regard of men.

4. That it is by humility. by 
modesty, that they will work 
efficaciously at the sanctifi- 
cation of their soul, that they 
will acquire the perfection 
of their state, that they will 
do good among the children 
and edify the faithful.

5. That they will be content 
and happy in their vocation 
in the proportion they are 
humble, that they will suc- 
ceed and obtain success in 
their offices in proportion to 
their making themselves 
small, and that away from 
the way of humility there is 
neither the grace nor the pro- 
tection of God nor any effi-
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Br Francois 
(notebook 307 p.148)

Ecrit 3 p.128 
and Ecrit 4 p.353

A.D.F.M. p.284

Hidden with Jesus in God.

6. That the Brothers ought 
to speak, act and behave 
among themselves and 
with seculars with much 
humility and simplicity, 
carefully avoiding any air 
of complacency or of 
arrogance, anything
smacking of the spirit of 
the world and which could 
harm modesty.

7. That they ought to have 
a particular preference for 
the practices of humility, 
such as public penances, 
chapter of faults, repri- 
mands, warnings about 
faults.

8. That they cannot ac- 
quire the spirit of their 
State, save souls, do good 
among the children and 
edify their neighbour 
except by the humility, sim
plicity and modesty prop- 
er to their State.

9. (sic)Thatoutsidethese 
ways there are for them nei- 
ther graces, nor the pro- 
tection of God, nor any 
means of success.

6. That the Brothers ought 
to speak, act and behave in 
everything, whether
among themselves or with 
seculars, with a great 
humility and simplicity, 
carefully avoiding any air 
of complacency, all arro
gance, anything smacking 
of the spirit of the world and 
which could harm modesty.

7. That they ought to have 
a particular preference for 
the practices of humility, 
such as public penances, 
chapter of faults. repri- 
mands and warnings about 
faults.

8. That the Brothers ought 
to be convinced that it is to 
them principally that these 
words of the Gospel are 
addressed: if you do not 
becomeaslittlechildrenyou 
will not enter the kingdom 
of heaven.

9. That they cannot acquire 
the spirit of their state, the 
perfectionoftheirstate.save 
their soul, do good among 
the children, edify their 
neighbour except by humil-

cacious means of success.

6. That they ought to study 
the human Sciences and 
apply themselves to the civil 
instruction of children sole- 
ly to please God, to win him 
souls more easily, and never 
to gain the esteem, the 
praise and the approval of 
men.

7. That proud spirits, filled 
with themselves who seek to 
be seen, to be applauded, and 
in a word, that all who do 
not walk by the way of 
humility are absolutely use- 
less for good.

8. That those do not have 
the spirit of their state, who 
regard their employment as 
a teacher of little children as 
humiliating, who fear the 
contempt of the world or who 
think they can do good by 
any other way than that of 
humility, modesty and sim
plicity.

(See A.L.S. p.IX-X)
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Br Francois 
(notebook 307 p.148)

Ecrit 3 p.128 
and Ecrit 4 p.353

A.D.F.M. p.284

10. That they will becon- 
tent and happy in their 
vocation and that they 
will succeed in their 
employment to the extent 
that they are humble.

11. That what is most 
important to them is to 
acquire the spirit of the 
Institute, i.e. humility, 
simplicity, modesty.

12. That this spirit ought 
to direct all their conduct 
and animate all their 
actions; thatthose whodo 
not have it or have lost it 
are dead members 
because they are deprived 
of the life and of the grace

ity, simplicity, and modesty, 
hidingthemselves; thatout- 
side these ways there is for 
them neither grace, nor the 
protection of God, nor any 
means of success.

10. That they will be con- 
tent and happy in their 
vocation to the degree that 
they are humble; that they 
will succeed in their 
employment in proportion 
to their humility.

11. That what is most 
important for them is to 
acquire the spirit of the 
Institute, i.e. humility, sim
plicity; that it is this spirit 
which ought to direct their 
conduct and animate all 
their actions, that those who 
do not have it or have lost 
it are dead members, because 
they are deprived of the life 
and grace of their State and 
that it will even be very dif- 
ficult to keep themselves in 
the grace of God.

12. That the great sign of 
a vocation to this Institute 
is the love of humility, an 
attraction to, a natural dis- 
positionforthisvirtue; and 
those who have a proud spir
it, haughty, opinionated,
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Br Francois 
(notebook 307 p.148)

Ecrit 3 p.128 
and Ecrit 4 p.353

A.D.F.M. p.284

of their State, and that it will be 
even very difficult for them to keep 
it in the grace of God.

13. That the great sign of a voca
tion to the Institute is love of 
humility, the attraction to, the dis- 
positions for this virtue.

14. That those of a proud spirit, 
haughty, opinionated, who seek 
to be seen, to be applauded by 
men, who do not love the hidden 
life etc are not suited to the Institute 
and can do nothing but harm there.

15. Thateachoughttobeconvinced 
that he is the weakest, the most imper- 
fect and last of all, and that in con- 
sequence he should al way s gi ve way 
to his Brothers in everything, oblige 
them, render them Service and lend 
himself to whatever is most labori- 
ous and humiliating in the house.

16. That the Brothers ought to regard 
pride, the desire to be seen, and the 
praises of men, as their archene- 
my, and to apply to themsel ves these 
words ofSt Bemard: ifa religious 
wishes to be proud he should cease 
being a monk; for as soon as he 
ailows this vice entry into his heart, 
he is no longer a monk, he becomes 
a demon. And these others of the 
Saviour: if you do not become lit
tle like children you will not enter 
the kingdom of heaven (Matt 12).

who seek to be seen and to 
be applauded by men, who 
do not love the hidden life, 
are not called to this 
Institute and can only do 
harm there.

13. That each of them ought 
to be very convinced that he 
is the weakest, the most 
imperfect and the last of all, 
and that, full of this convic- 
tion, he may alway s be ready 
to yield to his Brothers, to 
oblige them and to render 
them Service, and to do what 
is most laborious and most 
humble in the house.

14. That the Brothers ought 
to regard pride, the desire 
to be seen. the praises of man 
as their greatest enemies, and 
those of the Institute, that 
it is to them that are 
addressed these words of St 
Bern (sic): If the religious 
wants to be proud, he 
should cease being a monk; 
for as soon as he ailows this 
vice entry into his heart, he 
ceases to be a monk and 
becomes a demon.
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But certain of these texts give us the profound reason for this humility: 
the glory of God. And there we find ourselves perhaps in the tradition of the 
French School of Spirituality whose founder, Berulle, develops in his Life of 
Jesus (1629) the theme of Mary hidden procuring the glory of God by her very 
self-effacement. But we do not know by what ways this spiritual tradition would 
have been able to reach Fr Champagnat.

Part 4: THE DESTINY OF A FOUNDiNG BOOK 

36

It was at the time of the preliminary investigation for the beatification 
process of Fr Champagnat, starting in 1886, that the Life was a basic document, 
for it was the basis of the canonical biography the process provided for. But for 
that it had to be recognised by the witnesses as authentic. Now criticisms were 
formulated by Fr Bedoin, parish priest of La Valia, who recalled, in particular, 
that at the seminary Fr Champagnat had been part of the 'joyous troupe', a group 
of undisciplined seminarians. He poked fun at the story of the flame above the 
infant Marcellin's cradle and took the Marist Brothers to task for thinking they 
were capable of renewing the world by themselves.15 Among the Brothers, the 
criticisms were more moderate but they revealed some gaps and errors on Br 
Jean-Baptistes part.

The superiors reacted to the criticisms so vehemently that one is inclined 
to suspect that the opposition was a serious one. They succeeded, however. in 
having the Life admitted as the basis of the canonical biography.

But it seems that the suspicion cast on the Life lingered on. There was a 
persistent rumour that the Fr Champagnat of the Life was more a person of Br 
Jean-Baptiste's creation than the real Champagnat. Like all rumours, this was 
based on truth since every historian, however honest and methodical he may be, 
always writes in terms of his own personality, of his culture and his time. So Br 
Jean-Baptiste did not escape these limitations. Nevertheless, I believe I have 
shown in the preceding pages how much Br Jean-Baptiste relied on documents 
and on facts.

4. 7 7 HE GAPS IN THE LIFE ’

This does not mean. however, that the ‘Life" is totally reliable. Thus chap- 
ter 1 which tells the story of Marcellin’s childhood and youth strongly exag-

An indication that Fr Bedoin clearly perceived the vision of utopian renewal of the Marist Brothers who 
believed they were called to combat Evil until the end of time
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gerates the parts played by his mother and aunt and underrates the role of the 
father in his education. Chapter 2 on his formation as a seminarian is an instruc- 
tion on vocation as much as a biographical account. Chapter 5 which shows how 
Fr Champagnat regenerated his parish is a sequence of exaggerations about the 
triumph of his pastoral zeal. Br Jean-Baptiste scarcely seeins to notice that in 
the next chapter he contradicts himself. since Fr Champagnat founds his Brothers 
because he cannot achieve the evangelisation of the hamlets by himself.

On Fr Courveille, Br Jean-Baptiste is not credible at all. He does not men- 
tion his role in the origins of the Society of Mary16, and considers him a schemer 
of doubtful morais. He simply confirms the orai tradition of the Brothers con- 
cerning Courveille while Fr Champagnat certainly had quite a different picture 
of him. The Origines Maristes of Frs Coste and Lessard have fortunately rein- 
stated a more complex and accurate vision of the origins of the Society of Mary.

4.2 DESP1TE PREJUDICES -AN IN DISPENSA BLE SOURCE

Fortunately. since he respects the facts, Br Jean-Baptiste allows the criti
cai reader to correct his biased interpretations in the light of what he says him
self. Thus, he reports that at La Valia, the scene of his pastoral triumph. Fr 
Champagnat could only hear the confessions of the men of the hamlets in his 
room and not in the church. a fact that tends to question the extern of his suc- 
cess. He avoids telling us that the ex-Christian Brother who recruited the eight 
youngsters from the Upper Loire was certainly sent by Fr Courveille but he gives 
us the elements to work it out. Thus there is nothing to suggest that by making 
use of the facts provided by Br Jean-Baptiste. by occasionally asking questions 
about his omissions, and by refusing to be influenced by his interpretations. one 
can produce an appreciably different Life of the Founder.

4.3 MAKING A POINT ABOUT MARIST RESEARCH

Unfortunately, the criticai work carried out up to now on this text seems 
to me still far from complete. For a long time the real problem seems to have 
been the lack of intellectual maturity in the Institute required, at the end of the 
last century, to take a fresh look at the origins. at a time whcn historical criti- 
cism had established some strict rules. But under attack from all sides in France 
and then preoccupied by its expansion throughout the world, the congregation 
believed it had no need to consider its origins anew. Indeed it found in its pros- 
perity the justification for a fundamentalist altitude towards the texts of the ori
gins. As always happens, it is paradoxically only when it has had serious inter-

'6 He does not cite the Fourviere consecration of 1816 which had to be added to the 1897 re-edition. In a 
general way. besides, the influence of the Marist Fathers is not well covercd. The Life bears traces of the con- 
gregation s situation in the process of cutting loose from the Marists.
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nal problems that it thinks of returning to its past to find out if what it has held 
as certain up to then was really so.

We must, however, salute the efforts of Marist researchers such as Brs 
Pierre Zind. Balko, Gabriel Michel, Aureliano Brambila. Anibal Canon. Juan 
Maria, Paul Sester, Stephen Farrell, and many others. But these efforts have 
been made unsystematically and without taking into account the whole body of 
documents available to us. albeit often difficult of access. In the study of their 
sources the Marist Brothers have not profited from the sort of systematic work 
carried out for the Marist Fathers by Frs Coste and Lessard. It is true that we 
have greatly benefited from this contribution and that the publication of the 
Founder’s letters is situated in this tradition of scholarship.

Today we are better equipped for Br Paul Sester has had published the 
majority ofthemanuscriptsof FrChampagnat, BrFrancois,BrAvit, BrSylvestre... 
Br Aureliano Brambila has indexed the essential bibliography relating to the Life 
of Fr Champagnat and the history of lhe Institute, so creating the basis of a man
ual for the researcher in Marist history. The work of synthesis you have just 
been reading is intended to make a point about the method of research to be foi- 
lowed in undertaking a criticai edition of the Life of the Founder. With the bicen- 
tenary edition we have available a text of the Life conformable with the origi
nal edition of 1857 which the later editions of 1897 and especially 1931 had 
altered.

While awaiting a criticai edition, which will require a good deal of time 
since there are available more sources for the Life than was thought, we can 
already be clear about one thing. The Life of Fr Champagnat by Br Jean-Baptiste 
is indeed a reflection of the Founder's teaching but it is also a reflection of the 
Marist oral tradition. A minimum of method is required to read it with profit. 
In summary. I would say that we should approach it with sympathy and with 
caution. With the sympathy ofthe confrere and the disciple who believes in the 
author’s fundamental honesty; with the caution of the experienced person who 
knows that there is no such thing as an objective account. and that any history 
is also that of an author, an epoch and a milieu. The work you have just read 
requires the same two complementary qualities of you.

Translation: Br. Edward Clisby. Auckland. New Zealand.
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MARCELLIN CHAMPAGNATS PATHWAY OF 
OBEDIENCE

Br. Gabriel Michel

The obedience of Marcellin is a long pathway which the Lord revealed 
to him step by step and which was achieved in a situation almost unique: as a 
Founder subject to a Superior.

I. PERIOD WHEN AUTHORITY HAS NOT MADE ITS 
CONVERSION.

A. OBEDIENCE AND THE GOSPEE

The Gospel reinforces some principies which are more or less tied to obe
dience:

"He who listens to you listens to me." (Luke 10:16)
"If your Brother does you a wrong (Math 18:13) you must tax him about 

it. as a private matter"...then use a little group...then use the whole community. 
It concludes with: "All that you bind on earth wili be bound in heaven," which 
bring us to the role of the leader.

But there is also the manner in which this leader acts: " l he kings of the nations 
lord it over them. But for you. it will not be like that. He who governs must act as 
one who serves. As for me, I among you as one who serves. (Luke 22: 24-27)

Now, the mode of action by those in palaces and armies ended up by being 
extended to the convents, and even the saints accepted, as part of convent exis- 
tence, altitudes which were not destined to facilitate a ready acceptance of the 
word given by the person in authority or in the name of authority.

In the convents of the Visitation, even in the times when Saint Jeanne de 
Chantal was still alive. here is what the customs of 1637 indicated: "When the Sisters 
give to or receive from the hand of the Superior anything at all. be it letters. articles 
or similar things. then they will kneel down and kiss the ground, and. wherever they 
may be. if the Superior passes by them. they will arise and make a profound bow, 
except when they are kneeling in choir. on which occasion they will only bow."

And. for sure, there were also some times and situations less exacting, but 
which, taken as a whole. demanded a more than ordinary courage on the part of 
anyone who had a slightly non-conformist opinion.

To understand better lhe obedience of Father Champagnat I am going to 
evoke the attitudes of authority in Champagnat's era. and this will help us to 
understand how difficult it was for him to be able to make a true search for the 
will of God, and the merit there would have been for him in making a judicious 
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resistance when occasion called for it.

R. THE CHVRCH AND THE JANSENISTS

In Father Champagnat times Jansenism was dying out and. in general, peo- 
ple had a negative attitude towards it. Its principal representative in Champagnat's 
region was Jacquemond, who had been obliged to quit his parish. St Médard 
(Loire), and who was not destined to have the right to a church burial. even 
though he was a saintly priest (He died in 1835).

There is no question of saying that the Jansenists were right in their moral 
rigorism or in their attitude in regard to Communion, but it was not for these 
reasons that they were persecuted. In point of fact, they had been attacked by 
Popes and bishops for two centuries.

First of all, it is necessary to remember that the two chief leaders of the 
movement died saintly deaths - Jansenius, even though his book "Augustinus" 
was something reprehensible; and Saint-Cyran, after having been misled by 
Richelieu for reasons more polilical than spiritual. Really, the average Jansenist 
appeared, above all, to be a person who would not consent to act contrary to con- 
science.

On a certain day in 1641 (Jansenius died in 1638), as a result of pressure 
from several sources, the Inquisition decided that his enormous volume, written 
in Latin, and bearing the title "Augustinus". in its desire to explain the doctrine 
of Saint Augustine, contained heretical ideas.

To simplify the problem. there were taken from this book five proposi- 
tions, which. according to the theological scrutineers of the volume, were con
tained in the book. Here is one of them: Some commandments are impossible 
to be practised by certain just people; who are lacking in the grace to keep them.

They went on todemand that the Jansenists sign a formula saying: "I recog- 
nise that these propositions are heretical and that they are to be found in Augustinus’". 
The Jansenists replied: "We fully acknowledge that these proposition are hereti
cal, but we do not acknowledge that they are in 'Augustinus'".

In the 17th Century .with an absolute Monarch like Louis XIV, not to 
acknowledge as valid a study made by the hierarchy very quickly appeared as a 
new form of Protestantism, and, as just as he revoked the Edict of Nantes, so, 
too, did Louis XIV persecute the Jansenists who dared to resist.

In the 18th century it became rather different, even forming a nasty pres
sure group linked with the worst enemies of religion, a group which was respon- 
sible for the anti-Jesuit movement and which acted ruthlessly for a long time 
after the Jansenists' main period. But all that does not justify mixing the good 
with the bad and requiring the signing of a formula which made Jansenists act 
contrary to their conscience.

When we now read thedeclaration "Dignitatis Humanae" ofVatican Council 
II, we see with pleasure that we have entered into a world of truth and tolerance. 
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Marcellin Champagnat's pathway of obedience

which up to that time scarcely existed. Nevertheless, there have been Popes and 
bishops who knew how to close their eyes intelligently concerning this unfor- 
tunate story of the formula that was required to be signed if one did not wish to 
be classified as a heretic.

C. THE CHURCH AND LAMENNALS

In another context, we find in the 19th century the case of Lamennais, 
who, in 1834, broke definitively with the Church. In his newspaper "L’ Avenir", 
he spread new ideas of liberty: liberty of the press; of peoples who wanted their 
independente; liberty of conscience, etc. He was assisted by the great intellec- 
tuals of the time: Lacordaire, Montalambert. Guéranger. But all his theories 
tlourished at the same time as the revolution of 1830, and therefore were dan- 
gerous for the absolute monarchies.

Lamennais decided to go to see the Pope in order to explain what he was 
about. Gregory XVI was a very new Pope, recently emerged from his monastery. 
The cardinais pcrsuaded him not to involve himself in discussion with this redoubtable 
intellectual. He aecorded Lamennais an interview of a quarter of an hour and 
spoke to him particularly about his Brother, Jean-Marie de Lamennais, founder 
of the Brothers of Ploermel. Feli Lamennais - it was thus that he was soon to 
write his name - left Rome, learnt that an Encyclical. "Miradi Nos", harshly con- 
demned the theses contained in "L'Avenir", hesitated a little before making the 
rupture, but finally, in 1834, published "Words of a Believer", a book which was 
to be condemned with the greatest severity by the Encyclical "Singulari Nos".

Really, with a little humility, all could have been regularised and Lamennais 
could have remained at the pinnacle of Christian thought. But the manner in which 
authority acted in regard to Lamennais was surely not lhe best. Gregory XVI was 
the victim of an entourage which was more concerned with searching for a polit- 
ical arrangement favourable to Metternich than with the pure will of God.

D. CHAMPAGNAT

Our Father Champagnat was not exactly subjected to the same type of trai), 
but, even so, he had to confront altitudes of authority which led him to reactions 
which would have been surprising if the matter had not been well handled. And 
this is the object of our study.

II. TO OBEY OR TO RESÍST

A. THÉRÈSE COUDERC

The siluation of Marcellin is not unique in the history of the Church, par- 
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ticularly of the Church of the 19th century. How many foundresses underwent un- 
believable trials at the hands of bishops! Jeanne-Antide Thouret saw herself forbidden, 
by Bishop de Plessigny, access to Besançon. where she had founded her congrega- 
tion, simply because she had obtained Pontificai approbation with high praises.

Anne-Marie Javouhey, dealt with roughly by Bishop Trousset d'Hericourt, 
who treated her as '"a cunning intriguer devoid of all scruple", and who regard- 
ed her congregation as "a work destined for ruin”.

Marie-Euphrasie Pelletier was saved by a Pope who asked of a cardinal: 
"How many bishops are against the Mother Superior ofAngers?....Thirteen, Most 
Holy Father.'"'And what has she said against her enemies?""Nothing.""Well, 
then, the truth is on her side."

The very recent Beatification. in Australia, of Mary MacKillop has allowed 
us to recall episcopal opposition just as ferocious and just as devoid of foundation.

To confine ourselves to the Champagnat region, it is sufficient to think of 
Marie-Thérèse Couderc, who founded the Cenacle Sisters at La Louvesc, led 
this congregation for ten years, was constrained to incur debts, (as was also 
Marcellin Champagnat). and was then the victim of one of her Sisters, who alert- 
ed the bishop to the debt and had herself elected in Couderc's place. The intriguer 
incurred many more debts, then left the congregation. but Marie-Thérèse was 
not given back her place as foundress. She accepted this humiliating situation, 
and remained thus. living discreetly for 47 years the life of a humble Sister of 
no importance.

To some extern such is also the case with Jeanne-Marie Chavoin, foundress 
of the Marist Sisters.

B. CHAMPAGNAT

Such was not to be the situation with Marcellin Champagnat. The Lord guided 
him towards resislance, at least in the first instance. 1 think that I can indeed divide 
his life in this matter into two pCriods: l.From 1817 to 1X39, when he marches 
on towards the attainment of freedom, in spite of many difficuIties. 2.From 1X39 
to his death. when he renounces his own vision of things in order to place his 
independence at the Service of the broader Society of Mary (Priests and Brothers).

III. VARIOUS CASES WHERE CHAMPAGNAT HAD TO RESIST

A. HAVING HIS BROTHERS BECOME BROTHERS OF FATHER 
BOCHA RD 'S CONGREGA T1ON.

/. The Story
Our own Brother Jean-Baptiste, and also the notes from Father Bourdin, 

make us acquainted with lhe situation very well. To speak truly. the opposition 
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Marcellin Champagnat's pathway of obedience

which Marcellin encountered carne from his very clear vision of the primacy of 
charity. This charity expressed itself by a zeal which is total, and therefore 
astonishing to those around him.

At La Valia he set up a new school for the purpose of receiving all the chil- 
dren who wanted to go there. From this comes the reaction of the drunken school 
teacher who, like most teachers , had only a small number of students and who felt 
himself menaced. The teacher spoke to the parish priest. who accused Marcellin of 
putting this man out of a job. The rcply of Marcellin was: "Go to the school and, if 
you find pupils there who have come from another school, you can send them away."

He took orphans. and people reproached him for taking too big a share of 
the collections for these orphans and not allowing enough for the orphans cared 
for by the Sisters. How difficult such calcuiations can be!

He taught Latin to some youngsters who were thinking of joining the sem- 
inary, and Father Cathelin, Director of the College of St Chamond, considered 
that Champagnat's action would empty his own Sixth Class, already sadly lack- 
ing in numbers."All right," said Champagnat. "We shall cease teaching Latin".

He founded the school at Marlhes, but subsequently had to close it, for it 
did not meet the minimal norms of hygiene. Thus he acquired another enemy. 
parish priest Allirot, who had done nothing to improve the hygiene situation. All 
this was reported to Father Dervieux, parish priest of Saint-Chamond, who in- 
veighed against Champagnat, and also to Father Bochard, the Vicar General in 
charge of schooling, who rather admired the dynamism of this humble curate. 
but on condition that the curate gave his followers to the Bishop's congregation.

Marcellin Champagnat could not accept this proposal coming from Father 
Bochard, first of all for the good reason that the group of first Marists had well 
reflected on their Fourvière Promise. had duly had it approved, so Champagnat 
therefore wanted to found a Society of Mary and not a Society of the Cross.

The defects of Father Bochard were well known to Father Courbon, the 
first Vicar General1, and to Father Gardette, Superior of the Great Seminary,

In lhe Courbon-Fesch correspondence you have. for example the letter below of October 1X14 (OM doc. 
31): M. Gardette...is also a bit annoyed at the meticulous and conslanlly repealed drivel of M. Bochard; I 
advise him in sccret to gel lhe upper hand for a bit; he has not gol the strength.
This M. Bochard is a tirelcss worker; he treats minutiae as great matters; in everything his will has to prevail. 
Major, minor seminaries. communities. he is everything: Superior General, local superior, superior, bursar etc. 
etc. That tires everyone because on top of that his head is changeable; when he falis for a subject that person 
is a phoenix; immediately he glorifics him; when he has it in for someone he cannot stand him any longer, he 
tries to have him moved; w hen he comes up with a project it has to be carried through. If the good Lord were 
to make him bishop. seminaries and communities would sing a Te Deum; lhe other sênior vicars would shrug 
their shoulders and shoul Deo Gradas’. I am not saying this to draw down upon him remonstrance or re- 
proach but to put you on guard against what he says and that you might suggest to him that he handle everyo- 
ne carefully. especially directors of seminaries. and that he be discreet in his innovations and changes.” 
Ten years later. a letter from Mgr. de Pins to Mgr. Devie (14-4- 1X24) revealed that before leaving Lyons M. 
Bochard had desiroyed a good number of archives. For what reason? (OM doc.3 I and A.E. Belley Fonds de 
Vie. Affaire Bochard).
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who evidently could not tel 1 Father Champagnat to disobey, but who did tell him 
to await the passage of time, a piece of advice, alas, which Champagnat could 
not throw back to all those who attacked him.

And we must add to the list, if he were not indeed an attacker at least he 
was one who faltered, Marcellin’s spiritual director, who was, in all probabili- 
ty, Father Jean-Louis Duplay.

This young priest was scarcely older that Marcellin, but they had knew each 
other since Verrières days and they carne from neighbouring villages, Marlhes, and 
Jonzieux2. Teacher at the Great Seminary, Jean-Louis had perforce to be wary of 
Father Bochard, who was the Vicar-General in charge of seminaries. In view of the 
Bochard-Champagnat struggle, it is there quite understandable that Jean-Louis should 
say to his directee: "It is too difficult for me to take a position in this matter."

2 In “Né en 89 vol. I” I have shown what bonds of friendship the two families could have had (p. 174-184-6, 
275). The biographer of Jean-Louis Duplay. J.M. Chausse, States quite clearly the role that J.L. Duplay played 
in the life of Marcellin Champagnat: “In the midst of his contradictions M. Champagnat often went to the semi
nary in Lyons to converse with M. Duplay, his friend and counsellor." He took his advice on everything con- 
cerning the welfare and the future of his Institute.” When he says that, however, Chausse is only quoting a let- 
ter from Marcellin to Claude Duplay. the Brother of Jean-Louis: “You can say in all truth that your Brother 
M.Jean-Louis Duplay, is the cause of the existence of the Little Brothers of Mary. I would never have under- 
taken and especially carried on with that work if he had not formally approved it." (Letters I, doc. 26)
Can it be more clearly stated that this spiritual direction goes back to the very early years of the foundation? We 
know too that Jean-Louis Duplay had close ties with M. Dervieux and so must have had quite a bit of difficulty 
calming down that most worthy priest in the years when he was violently opposed to Champagnat. Again, 
Marcellin points out to Claude Duplay that his spiritual direction under Jean-Louis was quite without restraint: 
“When, fortunately, it was a question of the definitive establishment of the work of the Little Brothers of Mary 
(1824?) I went to have a talk with him as I always did in matters of any importance. While he was interested in 
my project, he did not think at first that I should give up my position as curate in Lavalla to dedicate myself enti- 
rely to it. After he had had a chance to have a long conversation with Monsieur Dervieux. his ideas changed. 
(Here we are at that time in 1824 when Dervieux, after having seen that Courbon was in favour, that Bochard 
had been removed, that Rebod had been put to one side, that Mgr de Pins was completely won over to the Marists, 
and so that in the end Father Champagnat was not a proud person but a man of God and an apostle, changed his 
attitude completely and urged Duplay to enter wholeheartedly into the project of the Marist Brothers.)
Another point. it is easy to understand why Br Jean-Baptiste, who knew perfectly well about whom he was 
speaking. did not reveal the identity of the “confessor". Presenting the reticence of the latter as something of a 
weakness, he did not wish to attribute that to someone who had become the superior of the major seminary.
3 This is a person. whose name Br Jean-Baptiste does not give but tells us that he was with “the Brothers of

2. Reasons for not accepting
There were other reasons for not accepting the Bochard solution. I made 

allusion to them in "Né en ’89", pages 201,224. And here is one, among others, 
which is not mentioned by the biographers of Marcellin.

The ex-Brother of the Christian Schools, who led the eight postulant in 
March, 1822, and whom Marcellin sent away a little later on for moral faults, 
could very possibly be that Guisard who was in league with Father Bochard and 
Father Courveille in the regions of Charlieu and Feurs, and who was the same 
one who formed "novices in the la Valia manner”3.
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Marcellin Champagnat's pathway of obedience

At Charlieu this same person brought such confusion that Marcellin saw 
himself forced to send his Brothers there in 1824 to replace the one who had had 
himself referred to as a Brother of La Valia4.

Father Champagnat also had the unsuccessful experience of the attempt- 
ed union of his Brothers with thoseof Father Rouchon, parish priest ofValbenoite.

At the priests' Retreat of 1823 Father Bochard dared to profit from this 
time of spiritual renewal to manifest an extreme Gallicanism. Yes, he dared to 
turn the clergy of Lyon towards resistance to the new Pope Leo XII, who, he 
said, had no right to nominate an Administrator, Bishop De Pins, as long as 
Cardinal Fesch was still alive. Now, already, for eight years, the diocese of Lyons 
had been existing in the untenable situation of being without a resident bishop, 
its titular head having been confined to Rome for the remainder of his years by 
the royal decision of Louis XVIII.

To obey a disobedient superior is a problem which would be settled with 
the arrival of the Administrator, for, evidently, the latter would not take back into 
his new Council a notorious opponent. Father Bochard retired into the diocese of 
Belley and, after some manifestations of bad spirit, was rebuked by Bishop Devie, 
bishop of Belley. Bochard then he resigned himself to silence5.

It can be readily believed that, during all this time, Father Bochard was

Christian Schools for 6 years" (Bic. P. 98). It is a curious thing that the inspector Guillard. who had no chance 
of knowing young Br Jean-Baptiste, says exactly the same thing: “M. Grizar, who has been with the Brothers of 
Christian Doctrine for six years and whom the Rector has just authorised... is forming novices as they do in 
Lavalla.” (OM 73.23) The archives of the Brothers of the Christian Schools in Lyons (novitiate register). show 
that he entered the novitiate only in July 1819, but he was 32 years of age, there is nothing to stop him having 
been trained as a teacher and having taught before entering the novitiate. which sometimes happened. So he puts 
down his stay with the Christian Brothers as six years. His reference is a certificate of competence. A letter writ- 
ten on 25 March 1822 by the sub-prefect of Roanne to the prefect of la Loire follows up a request of Grizard: “I 
have the honour of addressing you. for your approval. an authorisation to teach granted by the Rector of the 
Academy at Lyons to M. Grizard for the commune of Charlieu.” Our ex-Christian Brother, then. has jumped 
from Lavalla to the Rector of the Academy to ask for a post and he has been given Charlieu. In his free time he 
taught novices who had been entrusted to him by M. Bochard and. in order to dissociate himself from the Christian 
Brothers, referred back to the new congregation in Lavalla. He was in Lavalla in March. It was in May that 
inspector Guillard found him in Charlieu. In 1823. another inspector, Popar, recalls Grizard again, speaking of 
the Brothers of Feurs (a region where, the previous year, Guillard had found Courveille’s Brothers. But now the 
3 Brothers are no longer with Courveille, they are “a product of M. Grizard. an ex-Brother previously establi- 
shed and authorised in Charlieu". In fact, he was no longer in Charlieu but in Lyons "in order to come to an 
arrangement with Monsieur Bochard. This fellow Grizard, had run up rather shameful debts, but M. Bochard 
had agreed to pay them." (OM doc. 86) It would have been the limit if Father Champagnat had accepted as master 
of novices someone he had sent away for moral misconduct. In any case it would have been necessary to repla
ce with real Brothers from Lavalla a person who had passed himself off as a Brother from Lavalla, and Monsieur 
Courveille, who was himself more or less linked with the Bochard-Grizard enterprise, was going to demand that 
Father Champagnat found a school in far-off Charlieu while he was right in the middle of building the Hermitage. 
4 Brother Avit, in the Annals of Charlieu. gives the date of the opening of the Brothers’ school in Charlieu as 
November 1824. They seem to have enrolled between 140 ad 150 pupils in the first year.
5 Monsieur Courbon died as Mgr de Pins arrived (6 February 1824). There remained only one vicar general of 
the previous team: M. Recorbet. M. Barou was chosen immediately, then on I April 1824, Jean Cholleton and, 
on the death of M. Recorbet, Simon Cattet on 28 December 1825.
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biocking the legal recognition ofthe Marist Brothers which had been envisaged 
by Rector D'Regell (O.M. Doc.77), and this at a time when recognition could 
have been easily obtained.

We must understand. therefore, that. if the position of Marcellin had some 
elements similar to that of Thérèse Couderc. it is nevertheless a very different 
situation. Replacement was imposed on Thérèse Couderc. Father Champagnat 
had a slight margin for manoeuvre, which permitted him to choose between. on 
one hand. an obedience which would be absurdly blind and. on the other. char- 
ity towards those whom God sent to him.

B. HAVING HIS BROTHERS BECOME BROTHERS OF FATHER 
COURVEILLE

In 1824 there carne a second occasion. Champagnat sought out Courveille 
"on the advice of Father Superior"6, as he wrote later on. Without doubt, it can 
also be thought that the relative affluence of Courveille would contribute to light- 
ening the financial burden. But. above all, it was generally believed that Courveille 
had received the most manifestly supernatural inspiration regarding the Society 
of Mary. Without doubt. like others in the group. Courveille had hardly thought 
of anything other than missionaries imitating Saint François Régis. but finally 
he, too, accepted the idea of teaching Brothers and, in the region of Epercieux, 
he was especially enthusiastic about realising this scheme.

6 OM doc. 286.2 "Superior" probably meaning M. Gardet. It is also one way of saying: it s not on my authority.’

Therefore nothing seemed opposed to the idea that Courveille could ren
der good service during lhe construction ofthe Hermitage, remaining at La Valia 
where. it would seem, only some orphans still remained during the summer sea- 
son. the other pupils having already quit school to attend to the work in the fields.

Champagnat gavc in to Courveille. even in some outlandish decisions, 
such as the blue soutane which so surprised the inhabitants of St Chamond. While 
the Brothers of lhe Christian Schools were "the Brothers with four arms", the 
Marist Brothers were "the Blue Brothers".

Once the construction of the Hermitage was finished there were those 
infamous attempts by Courveille to have himself elected, attempts which Champagnat 
did not oppose, but which ended in the confusion of the self-seeker. In the same 
way, when Champagnat was away during a great part of 1 825, it was really nec- 
essary that Courveille direct the house, for Terraillon, the other Marist candi
date there, had no special desire to do so.

Then carne Christmas and the sickness of Champagnat. More than ever 
Courveille tightened the reins on the house, the only difference being that he 
irritated those around him more than ever, and, with Terraillon, he began to 
announce the threatened future which would follow the death of FatherChampagnat. 
"If Father Champagnat should die, we shall ask for a parish. We shall withdraw, 
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and you, too, will do so," the two chaplains said to the Brothers7.

7 OM doc. 286.2
8 OM doc. 286.2
9 OM doc.265.9.10,11

Bicentenary Life ch. 19 part l.p. 198...

Father Champagnat regained his health and there was much enthusiasm 
among the Brothers. Courveille was in a State of shock and took his revenge by 
bringing about the canonical visit by Father Cattet. Vicar-General, who very 
much wanted to find, and to report on, the situation in its most negative aspects.

At the end of springtime there carne the moral faults of Courveille, who 
chose to flee to the Trappist monastery at Aiguebelle. The situation for Marcellin 
was hardly comfortable, for, in the eyes of the public, both Courveille and one 
of his first Brothers, Etienne Roumezy, had walked out on him. Etienne Roumezy 
judged it better to go to, and help look after, an orphanage at Larajasse. Soon 
Champagnat was also abandoned by Terraillon, who left for Lyon to preach the 
quarter-century Jubilee which the Pope hadprorogued. But, in the end. the Brothers 
remained with Champagnat and, for the first time, made their vows of religion, 
which. for some of them. were perpetuai vows.

This particular year, 1826, had been cruel to the Founder. He spoke about 
it especially in his lettersofseven years later. Forexample, this to FatherCholleton: 
"I saw in thiscircumstance (his illness) that neithertheone northeother(Courveille 
andTerraillon) hadfor my young people the sentimentsofa father." Champagnafs 
attitude was quite the opposite. "God restored my health. I reassured my chil
dren. I told them to fear nothing and that I would share all their misfortunes and 
would share with them the last piece of bread"8.

Marcellin thus took a further step in the conviction that he must not be 
replaced. For being available to his followers there was only he, for now, in the 
diocese, he remained alone. The other two Marists of the Promise of Fourvière, 
Colin and Déclas, were in the diocese of Belley, that is to say, very far away, 
and he could hardly see anything to be gained by pestering them. For some two 
years he even ceased to believe in the Priests' branch of the Society. It was the 
vocation of Father Séon9 that obliged him to change his opinion and, without 
any doubt, from mid-1828 he became, on the contrary, the most zealous mem- 
ber of those busying themselves with the priests' branch of the Society10.

C. HAVING HIS BROTHERS BECOME BROTHERS OF FATHER 
COINDRES CONGREGATION

I. The story
But Father Cattet persisted with his idea. Champagnat, it is true, knew how 

to gather togethcr a good number of young men; he inspired confidence, even 
in politicians. The Prefect took the trouble of coming to the Hermitage; he 
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gave the community the right to have its own cemetery etc...But Champagnat 
had too little intelligence to direct a teaching congregation. Besides, the 
Virgin of Fourvière had found another remarkable servant in the person of 
André Coindre, who busied himself with founding the Brothers of the Sacred 
Heart and the Sisters of Jesus and Mary (with Saint Claudine Thêvenet). 
There was the man that was needed. He possessed a prodigious energy; he 
had been appointed Superior of the Great Seminary of Blois; he constantly 
published replies to so many modern heresies that he was on the way to 
becoming an oracle of Holy Church.

Coindre was not easy to contact, for people asked for him almost every- 
where. Nevertheless, Cattet sought him in order to help this work. the Marist 
Brothers. Proof of this comes from a letter from Coindre to one of his own 
Brothers which letter, without doubt, concerns the Marist Brothers, even 
though they are not mentioned by name.

"3rd May, 1X26.
The turbulent spirit of Father Cattet teaches us the conduct we must fol- 

low. He is one of those men who wish to undo everything in order to remake 
in their own way. Let us beware of such a method. We can do nothing to remake 
in Nature what it ordinarily produces without our totally destroying it, and, 
moreover, we are not sure that what we have reduced to powder will be re- 
stored in the composition of the new product. It is the same with works of 
Grace. To think of such unions shows that one has very little knowledge of 
men and of the works of God. It is the same as saying that we should blend 
logether all households so as to make but one, all States so as to make but one. 
Besides, if people are content, what more is necessary?11

Father Coindre had indeed received his inspiration at Fourvière, but Our 
Lady of Fourvière knew what she was inspiring and, from well before Vatican 
11. she knew the theology concerning the charisms of Founders and she knew 
how to arrange similar currents of spirituality without mixing their waters.

2. The death of Father Coindre
Father Coindre had certainly exceeded his strength, for he fell into a 

depression which ended in suicide (30th May, 1826). And this accident. so 
much more difficult to explain in that epoch than in ours, concerning a man 
who was a saintly priest. doubtless gave a little more wisdom to the turbulent 
Cattet. all the more so in that, in the same period (18-24 May, according to 
Father Coste)12, they learnt about the scandalous faults of Father Courveille 
and about his deparlure to Ia Trappe.

1 1 OM doc. 151.1
12 OM vol 4 p.255
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3. The archiepiscopal council
In any case, we see that, on the 8th August, Article No. 13 of the archi

episcopal council announced the end of all this procrastination: " l he propos- 
al to unite the Brothers of the Hermitage with those of the Sacred Heart does 
not appear to be admissible. The Council favours charging Father Brut l3. 
Principal of the College at St Chamond, with giving care and attention to the 
Brothers of the Hermitage for their own weifare and for that of the establish- 
ment."

13 OM doc. 159. This M. Brut may well have given the Brothers some lessons for he was the director of 
the college of S. Chamond from 1824 to 1831. He is the one who gol Br Laurent to pass his brevet exam. 
After S. Chamond he was appointed curate in Ampuis and later became parish priest. At the age of 89 he 
was “still active", very pleased with the Brothers and did all he could for them. He died in 1875 at the age 
of 95. Almost right up to his dealh he was giving lessons to young people were prepanng to go to lhe semi- 
nary. Two years before his dealh he began lo study Bnglish.. (These details are found in lhe An na Is of Ampuis 
by Brother Avii.

No doubt that conclusion providcd an honourable way-out for Father 
Cattet. Although the conclusion obliged Father Cattet to recognise that no one 
could do better than Father Champagnat at the Hermitage, it still gave scope 
for his desire to be able to say that his canonical visit had had some effect.

4. Conclusion.
As irritating as these interventions were, they had the advantage of continu- 

ing to guide Father Champagnat step by step in a pathway of obedience which 
could be claimed to be both very delicate and very difficult. Yes, in a period 
when authority had scarcely undergone any change, it was necessary for him 
to discover the will of God yet one more time on the fringe of classical obe
dience.

IV. THE CASE OF SAINT VIATOR

A. FIRST PART OF THE STORY

The preceding facts show very well that each time the Saviour was there 
to guide his servant in spite of the fog which formed around him and which. 
for sure, could cause him understandable irritation. He now had almost twen- 
ty years of experience in guiding his community. but that did not count with 
inveterate demolishers. They did not recognise the evident signs, did not dis- 
tinguish between good and bad fruits. They did not have the spiritual depth to 
assess well. They had only theories, and. according to these theories. an intel- 
lectual was necessary to form a community of teaching Brothers. It was nec
essary to form the Brothers through books, not by manual work. Such. any- 
way, was the vision of the future Bishop Pompallier.
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I. First signs
Up to 1830 the pressure exercised for an accord with the Clercs of Saint 

Viator did not have grave consequences. They were of the nature of what was 
later brought about with Father Mazelier.

A letter from Father Cattet (5. 12. 1832) shows that, if the archiepiscopal 
council proposed an accord with the Saint Viator authorities, it was to avoid hav- 
ing to make recourse to the Marianists, who were very faraway. Father Champagnat 
had indeed been thinking about the Marianists14.

14 OM doc. 2X6.2
15 OM doc. 276
16 OM doc. 2X6
17 OM I p. 618

At the bottom of the matter was the question of legal authorisation, which 
had not been obtained for the Marist Brothers, but which the Marianists had 
obtained in 1825, and the Clercs of Saint Viator just before the Revolution of 
1830, even though, in both cases, these two congregations were less struetured 
than were the Marist Brothers. Since, after the Revolution of 1830, the govern- 
ment was less favourable to lhe congregations, there was scarcely question of 
having yet another congregation recognised. Thus it was necessary in some way 
to unite with a congregation already legally existing.

Nevertheless, Bishop de Pins wanted to try his luck, for, at last, events were 
developing less harshly than the years 1830-1831 would have given people to 
believe possible. De Pins therefore went away to Paris on 6th December, 1832 to 
try to obtain legal recognition for the Marist Brothers. He obtained nothing.

The Marist-St Viator question returned to the archiepiscopal council on 
7th August. I 833, but this time its members began to speak quite clearly of union: 
"In view of having the Little Brothers of Mary enjoy the benefits of legal exist
ence, the Council is of the opinion that they be united to the work of the Clercs 
of Saint-Viator of Vourles, who are legally authorised. At least, there is scope to 
make the attempt to do so".15

That very month of August was the month of contacts with Rome, or. 
rather, the end of preparations for the voyage of Father Colin to Rome. Colin 
had called on Champagnat to attend a meeting at Lyon. set down for 29th August. 
The latter had not been able to go there, but he knew very well that the object 
of the voyage was the pontificai recognition of the Society of Mary. It would 
therefore be stupid to make decisions concerning a branch of that Society be
fore knowing the result of the visit to Rome.

2. Resistance of Marcellin Champagnat
Letter of August-September, 183316. First pari.

Anyway, Champagnat had come to Lyon on 21 st August17 and, learning 
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about the decision of the archdiocese, he had expressed his reticence to Father 
Cholleton, who was very sentimentally attached to the Society of Mary18.

On his return to the Hermitage, Champagnat therefore wrote a letter, of 
which we have the draft copy, but we do not know whether the letter was actu- 
ally sent:19

"Dear Vicar General,
I have not yet made the journey to Vourles:
1. Because 1 have been extremely busy;
2. Because 1 did not consider this injunction to be a definite order (previ- 

ous situations had taught him that it was not necessary to consider merely any 
suggestion at all as an order);

3. Because I have not properly understood the matter. I believe that it was 
said that the parish priest of Vourles should make the first approach.

Champagnat knew Querbes. Querbes, a younger man, became a deacon 
on 2 1 st July, 1816, at the time when Champagnat became a priest (22nd July).

b. Consulting other confreres.
"Not one of my confreres to whom I have spoken of the matter approves 

of it and, in thi/ affair. 1 do not believe that, on my own, I can undertake so 
important a step as this one. I dont dare to speak of it to the Brothers, seeing 
the trouble it caused among the Brothers at Millery when someone imprudent- 
ly told them about it".

It was an easy thing toconsult those who had made the Promiseof Fourvière, 
given they were not numerous. Champagnat added more Information, other mate
rial such as that concerning the older Brother of Father Colin, or about young 
Séon, who had carne to the Hermitage seven years earlier, who was already 
responsible for the community at Valbenoite. and who knew how to criticise 
the archdiocese for not having done enough for the Society of Mary.

The response was clear. There was a Society of Mary. which Father Colin 
was presenting to the Pope. The Marists therefore had some weight, and should 
have a say in this matter, for, really. there were 80 Brothers, 10 novices, and. 
in addition, in the diocese of Lyon, priests at the Hermitage and at Valbenoite 
who were preparing to become Marists. At the same time the congregation of 
Father Querbes had only two Brothers and two associates.

C. RAD1CALLY DIFFERENT PRINCIPLES BETWEEN THE TWO CONGREGATIONS
The letter continues: "At the time when, left to myself after the sad affair 

of Father Courveille and the desertion of Father Terraillon, you counselled me

IX M. Jean Cholleton. in lhe Major Scminary. was the spiritual director ot almosl all those who made the pro- 
mise at Fourvière. When he stopped being vicar general in 1X40, he became a Marist Father and Provincial 
of lhe Marist Brothers of whom Brother François was the Director General.
' Annales des Frères Maristes cahier Champagnat 3 p. I 1 -13. In OM doc. 2X6 
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to confer with Father Querbes and to come to an understanding. I saw him, but, 
certainly, I did not come to an agreement with him, as 1 have had the honour to 
tell you."

That signified that Father Querbes had an understanding of his work that 
was very different from ours. Indeed, his idea is that the Brother lives with the 
priest, both the one and the other being Clercs of Saint Viator. Moreover, this 
can facilitate the establishment of the Clercs in small parishes where there would 
be only one class. But, among the Marist Brothers, all the communities are com- 
posed of Brothers only. The Priests' branch is quite separate, and even a Iittle 
more so, since half of the Hermitage priests had left to establish themselves at 
Valbenoite. From that point the letter changed its tone.

d. Letter oe August-September: Second part (Ce. Paul 2.Cor.I 1-12)
The archdiocesan plan shows quite clearly that Champagnat was esteemed. 

He was a saint, but was shod in huge wooden shoes (sabots). He was also a good 
mason who, at La Valia, knew how to construct a building on his own. He was 
the key workman of a great house at the Hermitage, but now he should give place 
to a more gifted person for the formation of religious.

Champagnat therefore reacted like someone who had received a blow. All 
the same, like Jesus on a certain occasion, he did not offer the other cheek to the 
servant of the High Priest. Champagnat had his model in the St Paul of the Second 
Corinthians: "I am also going to be boastfuL" (11. 18) "Are they Hebrews? So 
am I. Are they Israelites? So am I. Are they descendants of Abraham? So am 1. 
Are they Christ's servants? These are wild words, but 1 am something more than 
that. I have toiled harder; 1 have been beaten so cruelly; I have made voyages 
without number; I have been in danger from rivers, in dangers in the city, in dan- 
ger from false friends. I have been in labours, in fatigue, in frequent vigils, in 
hunger and thirst, in repeated fasts. I have had the care of all the churches. If it 
is necessary to glorify oneself, it is of my own weaknesses that I boast."

So much for Chapter 1 1. And in Chapter 12 we have: "There I am; I have 
become stupid. But you have compelled me to say these things."

Let us therefore take up again the letter of Champagnat which sets out to 
evoke in a disorderly way some of the sad memories of long ago, for certain 
memories go back even to the 1820s.

"After the most terrible menaces uttered against a priest who is giving his 
all and all his resources, I at last saw, in the arrival of Bishop de Pins, the re- 
birth of tranquillity."

This passage is the evocation of what we know about through Brother Jean- 
Baptiste, who tells us of the eventual intervention by the police20, and also of 
what we know through Father Bourdin, who, in his cryptic style, speaks about

2” Bicentenary Life p. 121
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Journoux, the young priest-friend of Marcellin, who warned Champagnat that he 
was going to be denounced to the archdiocesan authorities. Journoux also ad- 
vised Champagnat that he must burn the confidential letter Journoux sent21.

21 OM doc. 754. IX
22 OM doc. 2X6.2
23 Fr Coste, SM has made a reconstitution and I am taking it as it is (OM 1. pp. 620-621)

Champagnat's letter went on to say: "Soon, new dangers, more terrible 
lhat the first, carne to assail the Little Brothers of Mary. What a disastrous step 
was that which I took with the advice of the Reverend Superior, I mean to say, 
when I asked for Father Courveille, who was at Epercieux! Oh, truly disastrous 
day, and one more than capable of overthrowing this work if the divine Mary 
were not supporting it with all the strength of her arm!"

Evidently. this is an allusion to the faults of Courveille. even if what fol- 
lows emphasises the lack of paternal interest on the part of the two chaplains: 
"During a long and very serious illness, with heavy debts weighing me down, I 
wanted to make Father Terraillon my sole heir. He refused my inheritance, say
ing that I had nothing. To the Brothers he and Father Courveille did not cease 
saying, 'The creditors will come very soon and drive you out of here. We can 
quite easily accept a parish and leave you to yourselves.' At length, God, in His 
mercy, alas, perhaps in His justice, finally restored me to health. I reassured my 
children. I told them to have no fear, that I shared all their misfortunes as I would 
share with them the last morsel of bread. 1 saw in this circumstance that neither 
the one nor the other of these men had for my young people the feelings of a 
father. In other respects I have no complaints whatever to make against the parish 
priest of Notre Dame22, whose conduct has always been edifying in our house".

The letter now went on to sum up all the signs of protection which gave 
hope and, for the second time, Marcellin declares that all his confidence is in 
Mary: "Surely," he suggests, "you believe that others will do better then I. 
Nevertheless, here is what 1 have done." And it is then that, like St Paul, he out- 
lines what he has brought about, as if to say: "Yes, well now, has anyone done 
as much about the project? It was found that the page was torn and so it was nec
essary to re-establish the text as accurately as possible23 (the parts below in 
brackets): "Although I was left on my own by the withdrawal of FatherCourveille 
and the departure of Father Terraillon, Mary did not abandon us. We paid our 
debts as they fell due and other confreres carne to take the place of the earlier 
ones. I am all alone in handling the expenses of their upkeep. Mary is helping 
us; that is sufficient.

"I am increasing the property, either by (clearing the ground, or by) new 
acquisitions. Here isestablished(however, the fali may come upon us) 'thethrone'. 
A house inspection was made at Notre Dame de l'Hermitage so as to terrify us. 
A great (detachment of police, but they found no one) had something terrifying 
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about it. (The new authorities whom the Revolution) has set in power were men- 
acing us in several places, but. in spite of that. Feurs was the only (place where. 
because of intrigues , we) withdrew our Brothers (although with a heavy heart. 
but yet obliged to do so. I may add) that not one Brother has had to quit his voca
tion or his employment) because of (military Service)".

Father Querbes etc.

E. INTERPRETATION OF THE LETTER
We do not know whether this letter was sent. If the draft copy had been 

torn on one half-page, was it merely through clumsiness? That is hard to believe. 
We can imagine the hesitations of Marcellin Champagnat: "Yes. I can say every
thing I feel to the one who was my spiritual director...Certainly, I am in a state 
of irritation, but how can I dam up this tlow of thoughts which has swept over 
me? Would it not be better to keep them to myself than to brood over them?"

Champagnat was a very sensitive man; this time he is truly suffering. There 
are moments in the life of a saint when the saint. like Saint Paul, can lose his 
calm. "For 17 years, in spite of everything. Jesus and Mary have helped me. That 
means something." There are times when we can say to ourselves at the end of 
the day. "Jesus, meek and humble of heart. make my heart like unto thine. Mary 
Queen of peace. keep me calm." And, in spite of that. calm does not immedi
ately return.

Besides. it is possible that a certain resignation manifested itself, and that 
we can. in this sense, interpret a particular letter from Father Chollerton to Father 
Querbes saying that Champagnat "appears to me to be well disposed"24. Yes, 
perhaps there had been an attempt at reciprocai understanding and that, in order 
to avoid military service for four of his Brothers, Father Champagnat consid
ered confiding them to Father Querbes. We could, however, look for another 
solution, and this we spoke about, as mention was made of it in a letter from 
Father Colin25.

In any case, this interior turmoil has nothing in it which was to disturb 
matters in regard to the sanctity of Marcellin. Saint Ignatius says tellingly that. 
were the Society of Jesus to be suppressed, he would suffer for a quarter of a 
hour before being restored to peace. That it should be necessary for others to 
take a longer time for regaining peace is the secret of the Lord. who knows his 
elect. Anyway. Saint Paul, was knocked over by interior turmoil by the attacks

As we cannot give an exact date to Father Champagnats letter. we do not know it it comes before or after. 
~5 OM doc. 212 (13 February 1830). Father Colin said to Father Chanpagnat: “Mgr answered that he kept 
advising you to have the Brothers approved with the statutes of Brothers who had already been approved. ... 
he has written to Valence. Writing to Valence (in 1 830) meant making contact with M. Fière and M. Mazelier. 
Perhaps at that time Fr Champagnat was not very much in favour of that union. nor was M. Mazelier. This 
would explain the slow progress of their contacts 
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of "certain people" (2 Cor. 10. 12) And this did not cancel his canonisation. The 
same applies to Champagnat. Mary alone is immaculate.

3. What happened then ?
So we do not know whether the letter was sent. The Archdiocesan archives 

do not preserve everything, and this letter was very personal. And. despite the 
allusions, given above, from Cholleton to Querbes, we can see that nothing was 
done about a union with the Clercs of Saint Viator. We have only the comment 
of Brother Jean-Baptiste, which is rather likely to be the true version. Father 
Champagnat would have said to the Archbishop: "To propose to our Brothers 
that they abandon their Rules. their costume, their method of teaching. their way 
of living in order to take on that of another community, whatever kind it may 
be, would be to lose them and to throw them back into the world. With the knowl- 
edge that I have of these things, 1 do not believe, your Grace, that I can in con- 
science support this measure. If your Grace orders it, I shall go along with it. 1 
shall resign myself to it; that is my duty. but I tremble for what will follow."

The archbishop still insisted. He tried to refute the reasons brought for- 
ward by Father Champagnat and, not being able to change the latter's sentiments, 
he sent him away, asking him to reflect on the matter...Things remained like 
that...26

26 Bicentenary Lif p. 194
-' Bicentenary Life p. 193

That is not exactly the version of a text written by the Archbishop or by 
Champagnat, but at least it is the only light thrown on the two years of cold rela- 
tionships between the Archdiocese and the Hermitage (1833-1835). We must 
add that, if the edition of 1931 puts the date of 1835, this date is not in the orig
inal text of Brother Jean-Baptiste.

4. Who is the principal party responsihle for this attempt?
Let uscome back to the beginningof the intrigue. Who influenced Cholleton? 

This Vicar General, friend of the Marists, about whom Brother François made 
such a warm eulogy when Cholleton died, allowed himself to be manoeuvred by 
Father Pompallier, former chaplain of the Hermitage and a brilliant speaker, who, 
without any doubt, said words that were somewhat close to those which Jean- 
Baptiste wrote him down as saying: "Father Champagnat, despite his piety and 
his virtue, has none of the qualities necessary for a good community superior. 
He is not capable of carrying on correspondence, of instructing his Brothers, of 
dealing with founders of schools and of suitably conducting a novitiate. Beside, 
he scarcely concerns himself with these matters and he employs almost all his 
time buildingandclearing the mountainside. From this it follows that the Brothers 
are not sufficiently formed to piety, to the religious virtues, nor to the knowl- 
edge necessary for teachers. Many other things suffer"27.
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Later on, Father Colin had diverse reasons to be irritated with Bishop 
Pompallier and his manner of conducting the Mission. In 1847 he sent to the 
Holy See a passionate report, but a report which permits us to see what hap- 
pened in 1833: "Restless and insinuating, Father Pompallier gained the confi- 
dence of the Archbishop-Administrator (Bishop de Pins) and had Cholleton appoint- 
ed as Grand Vicar in place of another (Cattet) as the Superior charged with the 
new house of the Brothers of the Hermitage, and, some time later, he almost suc- 
ceeded with the Administration in having Father Champagnat taken away from 
the direction of the work that Champagnat had brought to birth, and in having 
him replaced by a priest unknown to the Brothers (Querbes). It would have 
destroyed the new establishment. Providence willed that he did not succeed"28.

28 OM doc. 909.3
29 Bicentenary Life p. 193

Brother Avit wrote (Summary of the Annals p. 567): 1861 In the month of August. Mgr. Pompallier. having 
come to France lo conduct Business concerning his mission in New Zealand, paid a visit to our Mother House... 
We had reason to believe that Mgr. and Father Colin were on bad terms because of the debts that His Lordship 
had contracted for his mission. We think that the purpose of this visit was to get Brothers for New Zealand. 
Our superiors had not sent any since 1859. not being satisfied with the use the Marist Fathers were making 
of them.

In the docuinents available to us we see, it is true, Cholleton's part, but 
this evidence from Father Colin, added to. moreover, by those of Jean-Baptiste 
and Avit, do not leave any doubt about the identity of the true instigator of the 
intrigue.

Concerning Father Courveille, Brother Jean-Baptiste was lacking in the 
very minimum of prudence, speaking clearly about his moral faults at a time 
when (1856) the culpable old man had been, for twenty years, a good monk at 
Solesmes. Evidently, Champagnat's biographer did not know this fact which. 
undoubtedly, Father Mayet had not pa.ssed on to him.

Concerning Bishop Pompallier, Brother Jean-Baptiste knew very well that 
he was not dead and that he was a Missionary bishop. Therefore he had to be very 
careful. Nevertheless, he set out to show quite clearly Pompallier's responsibili- 
ty, but he did it in a falsely ingenuous way. He wrote: "Bishop P", which is evi
dently a Punchinello secret which anyone at all can interpret. And he affected to 
diminish the responsibility of the person concerned: "Bishop P put so much good 
faith into what he said and he showed so much zeal and devotion for the Little 
Brothers of Mary that people allowed themselves to be persuaded by his words"29.

When we realise that Bishop Pompallier was at Saint Génis-Laval in the 
month of August, 186130, it is evident that he could have read the biography of 
Father Champagnat and received this page as a slap, and a slap that was undoubt
edly somewhat merited.

5. The dates of this story
The idea of finding a solution to the problem of exemption from mili- 
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tary Service was in the air from the beginning of 1830, for in the early part of 
the Revolution it was not necessary to count on the clemency of the govern- 
ment. The Prefect of Montbrison, Scipion Morgue, was a type of firebrand, 
full of inistrust of religious, especially of the Marist Brothers, who had had 
the misfortune of being pleasing to the previous regime. It suffices to cite 
only some of his proposals:

"This institution (the Marist Brothers) is so much the less worthy of 
encouragement in that it is public knowledge that the pupils who come out of 
its schools are in a deplorable state of ignorance and the Brothers are useful 
more in guaranteeing the loss of time by the children than in putting them on 
the way to even the most trivial knowledge”31.

Yet the real contacts with Father Mazelier and with St Paul Trois Châteaux 
began only in 1 835. Therefore there must have been, between 1833 and 1835, 
two years of procrastination on the part of Father Querbes, the archdiocese 
and Father Champagnat before the archbishop changed his mind. The year 
1835 shows that something was done, for Father Champagnat wrote to the 
Queen and to Bishop Ardaillon, and he made out draft letters to several 
Deputies(3rd May)32. Consequently, the archdiocese must have told him that 
from now on it was up to him to take the steps. Moreover, in 1834 he obtained 
from Louis-Philippe the recognition of the Statutes of his congregation, which, 
alas, was only the first stage towards legal recognition.

6. And Father Querbes?
As for Father Querbes, it is much more difficult to say what he thought 

about what had been proposed to him by the archdiocese. We have one letter of 
August, 1833 - at the beginning of the campaign, where, before accepting, he 
sets some conditions:

the help of another priest, Father Mouterde;
an interview with Father Champagnat;
the necessary powers.
And we know hardly anything more about it. Like Coindre, Querbes was 

a wise man. who did not desire to refuse formally, but wanted to gain time, as 
Champagnat had often done.

7. Concerning the texts of Brother Jean- Baptiste
We can put in here a reflection on the texts of Brother Jean-Baptiste. He 

indeed claims to tell the truth, but, like most biographers of his time, without 
having occupied himself too much with documents. For example, as being part 
of the same conversation, he presents two fragments which are surely two years 
apart in time:

3' Fr. G1 Michel, Marcellin Champagnat and the legal recognition of the Marist Brothers.
32 Annales des Frèrcs Maristes I 13 noo 28
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Assuredly, the following was in 1833: "My Lord, my Brothers and I are 
in your hands and Your Lordship can do with us what you wish." And the fol
lowing sentence was, without doubt, in 1835: "As for the union that you pro- 
pose to me, I do not believe it to be necessary in order to exempt our subjects, 
seeing that Providence has furnished us with a means of getting out of this dif- 
ficuIt situation".

It is indeed, as we have seen, in the year 1835 that real contacts with 
Father Mazelier began. A brief reconstruction from memory evidently runs the 
risk of being only an approximation.

8. Provisional Conclusion
The conclusion from these events is that the Lord led Marcellin 

Champagnat, as he led so many other founders and foundresses, along a bumpy 
road, but one which caused him to live out the Paschal Mystery of Death and 
Resurrection. As Champagnat said to Father Barou in 1827,33 "1 was expecting, 
and I still expect, rougher trails".

33 OM doc. 173.16
34 Bicentenary Life p. 194
33 Vow to work for the successof the Society (OM doc. 263).This involved the Belley group. FatherChampagnat 
was not prcscnt but he must have been informed of it later.

Nevertheless, at the date which we have now reached, the Lord consoled 
him by showing him that he had acted well.

B. SECOND PARI OF THE STORY

1. Resistance and Obedience
Let us pursue the story by recalling two sentences of Father Champagnat:
I. "In my opinion, this union will be the ruin of our Institute and will prob- 

ably cause the ruin of the Brothers of Saint Viator."
2. "If Your Lordship orders it...l shall resign myself to it. That is my duty, 

but I tremble for what may follow."
Brother Jean-Baptiste says that the archbishop insisted, but no order was 

given34. We have cited the principal texts from "Origines Maristes". It does 
not seem that we can bring any more light on the matter.

If there had been pressure on the part of the archdiocese, that was also 
able to arouse pressure in the opposite direction. Father Colin, even if he was 
no longerof the archdiocese, was,even so, a formerdirectee of Father Chollerton, 
and thus could have urged him strongly about the idea of the Society of Mary, 
and about the vow which the future Marists made in 1833 (2nd February)35 of 
working for the success of the Society.

Father Séon and Father Bourdin, who had not long before come very vol- 
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untarily to the Hermitage, were surely very much opposed to the idea of a union 
with the Clercs of Saint Viator, and they surely must have spoken strongly of 
their opinion in this matter. It would also be necessary to know what influence 
the suggestion of Father Colin could have had in regard to the advice of Bishop 
Devie to adopt the statutes of a congregation already approved, which would 
have been that of Valence (St-Paul-Trois-Châteaux), to which group he would 
have addressed himself36.

36 Letter from Colin to Chamapgnat. OM doc. 212
37 Life of Father Louis Querbes by Father Robert. Bruxelles. Dewit. 1922 p. 216. The letter is dated 23 
November. Monsieur Querbes had hardly any trouble justifying himself. He could say: “No fact concerning 
this point has come to my knowledge unless you meant to refer to someone named N. who presented himself 
in Lyons dressed in a clerical suit and saying that he had at one time been associated with our Institute. Hc 
was, they say. solemnly clothed in the soutane by the bishop of Belley" You should also read his admirable 
reply: “His Lordship can throw us to the ground; we shall get up without complaining and, with a haversack 
on our back. we shall go, guided by Providence in search of new trials." P. (218)
38 Bicentenary Life p. 194

Anyway, up to 1835 nothing definite had been decided on this matter, 
and the archdiocesan authorities could well have thought that Father 
Champagnat was persisting in pursuing a path that led nowhere.

2. The about -turn of the archdiocese
The real contacts with Father Mazelier were in 1835, but, rather, the 

definitive about-face ofthe archdiocese was in I 836. It was in November, 1 836 
that the archbishop sent, through Father Cattet, a violent letter of reproaches 
to Father Querbes.

"Father, some individuais, former Clercs of Saint Viator, have not given 
honour to the ecclesiastical costume, and, the matter being able to be imitat- 
ed by such a great number of aspirants, the archiepiscopal Council formally 
disapproves their wearing ecclesiastical clothing.

As a consequence, they invite you to chose another costume, which is 
more in keeping with their State through its modesty, and which does not 
compromise our holy attire37.

It is not necessary to look at the date of 24th November to situate the 
conversation between the archbishop and Father Champagnat, of which Brother 
Jean-Baptiste speaks. Champagnat was invited to lunch by the Archbishop and, 
in the course of the meai, he heard himself being congratulated. "Father 
Champagnat, I should like to tell you that you have given proof of good judge- 
ment when you opposed the union of your community to that of Saint Viator. 
I congratulate you on the conduct which you have maintained in this matter. 
To-day I should be very angry if the matter had been concluded, and I recog- 
nise that those who had advised me about this measure had badly informed 
themselves about your Institute"38.
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3. Conclusion
The obedience of Father Champagnat had always been to seek the will 

of God: If there were no superior duty to be taken into account. I must obey, 
but it can so happen that the love of my Brothers leads me not to do too quick- 
ly what authority asks of me and. on this occasion. here is the authority itself 
telling me that I have done well not to obey too quickly, that 1 have given 
proof of wisdom in resisting these suggestions. Therefore. 1 shall continue to 
look for the will of God by being open and truthfuI to my superiors.

V. THE OBEDIENCE OF A FOUNDER TO HIS SUPERIOR

ln 1835 the situation was restored. but Marcellin Champagnat had not 
finished his apprenticeship in obedience. His problem now is with Father 
Colin.

A. SITUATION BEFORE 1836

1. The Intuition of Father Champagnat
First of all. we must recall the fact that the situation of Marcellin Champagnat 

is very special. In regard to the teaching Brothers, he had an inspiration well 
before the other future Marists, but, at a given moment. he contemplated 
attaching his wagon to the Marist train of which Courveille spoke, an enter- 
prise about which Colin also was concerned. since Colin, too. had his own 
vision: a tree with three branches, about which he would speak later.

Colins conversations in the years of the 1 870s (O.M. Document 844.3) 
clearly situate Champagnat's idea as separate from that of the Society of Mary: 
"The Teaching Brothers were nevei to be found before God in the original 
plan of the Society, and if, later on, the Brothers were brought into the Society 
idea, it was through kindness and in recognition of the Services that they ren- 
dered, and. especially,on the insistenceof FatherChampagnat and his Brothers."

In Jeantin, 1869 (O.M. 820.10) we find it again: "Father Champagnat 
had dedicated himself to the foundation of the Institute of the Marist Brothers. 
The idea of this Institute belongs to him alone. It was he who. influenced by 
the difficulty which he had experienced in procuring an education. said to his 
confrères and associates at the Great Seminary: 'We must also found teach
ing Brothers.'"

2. Marcellin and the Marist Fathers
That Marcellin had done the impossible for the Marist priests there is 

no doubt, starting especially from 1828. but it is not on this point that he pre
cedes the others. It is the branch of the Brothers, about which he alone thought; 
and that idea was from around 1804. as Brolher François points out in his offi- 
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ciai report to the Minister of Public Instruction:39 "Still a child and a simple 
shepherd in the house of his parents, he already had the vague idea of the work 
which he would found later on". ('Origins of the Association', dated 22 .4. 1851) 

But what interest could he have in engaging himself in a situation which 
would surely bring about difficulties? That is explained only by a spirit of 
faith which wishes to acquire, through obedience, a greater certitude of doing 
the will of God. It was thus explained one day by Brother Basilio Rueda: 
"Religious obedience aims at a more direct mediation to discover and accom- 
plish the will of God"40.

In Champagnat s desire to enter the Society of Mary, there is also, with
out any doubt, the influence of Courveille: If the Holy Virgin truly spoke, I 
can do no less than to adhere to her will in being part of the Society which 
she asked for.

Champagnat therefore considered this possibility, but, in 1 826, the faults 
of Courveille and the desertion by Terraillon stifled in him all the motivation. 
let us call it mystical; and, furthcrmore, in these same years, his relationship 
with Father Colin were of minor importance only41.

It was, above all, the vocation of young Séon which relaunched 
Champagnat's desire to be a Marist priest and to work for this branch. In 1830 
each small group of four or five Fathers (the Hermitage and Belley) held its 
little Chapter, which, in the archdiocese of Lyon confirmed the election of 
Champagnat as Provincial for the Hermitage group. The Belley Chapter con
firmed the election of Colin. Provisionally, both groups were of the opinion 
that Father Colin should be recognised officially as the leader responsible for 
the whole group.

As to the confirmation of the election of Father Champagnat by the arch
diocese, it was a stupid action. for. besides the four priests in residence at the

-^9 G. Michel. Frère François and the legal recognition of the Marist Brothers. (1991) p. 63
40 Circular on obedience: "Taking God's will seriously does not only mean doing it at whatever cost. as a 
duty, but loving it with all our heart because it never makes us feel estranged in any way." (Circulars of the 
Supcriors General, vol 26 p.26)
“Everyone has more or less need of mediation" p. 51
"A person who seeks mediation remains active in that mediation, both in order to present the facts and by not 
allowing himself to be used either by authority or by the mediator." p. 68
4' The letter (August-September) in which heexplains hisdisappointment will be studied later. Fora year, it seems, 
he no longer counted on the branch of the Fathers. The pilgrimage he made to Valfleury on 25 July 1828, and where 
he even writes down the time, could corrcspond to the time he regained confidence with regard to the Fathers. Here 
is what he wrote: "25 July. at half-past elcven in Valfleury. under the protection of the most blessed Virgin and Saint 
Jean-François Régis. 1 renew the resolutions below. especially 2.3,4." Nothing, indeed, in these resolutions alludes 
to the Society of the Fathers. but it is rather the pilgrimage itself. and this curious indicalion of the time that leads 
one to think there is something mysterious in the motivation. In any case, a letter from Champagnat to Monsieur 
Cattet. on 18 December that same year 1828, shows that he has completely regained confidence in the branch of 
the Fathers. "the Society of the Brothers not being able to be positively regarded as the work of Mary. but only as 
a branch which carne after the Society itself." (OM doc. 185)
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Hermitage, there was also a group of 50 Brothers: "His Lordship commis- 
sioned me to announce to you that his plan is to make you Superior in title of 
the Society of Mary," Father Cattet wrote to Champagnat.

Between 1830 and 1836 the Colin-Champagnat contacts became more 
important and Champagnat, in particular, made extraordinary efforts in favour 
of the priests.

In 1833, on the 2nd February, the future Marists of Belley made a private 
vow of bringing to bear "all theirefforts for the growth of the Society". Champagnat 
had not been summoned to pronounce this vow, but everything would lead us to 
believe he made it later on, for no one carried it out as well. Brother Jean-Baptiste 
says it quite clearly: "To bring about the existence of this Society was for him 
a matter of conscience, for he had promised God to consecrate for this work his 
health, and, if it were necessary, his very life." (Life, Bicentenary, p.204)

3. Valbenoite
The Fathers of the Hermitage who had elected Champagnat were certain- 

ly satisfied with his direction and with their life shared with the life of the 
Brothers. They had not been happy about the intervention of Father Colin. who 
preferred to see them separated from the Brothers42, but they then nominated 
Father Séon as Superior of the community which they were about to form at 
Valbenoite.

42 OM doc 242 (introductory lines)

Father Rouchon. friend of the Marists. had already offered his house to the 
Brothers in 1824, and the latter had occupied the primary school since 1827. The 
new community of Fathers established, little by little, the Secondary College at 
Valbenoite so that they would not limit themselves to the role of curates of a parish.

4. Appreciation of the vocation of the priest
We must add that, in Brother Jean-Baptiste, we have a very positive at- 

testation of the opinion Father Champagnat had concerning the Marist priest: 
"God knows how much I love the Brothers, and He is my witness that, for them, 
I am ready to give my blood and my life. Nevertheless, the work of the priests 
appears to me to be so much above that of the Brothers, and I have devoted 
myself to it to such an extent that, in order to assure its success, 1 would give, 
if need be, all that we have - my work, my strength, and even my life. No mat
ter what happens, I am resolved to work with all my strength and to my last gasp 
to make it succeed".

Brother Jean-Baptiste also speaksof :"an almost feverish ardour " in Father 
Champagnat concerning this activity for the benefit of the Fathers. He exhaust- 
ed himself in journeys to the archdiocesan authorities and to the seminary in 
order to acquire subjects who would come to li ve at the Hermitage orat Valbenoite. 
He also took steps to ensure that the two dioceses (Lyon and Belley) should agree
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that there would be a centre of unity for the Marists.
Certainly, the writings of Brother Jean-Baptiste are not exact quotations, 

but are literary reconstructions. Nevertheless, several passages could not have 
been invented. To have Father Champagnat say that "the work of the priests is 
so much above that of the Brothers" would have appeared to be needlessly irri- 
tating if those words had not indeed been said.

Besides, to understand all this, it is necessary to have reference to the 
epoch. in a catechism. the Curé of Ars repeats strongly what he must have heard 
as a child: "if 1 see a priest and an angel. 1 would first of all greet the priest." It 
is a something like the problem of the "superiority" of the State of virginity vis 
a vis the State of marriage, evoked in the writings of St Paul. ( 1 Cor.7. 38) Like 
his contemporaries, Marcellin placed the dignity of the priesthood in a very high 
position. When he was on family holidays, they used to put a tablecloth on the 
table in his honour.

Let us also say that such an appreciation was prophetic, for, in the years 
1836-1850 especially, the name of the Marist priest was equivalem to what was 
regarded as one of the highest concepts of a missionary. The Marist Fathers had 
in the Pacific 1 I 7 representatives, of whom several were martyrs, others died of 
fever or during voyages - Bishop Douarre, at 42 years of age, Bishop Colomb 
at 32, etc. And the missionary magazines which spoke about these missionaries 
certainly exalted this vocation.

B. REGARD FOR AUTHORITY AND THE INTERIOR LIBERTY OE 
MARCELLIN CHAMPAGNAT

Let us now see how Father Champagnat acted in regard to Father Colin.

/. Regará for authority
Here is what BrotherSylvestersays about the respect which FatherChampagnat 

had for authority, especially in the case of his Superior, Father Colin.
"If the submission, respect and the attachment of Father Champagnat for 

the Sovereign Pontiff were so accentuated (as Sylvester has just said), they were 
not less so for the other superiors whom his lively faith made him regard as the 
representatives of God as far as he was concerned and as the bearers of God's 
authority. His life contains several features to support this. In confirmation of 
this I shall content myself with saying that, when the Reverend Father Colin, 
regarded at that period as the Superior General of the Fathers and the Brothers, 
carne to the Hermitage to visit Father Champagnat, the latter received him with 
the most worthy distinction. Everyone had to put himself in a State of tidiness 
as if for a solemn Feast. He put on the most beautiful and richest chasuble for 
the celebration of the Holy Sacrifice; the organ was played as on Doubles of the 
First Class. It wasaday ofcelebrationforthe wholecommunity. FatherChampagnat 
was splendid and radiated good humour. One could readily understand that the 
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venerated Father revered his visitor, not as a simple confrere, but as Jesus Christ, 
whose place he held43.

First of all, we must examine an earlierproblem: the resignationof Champagnat 
in 1X37.

A) THE LETTERS WRITTEN DURING THIS PER10D

Frèrc Sylvestre raconte Marcellin Champagnat. Rome 1992 p. 274
44 Biccntcnary Life p. 489. Fourvière today is written without the s. The former spelling comes from a wrong 
etymology. Fourvière does not come from forum vetus (classical Latin) but from foro vetere (vulgar Latin) 
which corrcsponds to the time when the abandoned forum had become the old forum.

2. A sense of interior liberty
But this respeet did not spoil his interior liberty. We know what respect 

he demanded of his Brothers and of himself in regard to the clergy. But that did 
not lead him to unjustified concessions. And we know about the interchange that 
Brother Jean-Baptiste reports concerning the sacristy of Fourvière. a topic which 
Father Barou was able to pass on to us so well:

"Father Champagnat, I do not understand you...The job at Fourvière is 
desired by several congregations. The archbishop, who loves your community 
so much, prefers you above all others. He believed he was giving pleasure to 
you and rendering you a service by confiding to you the sanctuary of Fourvière 
- and you dare to refuse us! All who are concerned with this matter say that it is 
suitable that Mary's altar should be looked after by the Marist Brothers. If you 
refuse Brothers to the Holy Virgin, she will not bless you."

"My dear Vicar General, I am extremely touched, and thankful for the 
interest which you have for us. But it seems to me that that the reasons that you 
give me in order to make us accept the post at Fourvière are not strong enough 
to take us away from the principie to which we have remained faithful up to this 
day, which is to confine ourselves to teaching and to refuse any work which 
would have not have the education of children as its goal.

"You menace me with the Blessed Virgin. I hope that she will not be angry 
with us, for it is to please her, to merit her protection and to preserve her work 
such as she founded it that we refuse to load ourselves with the care of the sa
cristy of Fourvière"44.

It is very necessary to recall all this in order to understand how, at first, it 
was especially the sense of interior freedom that dominated the first years of 
Marcellin, Marist priest, and how a shock-event provoked a progression in the 
direction of blind obedience during the last year of his life.

VI. THE RESIGNATION OF 1837
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During the year 1836-37 we have some letters from Father Colin to Father 
Champagnat (the letters we have are only from Colin to Champagnat) which are 
at times a little bitter-sweet:

1 1-4-36-. Colin has to apologise for not having yet informed Champagnat 
about the approval by Rome of the Marist Fathers (1 1 March). An excusable 
lapse of memory, no doubt, but who had more interest in that news than Father 
Champagnat? Colin took advantage of this occasion to ask for Brothers for 
Polynesia. That, in fact, had been one of the reasons for the granting of pontif
icai recognition.

He also asked for a place for his old Brother among “the old men of pri- 
vate means at the Hermitage" - The Lord knows if they really were men of pri- 
vate means! - Mademoiselle Fournas had recently given money to establish an 
old people’s home at the Hermitage and Father Champagnat had been more than 
willing to take on that work45.

45 OM I. doc.380
46 OM 1. doc. 396

23-6-36. “No doubt you know that the brief of approval of the Society 
authorises us to elect a Superior General" (so he had not been informed direct- 
ly of this). This letter is in answer to a request of Father Champagnat who want- 
ed to make his vows. Father Colin telIs him, then, that he is greatly edified by 
this request, but that previous nominations do not count and that he has no power 
to accede to that request46.

16-9-36. Colin is acting as the superior of the Belley sector and asks Father 
Champagnat to “leave us Brother Luke (Father Champagnat had appointed him 
to another post, putting Brother Félix in his place)". The problem, then, was 
already arising: On whom did the Brothers depend? When a Brother has been 
appointed to work in a house of the Fathers, can he be changed?

24-9-36. Colin was appointed Superior General.

A year has passed.
1-7-37. Colin wrote to Champagnat telling him to take matters gently at 

La Côte-Saint-André with Monsieur Douillet for, in the diocese of Grenoble, 
Courveille had left people with a bad opinion of the Marists. He also said that 
he was applying himself to finding some means to achieve unity; otherwise the 
different branches of the Society would do each other harm, "it happens that we 
do not see any drawbacks where the Superiors see several”. What does he mean 
by "the Superiors”? Himself? The bishop?

So, still in 1837 Father Colin recommends his old Brother and asks Fr
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Champagnat to meet him in Lyons. In August 1837, a most authoritarian let
ter as a result of a request by Champagnat to make a certain purchase:

I. The Brothers branch had still no rules drawn up on which a reply to 
that question could be given. (So, for 20 years Fr Champagnat had been mak- 
ing purchases. putting up buildings. incurring expenditure etc... and that with 
due economy. Now, humanly speaking, he had put himself in irons. Father 
Colin's excuse was that, between 1835 and 1837, the buildings had been on a 
particularly big scale, and so too, therefore had the expenditure, for, by adding 
the big chapei, the quadrilateral had been completed).

2. He should suspend any kind of project for three months.
3. He should busy himself solely with forming his subjects, put his moth- 

er house on a good footing and his establishments too and so regulate his affairs 
that, should he happen to die within three months, everything would be in order.

4. He should spend less time on externai matters than on the spiritual 
matters of his community: his health will be the better for it and his soul too. 
(It’s the kind of letter you read overagain. wondering if you are really awake) .47

47 For the different letters from 19-9-1X36 till August 1X37: AP.M 2.33.2

B) FATHER COLIN'S CHARACTER

Before going any further, it could be useful, in order to throw some light 
on what follows, to say a word about the character of Father Colin.

Father Colin had an authoritarian character. He had not wanted to be- 
come superior, but once he occupied that position. he was going to give orders 
without consideration and could even be terrible. Maítrepierre has said of him 
that when someone else had done something, he rarely found that it was well 
done.

And he recognised this defect in himself, but considered it his duty to 
command, and to command as a leader; therefore he never corrected himself. 
He admitted: “When 1 am away. no one dares make any decisions, even on 
important matters, and it is my fault." He said also, when Father Eyinard was 
appointed Provincial to take Father Maítrepierre’s place: “Father Maítrepierre. 
by being with me for 4 or 5 years, has learned to become a man of decision.” 
And in spite of that, his way of acting was not only accepted, but even attract- 
ed people.

We must not think, then, that he did not appreciate Champagnat. He sim- 
ply acted with him as he did with the others. and above all he could not bear 
people incurring debts. We should remember too that he was superior of the 
whole body: Fathers, Brothers. Sisters. and therefore responsible for the finan
cial problems of that body. He had to make each one give an account. and 
Champagnafs dynamic character frightened him. On his side. Champagnat 
acted in faith, and therefore with daring, and knew, moreover, that his Brothers, 
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even with their small salaries, were putting money by for the Hermitage. He 
knew too that he could count on some generous benefactors.

Father Colin would come to realise that more and more and one day, 4 
June, he would admit. in front of the Brothers at the Chapter, that their supe- 
riors had trained them well.

You could even add that Colin knew the strength of Champagnat’s virtue 
and was able to give him a shaking to form him in humility. These views of 
faith are not pure imagination. That is how Jeanne-Marie Chavoin thought, she 
who was so much i 11-treated by Father Colin, when she was treating a certain 
very virtuous Sister very harshly. When people reproached her with it, she 
replied: “1 know what I have to do; 1 know her virtue and I am afraid that one 
day the Lord may reproach me for not having sufficiently helped the souls he 
has put in my charge to become more perfect”.

C) WHAT IS SA1D ABOUT M. CHAMPAGNATS RESIGNAT1ON

/. Reflection
The congregation of the Marist Fathers had been approved by the Holy 

See sincel836: it was normal, therefore, that Champagnat. the Marist, should 
leave his Superior General every latitude for appointing him to any position 
whatsoeverand that he should resign from his duties as superior of the Brothers. 
Even if he was the founder of the Brothers, he had to accept a post that was 
quite different from that of their superior, or else accept that same post through 
obedience.

He had really thought about going to Oceania, even if that possibility 
had to be ruled out because of his health. He said so himself to M. Douillet. 
At the time when Courveille-Terraillon were in the Hermitage, he could have 
some doubts about the paternal attitude of a successor, but now, out of the 20 
Marist Fathers who had made their vows, he could no longer dare to doubt that 
one of them, chosen by Father Colin, would be capable of showing that nec
essary quality of paternity.

2. A story that comes from no one knows where.
That page, which does not exist at all in Br Jean-Baptiste’s work, has 

been slipped into the 1897 edition without any footnote or any indication in a 
preface informing the reader, and it is quite possible that no one, except per- 
haps in the first years following 1897, had noticed it.

What had happened, then? The reply to that question can actually be 
found in OM II. p. 7 19, doc. 752 §57. It is part ofthe "Account of Fr Maitrepierre” 
used by Fr Jeantin in his “Life of Father Colin” in 6 volumes: vol. 1, pp.327- 
328. You will have no difficulty recognising our text. even if the borrowed 
words are not quoted literally. As Jeantin’s first volume was published in 1 895. 
it was not difficult for a Marist Brother reading it to find in it at that date a 
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good reason for adding an unpublished detail in a reprinting of the Life of 
Father Champagnat. Here, then, is the text:

“At the general retreat which took place in the minor seminary of Meximieux 
in 1937, he (= Champagnat) gave us an example which edified us greatly. Since 
up to then, because of circumstances, he had been working at his project in an 
almost independent way, it had been judged fitting to ask him to resign from 
his post as superior of the Brothers. Everyone knows how founders and for- 
mer superiors are attached to their work and are keen on directing it accord- 
ing to their way of seeing things; well, immediately Father Champagnat under- 
stood what was being said to him with all due tact, he replied: “Why yes, I 
shall give my resignation, and 1 ought to do so; the only thing that upsets me 
is the carefully chosen phrases used to tell me so. I had the grace of State to 
begin the work; I have not got the grace of State to continue.” And he handed 
in his resignation in a positive way. The Father Superior General re-appoint- 
ed him immediately. His dependence became thereby more regular, more per- 
ceptible and more fruitful for himself and for his congregation”.

D. H1STORY OF THE PUBLICAT1ON OF THE DOCUMENT

/. The text
As to the resignation document itself, the first time it was revealed was 

when Br Louis Laurent (Zind) published it in the Bulletin de 1’Institut, vol. 
22, p. 389. Fr Coste judged it so important that he inserted it into the end of 
the documents concerning the period ending in 1836, although it occurred in 
1 837. Here, then, is the text, really most astonishing: “Mary, my tender Mother, 
I give, purely and simply, into the hands of the Rev Superior General of the 
Society of Mary the branch of the Marist Brothers which had been confided 
to me in the year one thousand eight hundred and sixteen. Be kind enough, 1 
beg you, Mother of mercy, to obtain for me forgiveness of all the faults I may 
have been guilty of by neglecting or not not having given the attention I ought 
to have given to the obligations demanded by this work.

By this surrender, which 1 give most willingly, I wish in no way to harm 
the rights that our most illustrious bishop may have for this work which he 
feels affection for and which he has helped in time of need by his generosity.

Given at the minor seminary of Maximieux, after an eight day retreat, 
18 September one thousand eight hundred and thirty-seven.

Joseph Marcellin Champagnat.
1 therefore give into the very hands of M. Jean Claude Colin, Superior 

General of the Society of Mary, in presence of M. Etienne Terraillon, the Father 
Assistant, and other members of the Council..........

2 . Commentary
The resignation is therefore addressed to the Blessed virgin. That must 
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not surprise us too much, for it is also very much in the line of Fr Colin to con- 
sider Mary as the first superior and to act in consequence. You can find plen- 
ty of similarities to that tradition in Cluny, at laChaise-Dieu, among the Cistercians 
and even, if you want to go back to Saint Ildephonsus of Toledo. Moreover. it 
is interesting to note that the first Marists invoke this saint whose Marian sense 
must have surprised them: "With your servant Saint Ildephonsus we wish to 
proclaim everywhere your greatness and your privileges”, says a groupof future 
Marists in a consecration in 18314X.

In the case of Father Colin himself we would have to recall his decision 
to make Mary the Queen of the college at Belley; it would even be she who 
would give permissions to the pupils through lhe intermediary of the superior 
of the establishment49.
What is most surprising about Champagnat's resignation is that he forgets the 
actual word “resignation". He uses a long sentence - “I place........... Members 
of the Council” - and leaves the phrase unfinished. Are we to see in this one 
of these acts of forgetfulness explained by the psychology of a man worried 
about the unforeseeable consequences of what he is doing? Or is it simply 
excessive speed (ofthinking) normal enough with Champagnat?
It is particularly interesting to recall what happened in 1916, since it confirms, 
more clearly than any other witness. the mission confided to him alone by the 
co-signatories of the Fourvière promise.
He insists on the shortcomings of his work as regards this branch of the Society, 
which he hands over to the Blessed Virgin. We cannot say that he hands it over 
to Fr Colin, which would be the case if the missing word is "work", as Br Zind 
thinks. But since the missing word is much more probably “resignation”, as 
Fr Coste thinks, it appears that the Institute of the Marist Brothers is clearly 
handed over to the Archdiocese of Lyons; this would be normal, since it is still 
a diocesan Institute, not yet having obtained pontificai recognition. Marcellin 
stresses the fact the the Archbishop has been his principal benefactor; with a 
bit less humility, he could have recalled that this same archbishop had named 
him as superior of this work in 1830, and had never rescinded that decision.
It is difficult to think that this resignation was not given serious thought, and 
discussed with a member of the Council, let us say, with Mr Cholleton. The 
latter, who had a major part in the St Viateur episode. has a good knowledge 
of the thinking of the archbishop, and also of the character of Fr Colin, who 
was not too keen on having responsibility for the Brothers, but was capable of 
intervening in a most inopportune way in one or other concrete case.
However, if the document is not signed by Fr Colin, this does not imply that 
he was irritated by this recourse to the archbishop. Champagnat’s prudence

4X Om I. DOC. X December 1X31 p. 534
49 OM Colin quoted by Jeantin. Spiritual conversations doc. 13 §4 
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cannot be offensive to him. and in any case, later on it is exactly what he pro- 
poses and what is accepted50.

50 Mgr de Bonald. who replaced Mgr de Pins. changed the members of his council. Father Cholleton could 
then enter the Society of Mary. The archbishop appointed him Provincial of the Marist Brothers of whom Br 
François was only the director General. He would have the title of Superior General only in IX52. on the day 
when Father Colin carne to tell the General Chapter of the Brothers that they should considcr thcmselves com
pletely independem from the branch of the Fathers.
5* Mémoires- Mayet. Quelqucs souvenirs doc. 288 §1

E) WHAT PRORABLY HAPPENED.

Before ending the study of the text, perhaps it is possible to imagine just 
now what could have happened. This end of the retreat meeting at Maximieux 
is a kind of short Chapter of the Fathers and it must be remembered that Father 
Colin was adamant that such an assembly should remain secret51.

So Father Champagnat carne back to the Hermitage, obliged to speak, but 
using well-chosen words. He would keep to himself the text of his resignation, 
no doubt as a secret about which he would talk little, since Br Jean-Baptiste does 
not allude to it. Here he is then coming back from Meximieux:

-Well then. Father. anything new?
-Fve resigned as superior of the Brothers.
-What do you mean?
-I had to. Fve made a vow of obedience like you.
-And Father Colin accepted it?
-Well. yes.
-That’s not possible! Then what’s to become of you?
-I remain at the Hermitage.
-In what capacity?
-As Superior of the Brothers, for that’s the post Father Colin has given me.
(Laughter)
-Bravo! Magnificat!

This resignation document. even if it is rather official. has not been kept 
in the Archives of the Fathers; it can be said that it remained a personal matter 
between Colin and Champagnat. It was sufficient that an act of obedience should 
have been performed

E. THE POSTSCRIPTS

Father Champagnat added two postscripts. The Fathers who signed the 
document noted that Champagnat had become one of them. entirely submissive 
to the Superior General, but the text said nothing of the decision of Father Colin 
naming him Superior of the Brothers, this decision having been for several years 
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that of the archbishop. What can be seen is that, having been submissive to 
Father Colin, he would have to put some of his Brothers at the disposition of 
the Fathers. as he was already doing. Moreover, it was in that same year. 1837, 
that the printed Rule would say in article 3 of the first Chapter: “The Brothers 
will By joyfully to the help of the Marist Priests as soon as the superior requires 
them to do so." This, then, already shows - before the Spiritual Testament - a 
certain priority given by Champagnat to the aim of the Fathers in relation to that 
of the Brothers. At the very beginning, Marcellin envisaged dealing with a) chil
dren who were underprivileged because of their situation in a country village, 
b) orphans, but now there is added help to the Fathers branch. ”Fly to the help 
of the Fathers" seems perhaps somewhat exaggerated, considering that there 
were only two houses where the Brothers were rendering this service: Bclley 
and Lyons, but obviously Father Champagnat is thinking of those who had left, 
or were going to leave, for Oceania. And he does not know the future. In any 
case, if he keeps his resignation to himself. it is no doubt to show the Archbishop. 
who may well have advised him to be prudent and to have recourse to him in 
the long run: “After all." he may well have reminded him. “I appointed you 
Provincial of lhe Lyons part of the Society of Mary. Even if 1 no longer have 
any direct right over the Fathers since 1836. 1 do have it over the Brothers, as 
your resignation attests. We shall see if one day that may be of use to me or to 
one of my successors."

But, resignation or not, nothing prevenis Father Colin from acting as 
Superior towards someone who has made the vow of obedience. In the ensuing 
years there would be no shortage of orders.

VII. THE PERIOD FOLLOWING THE RESIGNATION

A) THE LETTERS

The letters from Colin to Champagnat. in lhe period following the resig
nation, are quite often couched in a tone that is hardly affable.

29-9-37. Send me all the Brothers (who had left Lyons or Belley for the 
retreat at the Hermitage) or send suitable replacements. Don t take Br Timothée 
away from me.

12-1037. You owe yourself to all of your disciples. You must treat them 
carefully. Send at least one Brother immediately to the house in Lyons. Br Luc 
cannot manage on his own.

19-10-37. I am astonished that you have not sent me at least two (to Belley). 
The general tone is one of impatience.
29-10-37. I am asking for a Brother who is quite presentable. is well edu- 

cated. has a neat hand for writing and whose moral behaviour is good.
I have asked for Bellinas ...for fear of getting another who is even less 
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fitting. i don't mind putting myself about to please you, but you too must try 
to give us what we reasonably need. I rely on you except when I am complaining 
that you are serving me badly. Let the houses of the priests be well served and, 
if necessary, found fewer schools. I am thinking about a greal reform in the 
government and conduct of the Brothers and I am expecting from you a truly 
religious observance that will be good for your health and happiness. Your ideas 
appear to me to be too fixed on certain points and I doubt whether in that respect 
you are doing the will of God (it’s no use stressing just how painful such a 
reflection could be for someone who, as it happened, was seeking to do only 
the will of God.) Train M. Chanut well. Avoid an abrupt manner in your deal- 
ings. Shun any kind of joking which I regard as completely opposed to the reli
gious spirit. (It was true that Father Champagnat liked to joke and at times went 
a little beyond the limit, for example when he decided to give the name Br 
Barulas to the postulam Mercier, since he had just tumbled (roulé) down the 
stairs. Anyway the Brother was not hurt.)

Almost nothing in 1838. However:
14-7-38. I do not believe that Br Régis is called to the mission in Oceania. 

Please find a replacement. Please replace Brother Amiens immediately. What 
we need here is not novices or people whose health is weak. Perhaps in time 
we shall manage to form a body of Brothers who are destined only to serve the 
Fathers52.

52 For all these letters. see APM 233.2

From these letters it can be seen that relations between FatherChampagnat 
and Father Colin appear somewhat strained.

B. THE PROBLEMS OE BROTHERS IN THE SERVICE OF THE 
FATHERS

The problem which arose most frequently between the two men was that 
of the Brothers who were in the service of the Fathers: Who ought to be assigned 
to that service? In general Father Champagnat thought that teaching ought to 
be the first choice for any Brother who was fit for teaching. Hence either Father 
Colin or other priests would tend to think that they were being given the rejects. 
And the Brothers who did not give satisfaction to the Fathers felt more tossed 
about than if they had remained at the Hermitage. Their other concern was that 
if, on the contrary, they gave satisfaction and stayed for a long time in a house 
of the Fathers, the Brothers’ world would forget them and consider they were 
no longer Little Brothers of Mary.
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C. THE TERRAILLON PROBLEM

1. An episode
Moreover. the only Assistant appointed in 1836 was M. Terraillon who 

kept his position as parish priest of Notre-Dame de Saint Chamond, which 
Champagnat did not like. The episode that Br Jean-Baptiste recounts is charac- 
teristic.

Champagnat had had to shake up Terraillon who was hesitating about enter- 
ing the Society of Mary. He said to him in a tone that was half in fun and half 
in earnest: "God has given you a vocation for this work (that of the Marist 
Fathers). You are obliged to answer that call if you do not wish to expose your- 
self to something regrettable. If you enter the Society, if you make your vows, 
I answer for your vocation, but if you are unfaithful to this first vocation. be- 
ware.” Then after the retreat of 1836, Terraillon, who had made his vows, said 
in his turn to Champagnat: "You are now answerable for my salvation: don’t for- 
get you promised me that." Champagnat answered that to be saved you must first 
of all observe your vows. That was obviously one way of telling him that he 
ought to give up his post as parish priest. And when they were coming back from 
the retreat, we have the story of the carriage bringing the group of Marists to 
Saint Chamond, the Hermitage or Valbenoite. One of the travellers made an 
unpleasant rcmark about the bad carriage and the bad coachman who, alas, was 
not deaf and snapped back: "bad parish priests". Champagnat followed that up 
with: “The ‘bad’ is all for you. for you are the only parish priest here; there is 
nothing there to assure you of your salvation as long as you are a parish priest. 
So 1 advise you to relinquish the post as soon as possible.” This he did. but only 
in 183953.

53 Bicentenary Life p. 21 I

We have seen that this mocking tone of Father Champagnat did not please 
Father Colin. In this case at least it must not have pleased Father Terraillon either 
and we can well imagine other remarks made in similar vein. For example. if 
Terraillon received a letter at one time or another from Father Colin telling him 
to ask Father Champagnat for something. he could well receive some reply like 
"I obey the orders of my Bishop and of my Superior but I have no obligations 
with regard to parish priests.”

2. Letter from Terraillon to Chanut
One thing which shows that this supposition is plausible is a letter from 

Terraillon to Chanut who was at Verdelais (near Bordeaux).
3 February 1839
"I saw M. Champagnat several times. I spoke to him of your business with 

great interest (Chanut wanted Brothers for Verdelais which is a place of pil- 
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grimage which the Marists accepted to take over). The Superior (Colin) himself 
recommended it to him (by word of mouth? In writing?) but it appcars we are 
getting neither one thing nor the other; he is becoming more and more suscep- 
tible about anything that has to do with his Brothers. He seems to be afraid of 
the influence of the priests of the Society on them. (?)

What is certain, my very dear friend is that he has only negative replies 
to give us for anything we ask him for under the pretext of impossibility.

What I have the honour to tell you will not go any further; 1 have no fear 
of confiding it to your discretion which 1 know.''

He adds diferent items of news: the purchase of the Patouillard property 
whiche he wished to buy from a merchant of shoelaces. And he goes on: “I am 
delighted with the turn our affairs in bordeaux (=Verdelais) are taking; in the 
handsof a bishop who is as clever as he is zealous they can only prosper... signed 
Terraillon54.

VIII. A bomb is about to burst

A) TE XI OF THE LETTER

Father Colin was writing a letter which was much more terrible than the 
previous ones. We shall try to understand the reason and the consequences it 
would have. Brother Avit did not dare to pass it on in its entirety in his Annals, 
but Brother Eubert certainly kept it in the material he gave to Rev Father Martin 
who was Superior General ofthe Fathers from 1886 to 1905. Here it is:

"Belley. 22 February 1839,
Father and dear confrère, That is four or five times that 1 have invited you, 

or have had someone ask you (no doubt he is talking of Terraillon) to send a 
Brother to M. Chanut in lhe diocese of Bordeaux. My request, which I have 
repeated so often, shows you the importance 1 attach to this act of obedience 
which I expect from you (no longer an invitation, then).

Remember that Mary. our Mother, whom we should take for our model, 
after the Ascension of her divine Son gave her whole time to the needs of the 
apostles (exegesis?), that this is one ofthe aims of the Marist Brothers and Sisters 
with regard to the priests ofthe Society, so that the latter, being completely free 
from temporal worries may apply lhemselves more freely to the salvation of 
souls." (We have seen that Father Colin had asserted that teaching Brothers had 
never entered into his plan. What he is saying therefore is applicable to the non- 
teaching Brothers, but he is unjustifiably extending to the whole body what con- 
cerns a restricted group.)

54 APM ... personal dossier Chamut
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A Brother in the Service of the priests of the Society does twenty times 
more good, in my opinion, than if he were employed in a commune where, thanks 
be to God. there is no lack of means for teaching young people. (In 1837. it is 
true that only 5.600 communes did not have a school building - out of 35,280 - 
but school attendance affected only a quarter of boys and l/6th of girls between 
the ages of 5 and 15 years. In 1839 the situation could not have been much dif
ferent.) But you have not been able to understand correctly this order and this 
aim of the Society. In any case, after you receive my letter. you will spend three 
days in a kind of retreat in order to humiliate yourself before God for having up 
to now done his will so rarely (?) on certain points; and then you will choose 
the Brother or the novice whom you judge before God to be the most capable of 
travelling alone from Lyons to Bordeaux to take charge of the household and to 
form other Brothers to the spirit of the Society with MonsieurChanut. (Obviously 
it is a formal order.)

Do not forget that God always blesses full and entire obedience and that 
it must be the distinctive characteristic of the children of Mary. that she will be 
your security and the foundation of your greatest reward. Please accept the assur- 
ance of the sincere attachment with which 1 have the honour to be. my dear con- 
frère. your most humble and obedient servant. Colin. Superior." (This ending 
must not make you laugh. The signatory is certainly sincere.) He adds a Post
Script:

"I recommend that you indulge in no argument or delay in obeying the 
request I make. that you send a Brother to Verdelais. A letter 1 have just received 
from Bordeaux insists that two Brothers be sent. one to direct the work in the 
enclosure and the other for the kitchen. They already have some novices. They 
need, then, as soon as possible, at least one Brother to take charge. M. Chanut 
is paying for the transport.”55

55 AFM doc. 122.30

B) WHY WAS THE LETTER PARTIALLY PUBLISHED?

If Brother Avit has published (or known) only part of the text, it is because 
the whole affair poscd an irritating question, for it was well known that no 
Brother had been in Verdelais in Father Champagnat’s time. Now, we are deal- 
ing with a formal order and we can even find a supplementary proof of the sig- 
natory’s intention to make of his order an obligation that could not be ignored. 
In his "Mémoires”. Father Mayet quotes a remark of Father Colin which he 
dates as "about 1838" and which has every chance of having to do with our 
case: “One day he said to me: ‘I have just given an order ex obedientia to one 
of our older members (that is one of the First group in the Major Seminary). It 
is the first or second time that I have been obliged to do that. Ah! Yes. if peo- 
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ple think that everything must go to pieces because in the beginning we were 
living somewhat loosely, they don’t know their man.”56

56 G. Cl. Mayet (chosen texts presented by J. Coste. Rome) 198I p. 22
57 Circulars of the Superiors General vol. 1. pp. 283-5

So, if there is a scandal, it must not be covered up but on the contrary all 
the details must be revealed.

IX. DISOBEDIENCE OR PROGRESS IN OBEDIENCE

A. FATHER CHAMPAGNAT DID OBEY.

Let a us say at once that Father Champagnat did obey. Here are the proofs:

/. ,4 letter from Father Chanut.
Father Champagnat wrote to Father Chanut. We do not have his letter, but 

we have FatherChanufsreply, written on 6March I 839 and it isinourCirculars57. 
This last letter allows us to guess, at least partially. the tenor of the correspon- 
dent's letter. Here, then, is Chanufs text:

"N.D. de Verdelais, 6 March 1839, Reverend Father. 1 received your letter; it 
gave me great pleasure, as does everything that recalls my memory of you, but I 
could never tell you fully how much your decision with regard to Verdelay has griev- 
ed me. I have no doubt that you have great difficulty in granting me what I am ask- 
ing for and that it is only by causing yourself a great deal of trouble that you would 
be able to send me two Brothers (therefore Champagnat envisaged the despatch - 
with difficulty - of two Brothers, and he must have indicated what changes that 
would oblige him to make, whence the regret of Chanut. who would not wish to 
be the cause of too many problems. Champagnat could also have told him that 
it was in virtue of an order in the name of obedience that he was acting and that. 
of course, it was the first time in his life that he had received such an order.)

But. Reverend Father. if you knew our position, the urgent need we are in, 
you would be the first to move heaven and earth to get them for us. Things have 
reached the point that I shall be obliged, from Easter Monday, to engage a daily 
woman to cook for me and to give up right at the start an establishment that 
seems to be the work ofProvidence. (He knows how much Champagnat is opposed 
to the employment of a woman as cook.)

In a letter which I have just addressed to our Reverend Father Superior 
(=Colin) 1 explained everything to him. I think he will send you the details and 
that you, touched by the seriousness of the matter, will surrender to my ardent 
desires. You are concerned about the subsistence of your Brothers but, accord- 
ing to our rules. I believed that the Brothers had to be at the same table as the 
Father and that, when one of our Fathers has a piece of bread in his place the 
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Brother has right to half of it. If I did not see that there were the means for their 
subsistence you know very well that 1 would not be asking for them. (SoChampagnat 
has really taken the problem in hand and asked different questions which. if not 
provided for. would create future problems.)

The property that his Lordship is giving us for our use is as big as that of 
the Hermitage. He told me he would do everything necessary for this estab- 
lishment; so far I have nothing but praise for his generosity and kindness towards 
us. 1 believe that, with such advantages we could, without being foolhardy, start 
an establishment.

1 was very pleased that you purchased the Patouillard property: that puts 
you in a very advantageous position. M. Balmet (he was to become a Marist 
Father) is still on his traveis; 1 am alone with a lad of 14 who wants to become 
a Brother and is still waiting impatiently for his master in his new career. He 
already writes very well, he knows a bit about arithmetic and is witty. I think 
he will make a good subject. M. Convert is to send me three more. With the 
Brother you will send me there’s a start. When you come to visit us you will 
judge what their dispositions are. (Champagnat, therefore. had envisaged that 
it would be too difficult to send two Brothers at that moment and promised one 
for the moment. It may well be too that he had actually promised to go to the 
spot himself if his health allowed it.)

The second Brother I am asking for is a Brother to do the cooking, con- 
duct outside business, receive callers - the pilgrimage brings a great deal of 
people. some of them often quite distinguished - look after the cow, the cellar 
etc. etc. I would need, then. a man who was sufficiently mature and sufficient- 
ly well formed. If to these two you could add a Brother for heavy duty for big 
jobs, for the garden. the grounds. the meadows you would be rendering a Ser
vice for which God alone could reward you. You will tell me that 1 am doing 
what all other favour-seekers do. asking for nothing but the best. I agree with 
that, but you will admit that, for a house that is just beginning and which could, 
with the grace of God and the protection of the Blessed Virgin, become so impor- 
tant, I need those subjects I am asking for. Moreover. it is an establishment that 
is in the interests of the whole Society, and the interest in your Brothers which 
I have always shown must be a sure guarantee to you of the care 1 will take of 
them. It’s a confrère who is asking you to do this, a confrère who has given 
some small Service to your house, who would like to have given a hundred times 
more and who is ready, when Providence allows it, to be useful to you again.

Thafs enough, Reverend Father, to persuade you to open your arms to us. 
I am convinced that Our Lady of Verdelais will say a word to Our Lady of the 
Hermitage and that our prayer will be heard. I recommend myself to your prayers. 
Accept the profound respect of your humble and most obedient servant. Chanut.

2. A short commentary
The commentary has already been made throughout the letter. However, 
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I am adding some repetitions and some further details. Champagnat has, there
fore, agreed in principie, but is asking for a delay .because, even if means for 
instructing young people are not lacking - as Father Colin said - it is not easy 
in the middle of winter, the time when school attendance is at its height, to break 
contracts with town councils. Ten or fifteen years later, in the time of Brother 
François. when vocations were still more numerous. when there were outbreaks 
of influenza or other epidemies, replacements were an almost insoluble prob
lem. Even novices had to be called in. No doubl Father Champagnat said in his 
letter that he would send a Brother as soon as the classes started to empty. that 
is round about Easter. And it is that delay also which pains M. Chanut.

He must also have said that he would see later on about another Brother, since 
Father Chanut concluded from it: “With the Brother you do send thafs a beginning.” 

Champagnat also put the question of subsistence for, since after all the 
Brothers of Verdelais would depend on him, he wanted to know who would pay 
what. He also had to leave hope for greater developments since Chanut could 
keep dreaming of an cstablishment with three Brothers one of whom could be 
a kind of Master of novices.

In a letter dated 25 October 1838, printed in ourCirculars58, he had already 
spoken to Father Champagnat about creating a novitiate.

3. Why was a Brother not sent?
Father Champagnat obeyed, then, and we shall see later the sense of this 

obedience. But let us say first that the despatch of Brothers to Verdelais did not, 
after all. take place although it was clearly intended. On 8 April 1839, Father 
Champagnat wrote in fact to Brother Marie-Laurent and among other news he 
slipped in this item: "We are just about to send Brothers to Bordeaux” (Letters 
of the Founder)59. What happened, then? Father Colin, who was not very sat- 
isfied with Father Chanufs altitude, decided to go himself to Bordeaux to see 
exactly what was going on. He no doubt asked Father Champagnat to put off 
sending the Brothers. The Belley municipality gave him a passport for Bordeaux 
on 16 May. He left on the 22nd and carne back at the end of the same month. 
Now this journey marks the beginning of serious misunderstandings between 
Father Colin and Father Chanut which were to end in 1 843 with the expuision 
of Father Chanut from the Society of Mary60.

CO
■ ° Circulars of the Superiors General vol. 1 pp. 271-275
59 Letters of the Founder: II. p. I 16-1 17
™ He was then appointed chaplain to Saint Louis des Français in Rome. then parish priest of Cours, then of 
Saint Cyr au Mont d'Or. He carne back again to the Society of Mary in 1856. was superior at Bon-Encontre 
for 6 years. in Nevers for .3 years. He then asked to leave the Society. was released from his vows in 1869. 
Died parish priest in Roanne (Sainte Anne) in 1873. You can say that. in spite of having left twice. he was 
superior on several occasions. But finally. Father Champagnat, who knew him. saw in him. perhaps. as in J.M. 
Granjon. some defects which made him doubt his value as a formator. For his biography see OM 4. p. 22.3
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It is hard to see. then. how, after the end of May 1 839. Father Colin could 
have dreamt of sending Brothers to Verdelais with things as they were. There 
were two Fathers at Cognac and one at Verdelais. They were finally to be re- 
grouped in Verdelais in October 1840, but in the spring of 1839 Father Colin 
was rather thinking of giving up Verdelais for Cognac.

4. Conclusion
Like Abraham. Father Champagnat had the merit of obedience without 

having. at the last moment. to sacrifice his Brothers, for it is certainly that which 
must have made him hesitate. He could have had the temptation of saying to 
himself: “Wasn't I right again?” But I don't think he gave in to that but that, on 
the contrary. during that last year of his life. he tried to follow that form of obe
dience which consists in trying to understand the ideas of the Superior and to 
adopt them. even if human prudence advises the opposite.

You could say that that is a kind interpretation. I would like. therefore, to 
show you that it can be solidly supported.

R. AGREE WITH THE VIEWS OE THE SUPERIOR

1. Clues lo what Father Champagnat could have done.
First 1 believe there is a kind of material proof that Father Champagnat 

replied. and immediately. at that. to Father Colin. In the accounts he kept from 
day to day, or almost, you can read this:

22 February 1839
powder 6.60f
noix de galle 1 90f
day wage for a tailor 7.00f
day wage for another tailor 20.00f
carriage of a letter 3.00f
The day which follows in the accounts book is not the 23rd but the 24th. 

We could therefore attribute these different items of expenditure either to the 22nd 
or the 23rd. This carriage of a letter that comes to 3.00 francs is quite exceptional. 
That is the price you paid for a good workman doing a day"s work for, if a carpenter 
at that time earns 4 francs for a day of 10 hours, you can calculate that, taking non- 
paid days into account (Sundays, feast days. etc.) the real price of his day is about 
2.80f. You would have to translate those 3 francs into at least 200 francs at today’s 
value. We are not talking about the price of a stamp, it was the price of a journey 
made by a carrier going to Belley with a letter from Champagnat to Colin.

A new item of expenditure for the “carriage of a letter” is entered for the 
27th or 28th February. This time the cost is one franc and it can reasonably be 
supposed that it is the postage for the letter to Father Chanut by mailcoach to 
which the addressee would reply on 6 March.

In any case the two dates remain quite within the probable dates for the 
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actions that Champagnat had to take, the interval between the two being the three 
days of retreat.

Since Father Colin’s letter left him no alternative, we cannot see how 
Marcellin Champagnat could avoid the three-day retreat. It was normal, then, 
that he should write to Father Colin immediately that he was going to do that 
kind of retreat to humiliate himself before God and choose the Brother or nov- 
ice destined for Verdelais. At the end of these three days (from 23rd to the 26th?) 
he wrote to Chanut.

2. The letter to Colin
We are free now to reconstruct in our imagination what the letter to Colin 

could have been like, even if that one is not as easy to imagine as the one to 
Chanut. However, there too a relative reconstitution is not impossible.

a) The possible excuses:
Even while deeply humiliating himself, Father Champagnat could show 

Father Colin that his reluctance did not come from bad will. You could easily 
imagine a superior today saying to his secretary: "Make me a copy of the re- 
quests for January and February; they will do as a reply."

7 January. M. Champagnat wrote to the bishop of Autun - who is asking 
him to open the novitiate in Vauban - : impossible before November 1840. The 
Rule of 1837, in fact, imposes a delay of one year before a foundation. To tell 
the truth, however, as every rule suffers exceptions, the novitiate would be opened 
at the end of 1839. He added that he would talk to the Superior of the Marist 
Fathers, so that at that time he might be able to give a priest for the spiritual 
direction of the novices. And he promised the bishop that he would seize the 
first occasion to go and see him and talk with him directly about that problem. 
We are a month and a half away from Father Colin’s letter-bombshell.

9 January. He wrote again to tell a priest in Isère - who wanted Brothers 
for a school - that his request was being considered, but that it was impossible 
to fix a date.

21 January. He wrote again to lhe bishop of Autun (Mgr d'He'ricourt) to 
suggest that instead of opening Vauban, they could bolster up Semur (which is 
quite near) and that in this way it would be sufficient to add one Brother to look 
after the postulants.

23 January. He wrote to the bishop of Aix - who was asking him to open 
a school: Promises had already been made to other communes and they had to 
be honoured; it was better in any case to found a novitiate at Lorgues (Var) which 
had been planned, and have a pied à terre nearer to the diocese of Aix in order 
to make visits easier and so avoid isolating the Brothers.

26 January. He wrote to the bishop of Belley who wanted Brothers for Nantua 
(sub prefecture). He told him of the difficulties he foresaw, especially in the case 
of an important town, but hoped to be able to discuss it soon with Father Colin.
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17 February. He replied to a parish priest in the Allier that it was impos
sible for him to fix a date for the eventual opening of a school61.

There, then, are some of the documents that Father Champagnat could 
have put forward to explain the difficulty he still had to send one or several 
Brothers to Verdelais.

B) A SLIGHT DELAY.
He could also have told Father Colin that, for the time being, he really had 

no one at hand - since that would well be the tenor of the letter to Chanut - but 
that he was going to do the impossible to take away at least one Brother with as 
little delay as possible.

a) Immediate steps
In any case, one or two days before the 6 March, we find in the accounts 

book: 5 francs for the journey of the Father Superior (=Champagnat) to Semur 
(120-130 km from the Hermitage. This school, founded in 1836, gave other things 
as well as satisfaction; among those other things the salaries there were badly 
paid. But the bishop of Autun had insisted that the Brothers stay there. The inter- 
view with the bishop was already envisaged in the letter of 7 January. but now 
Champagnat could have another reason for going to see him in order to teil him: 
“1 have to obey a formal order from my religious superior. I have to take one 
Brother from a school and send him to Verdelais. You see how 1 am placed.”

Father Champagnat was certainly capable of moving heaven and earth to 
do the will of the Lord which was now quite clear but, since 1833, Guizot’s 
school law did not allow the mobility that the former one did and, if Father 
Champagnat had had to wait till April - the letter he wrote to Brother Marie- 
Laurent - to be able to withdraw someone from a school, there is certainly no 
doubt that there had not been a solution before Easter (31 March that year).

3. Principies which guided him
Let us go back now to the three days retreat. It was a document that Father 

Champagnat had not been able to make use of on that occasion. His reflection 
and his prayer must have been centred on his conception of obedience. Now, in 
the Rule he had had printed in 1837, he had introduced an annex almost as long 
as the Rule itself, and that was an instruction on obedience which Saint Ignatius 
sent to his religious on 26 March 1553.

Here are some sentences from it that I believe are most relevant to his case:
“The second means - to obey well - is to make every effort to justify to 

yourself the order and the feeling of the superior and never to blame him; for

6' You will find all these letters at the date indieated in Lctters of M.J.B. Champagnat. I, Rume 19X5. 
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that you have to take in good part and with affection what he commands you to 
do. (No XVI)”

“The last means ... is to put firmly in your mind that everything the supe
rior orders is the will of God himself and that just as you strive with all your 
power to believe what the Catholic faith proposes to you. in the same way. with
out examining it. by a kind of blind compulsion which the desire to obey impos- 
es, you strive to do what the superior has commanded you to do.” (XVII)

However, it is not forbidden to enlighten the superior "about what occurs 
to you to be contrary to his intention and that you might believe you have to 
explain to him, after having consulted the Lord about it. But in order not to be 
deceived by self-esteem and too much attachment to your own judgement. it will 
be good. before and after having explained your thought to the superior to remain 
perfectly indifferent to what he decides, forcing yourself to approve and to look 
upon what he has enjoined as being what is best.” (VIII)

That. approximately, was the narrow channel in which the will of Marcellin 
Champagnat could move in his reaction to the order of Father Colin.

4. What was the root of the problem ?

a) What had happened.
To understand that there could have been, between two men of God who 

were most faithful to the Spirit. such strong tension. it is important now to get 
a good grasp of what constituted the problem between them. Father Mayet. SM. 
in a letter concerning the retreat at Belley in September 1X39. tells us:

"The Reverend Father Superior (Colin) proposed to the Society in the 
assembly that it might be better to have Brothers coadjutors who would be dis- 
tincl from those of the Hermitage, would not form a part of them and would be 
attached solely to the Fathers. He asked those in favour to vote by standing up. 
Most were for having the Brothers as we have them today. And that is what was 
done. That decision hurt Father Champagnat; however. there was greater har- 
mony between the Fathers and the Brothers of the Hermitage. there being no 
longer any occasions for reciprocai complaints".62

It was decided. therefore. in September 1839, lhat there would be twoquite 
separate categories of Brother: the Little Brothers of Mary and the coadjutor 
Brothers or the Joseph Brothers. And that grieved Father Champagnat, which is 
surprising since that was precisely the way to avoid tensions like the one in 
Verdelais.

In my opinion. if Father Champagnat is grieved, it is because for six months 
he has been trying to enter into the views of his superior, that is to give up a cer
tain independence of the Little Brothers of Mary in the choice of their aposto- 
lates in order to grant priority to the service of the Fathers.

Mcmoires - Mayet. vol. 5, p. 247
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By performing thus a somewhat blind act of obedience to Father Colin’s idea, 
even although it had been expressed in an abrupt and unjust manner, he no doubt 
understood that it was one means of working for the unity of the Society of Mary.

Alas! or all the better! His will and that of Father Colin would not be e- 
nough to rectify a tendency that was going in that direction, either on the Fathers’ 
side or on that of the Brothers.

b) Resistance on the Brothers’ side
It was obvious that Brothers who had been formed at the Hermitage were 

sentimentally attached to that house and, especially after the decision in 1839, 
did not want to lose their identity as Little Brothers of Mary. Those who were 
in a community of Fathers (Belley, Lyons) began seríously to fearjust that and 
one detail reinforced their fear: decisions concerning the habit. As the Brothers 
in the Service of the Fathers wore a soutane that was slightly different from that 
worn by the Brothers from the Hermitage, those among these latter who were at 
Belley or in Lyons had no desire to wear the soutane of the coadjutor Brothers, 
for their soutane of the Little Brothers of Mary was a kind of identity card which 
would be valid on the day they returned to the Hermitage. That is not at all child- 
ish and we must understand them. You can ask subjects who are well advanced 
in the spiritual life, have no complexes, are very humble, to be ready to go to no 
matter which community of Fathers, that is to say into the unknown. But from 
the average religious you must expect negative reactions like: "I have made my 
vows in a certain congregation and they want me to live in another”, or else, 
“they are making decisions over my head; I did not become a Brother coadjutor 
of the Fathers, I want to live in a community of Brothers from the Hermitage.” 
It is one thing to be appointed to a community some of whose members, even 
the director, are difficult, and quite another to fali into a community which is 
practically a stranger to you. In the first case, there are many things which put 
you on the same levei: rising at the same time, same prayers, same coulpe where 
you can accuse the director himself etc. And especially you have the possibili- 
ty of telling Father Champagnat how you feel you are being treated. knowing 
that he will not be at all embarrassed about giving any one at all a piece of his 
mind, be he director or other.

But in a community of Fathers, even if they were man for man more holy 
than each Brother, a Brother risks feeling different, having the impression that 
he is being treated like a servant, for in 1839 there was, to be sure, a world of 
diffcrence between Fathers and Brothers. The Fathers had done 5-10 years more 
study than the Brothers, even those employed in teaching, all the more so than 
Brothers engaged in manual work.

Often too, the social milieu where the Fathers carne from was at a higher 
levei than that of the Brothers. Father Champagnat was well aware of the reac- 
tion of his Brothers. Ten years before this he had had to quell a minor revolution 
before imposing a change of dress on the Brothers; now he spoke of it as if he 
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was losing interest in it. Here is the letter he wrote on I February 1840 to Brother 
Timothée and the other Brothers who were in Service to the Fathers at Belley:

“My dear Brothers, I am profiting by thejourney of Father Superior General 
(Colin) to Belley to write to you and assure you that yourdedication to the Fathers 
will be a joy for the whole society. You should not balk at a simple change of 
habit, which changed nothing about your status. You will not be considered any 
less members of the Little Brothers of Mary of the Hermitage. Everything that 
can help to bind the two branches together is perfectly in line with our own views 
and those of Providence. Tell Father Superior you abandon yourself into his 
hands as the Brothers in Lyons have done, and as the true children of Mary will 
always do. 1 continue to recommend myself to your good prayers, and 1 am, in 
Jesus and Mary, your most devoted father and servant. Champagnat".63

63 l.ctters of Marcellin Champagnat p. 579

Let us say that he is trying to take the drama out of a situation, but that, 
on the other hand, he is not deluding himself about the possible outcome that 
might ensue. Moreover, he has to take the arguments of the Brothers into account.

We know what goes on at General or Provincial Chapters. The right to 
speak, which had been so limited before, presented a good occasion for out- 
bursts. Even simpiy on the occasion of an end of retreat gathering, it was quite 
natural that people should ask for news about each other and more than one were 
ready to show concern for “these poor Brothers in Belley and Lyons". and would 
not fai 1 to defend them with the zeal of the just man detending the widow and 
the orphan. “After 5 years, after 10 years, who will still know them?" the speak- 
er who held the floor would say. “How will they prove that they belong to a con- 
gregation that we are forcing them to forget?”

Perhaps they already had news from Oceania and all the Brothers over 
there were not thrilled with what they were made to do. In respect to this we can 
quote a letter written some time after this, but which tells us of the difficulties 
some of them were having. We are not questioning the zeal of the first mission- 
aries, but it shows the almost inevitable consequences of a condition of life that 
was badly planned and was irreversible.

It is the letter written by Brother Florentin to Brother François.
“Karoa, New Zealand. 9 March 1842
Very dear Brother Director,
The news of the death of ouresteemed Father Superior has greatly distressed 

me, as much because of the loss to our Society as for the fact that in him we had a 
true Father. The memory of the time 1 spent in the home of the congregation of 
Brothers is always a cause of fresh joy to me and I cannot speak of the Hermitage 
without experiencing great emotion. I am far from being so content in New Zealand; 
I cannot pretend otherwise, as you are my superior. Also I admire the feelings of 
the Brothers whose ambition is to share our lot. What has extremely upset me and 
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will continue to upset me is that I no longer wear the soutane, not even on Sundays 
as if I had left it forever in leaving the Society. It would appear that new complaints 
to his Lordship on that subject are useless. 1 thought 1 would be helping the Fathers 
by teaching and giving religious lessons, but my employment is reduced to that of 
a servant. However, 1 am able to perform my exercises of Rule.

Such is my situation and that of the other Brothers. 1 would not complain 
about it if 1 had had clear knowledge of it when leaving France, which I left, as 
you know, more from obedience that by choice. Moreover, if it were the will of 
God that I should return to the Hermitage. it would be only death or obedience 
that would hold me back.

I am not saying anything about Brothers Michel and Amon: you must know 
that they have left the Society and that the latter is dead. 1 send affectionate greet- 
ings to the whole community and recommend myself to their prayers and espe- 
cially to yours...”64 Before his death Father Champagnat could well have heard 
complaints of that kind.

64 AFM Dossier 48 Letters p. 89

C) RES1STANCE FROM THE FATHERS
Moreover. the Fathers on their side had been fully aware of the prob

lem and. if they needed Brothers in their Service, they must have said to them
selves that the solution was the classic solution of other congregations: to 
have Brothers who were solely coadjutors of the Fathers. A letter from Father 
Colin dated 29 February 1X40 also shows that the problem was not a simple 
one. This letter is an indication -that Father Colin is ready to do anything in 
order not to cause Father Champagnat any bother; -that, if there had been only 
Father Champagnat and he, there would have been no problem, for what count- 
ed for them was solely the glory of God; -that Father Colin had looked for 
Solutions in order to preserve unity, but that these Solutions (especially con
cerning the habit) had been badly received both by Champagnat and by his 
Brothers (we have just seen that that is not quite true); -that he had to take 
account of the decision of his Fathers relative to the constitution of two cat- 
egories of Brother which. in fact. had been suggested several times by Champagnat 
in the past; -that he cannot really direct the teaching Brothers himself and that 
they. therefore. should not form part of the community of the Fathers; -that 
Champagnat alone should direct the Little Brothers of Mary. Anyway here is 
the text of that letter:

“I was pleased to see your reply and that of the Brothers to my account of 
our future commitments. As I have often told you, there will never be any diffi- 
culties between us two. I will make my observations, lay out my ideas, which I 
am far from believing to be infallible, and if they are not to your liking 1 shall 
be the first to give them up.
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I had believed that, in order to bind the branch of the Fathers to that of the 
Brothers, I had to establish a kind of mutual dependence between them, placing 
the twobranches in the necessity, should the need arise, of the one having recourse 
to the other. I had seen no difficulty in the Brothers changing their religious 
dress when passing from one branch to the other, the more so as it was in the 
interest of the Fathers that this change take place only in the case of there being 
a real need. I imagined that, since even at the Hermitage the Brothers change 
their dress for manual work. the same thing could take place for the time they 
would spend in our houses. Nor did I think there was any difficulty in the teach- 
ing Brothers receiving some novices for our houses, and it was by that means 
that I thought of joining the two branches together, putting them in the posi- 
tion of rendering mutual Service.

But since these points seem to raise some difficulties for you and the 
Brothers, since they feel some reluctance over it, I willingly give up the idea. 
Nor will there be any question of changing the religious habit or of receiving 
our postulants into your houses, Providence will see to that. The habits for the 
lay Brothers are ready. They are waiting for my permission before taking them. 
And if it suits you I will try to replace your Brothers as soon as possible, for 
1 see a great inconvenience in having two kinds of Brother in our houses.

By taking some Brothers for our use, we are going back to our early 
ideas. We think that is in line with the will of God and is even a necessity for 
the Fathers’ branch. Moreover, you know as well as I do that you yourself have 
several times suggested that the majority of our confreres have declared them- 
selves to be in favour of that measure. Because of this change in the Brothers’ 
habit, I see, to my great regret, a difficulty in the beginning should the teach- 
ing Brothers end up in the Fathers’ houses. You will understand that as I do. 
But that difficulty will disappear later. In spite of my great desire to arrange 
things so that later everything will go on peacefully and according to the mind 
of God, I feel obliged to tell you that while you are alive I am hardly able to 
have to do with the teaching Brothers. Consequently, you can continue to gov- 
ern them according to the mind of God as in the past. and if, because of your 
vows, you may need any permissions whatsoever. I grant you them as far as it 
is in my power. Please receive...”65

65 APM 233.2

Brother Avit, who published this letter also adds these few lines which 
complete the explanation of the question:

“It was very fortunate that Rev Fr Colin gave up the plan he had con- 
ceived: it would not have suited our Brothers. Those who were still with the 
Fathers withdrew and kept their religious habit. Moreover, Rev Fr Colin, as 
you see, showed himself to be very accommodating”.
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d) Father Champagnat’s wish for unity
So Father Colin gave up the vision he had had in February 1839, but it 

seems that Father Champagnat, right up to the end, continued to espouse. in 
faith, an aspect of the will of God whieh had come into his mind in the course 
of a particularly arduous exercise of obedience and which consisted in saying 
to himself: “priority to the service of the Fathers".

Br Jean-Baptiste was able to write of Father Champagnat: “he would 
have preferred to give up a work than undertake anything without the consent 
of his superiors".

Champagnat. exhausted by a most painful illness, would wish. three 
weeks before his death, to transmit to his Brothers in writing the result of a 
research which remained unfinished. but which he had done with all his heart. 
Yes, his life ended with a proclamation of obedience to Father Colin and a 
piacing of his congregation at the disposition of the Society of Mary: "I die 
full of respect for the Superior of the Society of Mary... May it be your plea- 
sure to come to their (the Fathers’) help as often as is required... your wills 
are to be united with those of the Fathers of the Society of Mary in the will of 
one and the same Superior. ... The Superior General of the Fathers being also 
the Superior of the Brothers, ...it is my wish and my expectation that the 
Superior General receive the same obedience and submission (as you gave 
me)".66

66 Bicentenary Life p. 241

CONCLUSION

What is to be said? "The Lord." thinks Father Champagnat, “has led me 
to see, in faith, a reading of his will which before was not evident to me. Perhaps 
events are going to change, and the slope is irreversible. But I am going to die 
before seeing that evolution. My superior, Father Colin, without maintaining 
as strict a line as in February 1839. thinks all the same that lhe Society must 
preserve a certain unity among its branches. Therefore. for my part. I am doing 
all I can to protect that unity, even if the price to pay is a less efficient func- 
tioning of the Little Brothers of Mary. By not hesitating to tcll the Brothers to 
come to the help of the Fathers as often as is required 1 am taking up again 
almost the terms of the order I received from Father Colin and which indeed 
I had put into the Rule."

At the Chapter of the Fathers in 1842. the Brothers were to present an 
entreaty to the Capitulants that this section of the Spiritual Testament be real- 
ised more fully. However, the Holy See opposed the move in 1842 as it had in 
1833. In 1852 Father Colin would come to the Chapter of the Brothers to tell 
them as coming from the Holy See that the two branches (Fathers and Brothers) 
had to live in complete independence.
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What message are we to take from that for our time when new congre
gations are not afraid even of the mixture of Services, ministries, sexes, where 
families can live a kind of religious life? The spirit is always at work if you lis- 
ten to him and call on him.

Translation: Br. Frederic McMahon. Randwick, Sidney.
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MARCELLIN CHAMPAGNAT
A SAINT

Br. Paul Sester

The canonisation of Marcellin Champagnat seems to me to provide the 
chance of reflecting on what sanctity really is, thus giving to the event a sense 
beyond the superficial. In our language. we use the word “saint” so loosely and 
in many different connotations that we are no longer clear what is really meant 
when the Church, in some official way, designates someone as “saint”. We speak 
of "a holy man" which can have a wide range of meanings, for example we refer 
to the Pope as the "Holy Father. But when we want to treat of “a saint in heav- 
en”, we know that we are speaking of "saint" in a special way, speaking of a per- 
son who can work miraeles and who, during her/his life on earth, has lived the 
virtues to an heroic degree, shunning evil and devoting one’s life to doing good; 
someone who has concentrated on seeking perfection.

The presupposition behind this is that the human person is imperfect, sit- 
uated in adverse conditions which he must overcome in order to live a flourish- 
ing spiritual life. A presupposition that, behind the titie now placed before his 
name, in the depths of his personality, something is at work which gives a full- 
ness to his being, and a response to the question of the meaning of life, which 
perplexes so many.

Why are we here, on earth'.’ The first question of my catechism. and the 
reply: to serve God as the way to reach heaven. An answer sufficiently vague to 
content a docile mind. lacking a criticai sense, but inadequate when challenged 
by deeper reflection. If we lift it from a setting that aims only to edify, what mean
ing can we give “to serve God”, who, being almighty, has no need of any Service? 
“God has no need of you. nor of me. in order to bring about what He wants in 
His Church”states Father Alphonse Rodriguez1 who nonetheless insists that our 
one aim. here below. is to please God.

If it is true that in our condition of dependence here on earth where each 
entity seems to call for some Superior Being from which it emanates, we need 
Him to dialogue with us, this does not offer much of a path of reflection on our 
reality. The one solution which remains is to begin with ourselves, setting out to 
explore the unknowns of our nature. In the present case, this has us completely 
reversing the perspective - coming to understand sanctity not from the point of

* The Exercise of Christian and Religious Perfection. French edition in 3 volumes, vol. I. p. 434 
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view of God, but from that of the human person, the being most directly affected.
“It is for you to take your salvation to heart;
it is your affair; you alone are involved there”
says Rodriguez, faithful to the thought of St. Thomas2.

It is not that - as can be judged by my quotations - I look down on lhe spir- 
itual writers. Alongside statements that stem from the feelings, sometimes quite 
gratuitously, logical reasoning and pure common sense have their rightful place, 
despite lhe disdain that these authors have for philosophical reflection. looked 
down upon as being pagan. Yet they do not hesitate to make use of findings of 
psychology, preferring to speak ofthe “tendency towards perfection" rather than 
“sanctity" properly so-called, dealing with the road rather than lhe destination 
towards which it leads.

In my first section, I shall rely on the writings of Father Rodriguez. which 
I have already quoted from. There are two reasons for this -

* because this is one of the books that Father Champagnat 
recommended to his Brothers to read;
* it coincides, in severa! places, mutatis mutandis, with my own ideas of 
sanctity.

1. Rodriguez Today

Alphonse Rodriguez saw the light ofday in 1526 at Valladolid, Spain, and 
20 years later, in 1546, he entered the Company of Jesus. By 1549 he was pro
fessor of Moral Theology. then Master of Novices at Mantille in 1561... for 33 
years he had the task of “giving talks on spiritual ity. which were part of the 
weekly routine in all the houses of the Company” (p. III) He spent some time in 
Rome, in 1594, for the General Council of his Order, then lived for 12 years in 
Cordova, acting as spiritual director for his Province. In 1606 he was named 
Master of Novices at Seville, where ten years later, after a retirement of two 
years, he died, 21 February 161, aged 90.

It was near the end of his 12 years at Mantille “that gathering up all that 
he had put together on the subject, he wrote the work entilled “The Exercise of 
Christian and Religious Perfection.” (p. IV). but he did not publish it until 1615, 
near the end of his life. Taking into account the tasks he carried out, this book 
is truly his life’s work, in the dual sense that he poured into it all that he had 
learned, and that in it he preaches only what he himself had practiced. In 3 vol-

- Ibid. p I3 
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umes, 1,634 pages, he develops in minute detail the path to perfection for a per- 
son who wishes to live life as fully as possible. The knowledge that he has of 
lhe complexity of human nature embodies what we know as modern psycho- 
analysis, if one knows how to gather together the insights scattered throughout 
the various striking examples and quotations that he gives. This is what I set out 
to do here, following a plan that modern anthropology suggests.

THE BECOMING

“The true wisdom that we must long for," says Rodriguez, on the first page 
of his book, "is Christian perfection, which consists in uniting ourselves to God 
by love .... this is the greatest, or to be more exact. the only task that we have; 
it is for this that we have been created." And in chapter 111 of the second. deal- 
ing with the intention we bring to our actions. he quotes St. Ambrose reflecting 
on “the reason why, in creating the world, God after having created things and 
animais, immediately praises them .... but when He comes to create man, He 
seems to pass by without praising him. since it does not say immediately that 
he is good, as He has with all the rest of creation.” (op.cit. I, p. 99). Rodriguez 
replies, “This is because the goodness and perfection of man consists only in 
what is hidden within him.” “first. he must show the intimate side of his being” 
adds St. Ambrose. Erich Fromm, the German thinker, clarifies. “This means that 
animais and things find their fullness immediately they are created. But not so 
with man. Man can. himself, led by the word of God ... can develop his intimate 
nature throughout the course of his life3”. As if to say that man is a being-becom- 
ing, as the existential philosophers maintain: “Become what you are".

3 Erich Fromm. Ihr Werdet scin wie Golt (Vous serez comme Dieu). coll. rororo. Reinbeck hei Hamburg. 
May 1980

By this they mean that the human being is born endowed with all sorts of 
potentialities which characterise him. but which he has only as possibilities; he 
must bring them into play himself by the way he acts during his earthly exist- 
ence in his social setting, in the historical and geographical environment he 
encounters, and to which his own life will make its contribution. Each human 
existence is graced by fate with the power of making oneself, of building in some 
way, one's own personality on the bases that have been given, but on which one 
can build freely the spiritual strueture. bring to blossom one’s own self, differ- 
ent from every other self.

If you want to see proofs justifying this theory. just look at what happens 
in nature around us. "Becoming” is everywhere about us, especially in the gen- 
eration of living beings. A seed. right down to the very smallest, has enscribed 
in it the whole programme of the future development of the being throughout its 
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whole life. Why should man be exempt from the all-embracing law of creation? 
The need that he has to be educated. of developing his intellect and, if he is a 
religious, of working forperfection, presumes that his personality, far from being 
complete, sees the need and the ways to develop, to become oneself.

THE LONGING

“To become oneself” States the goal that a person wishes to reach and, as 
well, the way by which to come to that goal. Beyond the wish to live that is found 
in every living being, human awareness experiences it as the yearning to take 
one’s own place in the world. The human psyche is not the calm waters of a lake 
mirroring the shores; it is rather the current that forces a foaming passage through 
the rocks. Whether serene or agitated, there is always the yearning within, so 
much so that Louis Lavelle could define man as "a yearning being”.

On this topic, Father Rodriguez has a passage that might need clarifica- 
tion. “We want things only according to how we value them. All the more so as 
the will is a blind force which can only follow what the understanding sets before 
it; the worth that it attaches to an object becomes of necessity the order of our 
desires; and, as the will is what commands all our other faculties, the inner and 
exterior faculties of the soul, we ordinarily seek things and strive to acquire them 
only to the extent that the will presents them to us as desirable.4

In the this kind of “voluntarist” spirituality, the will rules the desire. But 
in fact, it is quite the other way round - the desire comes first, in relation to 
the will, because you do not will something, which is not longed for before- 
hand. The worth which we may think of as ruling what we desire is nothing 
else than the desire itself attracted by the value. 11 follows that desire is not 
something superficial, but a constituent of the human psyche, its living ener- 
gy, we may say.

The object aimed at is always seen by the awareness as something of value 
- the good, the beautiful, the useful, the pleasant. However, no tangible object 
is ever able to fully satisfy. As soon as we possess it, our desire shifts to some
thing else, now seen as more desirable. Clearly then, the concrete value of an 
object never corresponds to what we imagined it would be. Proof also that our 
desire aims at an ideal which by definition can never be attained.

So arises the question whether it is possible to find something that would 
totally satisfy the desire that gnaws our heart. This would suppose that there was

The Exercisc of Christian and Religious Perfection. vol. I. p. 2 
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one value, with all the other particular values but different glimpses of the one. 
The philosopher. Louis Lavelle. in his study "My Powers", finishes his analy- 
sis of Desire, which he considers at the same time as Awareness as a character- 
istic of our being, by saying that:

"Desire, like Awareness, would be able to find fulfilment only if the indi
vidual and the All succeeded in being united...... Desire appears to us to be the 
very essence of the Self. Only it gives movement and life. Only it is capable of 
establishing a bridge between what we are and what we seek to be".5

5 Lotus Lavelle. I.es Puissances du Moi, Flamtnarion. editor. 1948. p. 6S
6 Op. cit. p. 20
7 Ibid. p 13 - 14
8 Ibid. p. 93

We can say, then, that the deepest desire of man is to be and to be in all 
fullness. such as the Creator wanted, a sharing in His absolute Being. In the 
story of the fali of our first parents, Genesis seems to confirm this thesis. If 
lhe serpent replies to the woman, "You will be like the gods !" (Gen. 3. 5), 
there is nothing strange in this wish. since temptation always follows paths 
already walked.

Father Rodriguez could well have found there the justification for his long 
treatment of the difference between the yearning for material things and the 
desire for spiritual. Referring to the first of these, “scarcely has one attained 
what has been desired, than one begins to despise it to fix one's eyes on some- 
thing else. which. once it is in its turn possessed. proves to be equally boring" 
and. with regard to the spiritual desires. "the more we taste them, the more eager 
becomes our seeking them ... because we are not born for this world, and thus. 
there is nothing in this world that can completely satisfy us”.6

ACT1ON

Elsewhere the same author adds. "Once this Desire is firmly imprintcd in 
the soul, we must set ourselves. with attention and with ardour, to obtain what 
we long for, for we will naturally work hard to seek and find lhe things that we 
are attracted to by our inclinations".7 giving us to realise that our desire how- 
ever great it may be, is not enough to bring about the goal - we need to act. That 
is so obvious that it scarcely needs to be mentioned. Whoever does nothing, is 
nothing. Commenting on the words of Psalm 61 "You repay man as his works 
deserve", Father Rodriguez States. “It holds true that the good or bad condition 
of our soul, derives from our good or bad actions, since we will be what our 
actions will be. and in the end it is they who reveal what we are."8

9.3



Indeed, if we take the example of a sportsman, how can he know all the 
potential within himself, if he does not practise his sport and pit himself against 
fellow sportsmen? This holds good for everyone who wants to make use of his 
latent powers, his capabilities. In this sense then, we can say, quite truly, that 
the human person makes himself/hersclf. “Doing, and in doing, making one- 
self”, is the very apt comment of the philosopher, Jean-Paul Sartre.

But we still need to understand clearly what this creating action does. On 
this point, Rodriguez devotes much time to explaining what our actions must be 
if they are to contribute to our spiritual progress, which is to say, our fulfilment. 
“It is not enough for our progress and our perfection to do everything we ought; 
we must do this well”,9 is the first point that he makes. And in so doing, high- 
lights the two things necessary to ensure that action will prove effectual in the 
process of becoming.

9 Ibid. p. 93
10 Ibid. p. 12
1 1 Ibid. p. 95

The first is what the philosophers call value. A subjective value, born from 
the subject’s desire for something that he feels will satisfy that yearning. The 
more one wants an object, the more one is ready to pay to get it without worry- 
ing about its intrinsic value. Value is called objective when the quality, good or 
bad of the object or the action, is under consideration. For the purpose of what 
we are deaiing with here, I shall call “good” whatever accords to the sense of 
my nature, and “bad” what does not. Consequently, the good alone is to be sought 
for by whoever takes upon himself the task of self-realLsation.

The second condition is what 1 shall call commitment, meaning by that 
the attention, the awareness and the application needed by the action, so that the 
person can claim it as his own. To the extent that I devote myself to my action, 
with a free and voluntary decision. taking upon myself alone to carry it through, 
then this action can be said to be mine, and so the creator of my personality. The 
warning given by Rodriguez, “This matter of Christian perfection. is not some
thing that is brought about by force; the heart must embrace it,”10 emphasises 
the same point. Further, when he claims that, “Our progress and our perfection 
consist of but two things: to do what God wishes that we do and to do it as He 
wishes it to be done,”11.

I would translate that as the need to act according to our nature, for what 
God wants of us, is that we be ourselves, to be what He has created us to be. 
“The glory of God is Man standing erect,” says Saint Ireneaus.
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GOING BEYOND

Even with all these conditions fulfil ied, more is needed, except in except- 
ional cases, than just one act to achieve the "becoming”, because a single act 
does not bring into play all possibilities of a being. Practice makes perfect, it is 
said. but on condition that the action practised is drivcn by lhe desire to get bet- 
ter and better. Like the athlete forever trying to better his performances, the tend- 
ency within us to open out our capabiiities to their fui lest, is the heart of our 
wish to go aiways further and further. To do this. we must "go beyond" our
selves. This yearning to have the “more" which haunts the depths of our hearts, 
drives us to search for it in what we are not as yet. going outside ourselves, 
beyond ourselves..

To let weariness bring us to a halt, or to have no other aim than winning 
the good opinion of others, would be a mistake, because that is to be closed in 
on oneself. The writer of the treatise on Perfection first sounds a warning with 
the well-known "To halt. is to lose ground.” Then he spends six chapters of the 
third treatise “on uprightness and purity of intention" to expose all the possible 
harm that “vain glory” can do. which, according to him, consists in giving to 
creatures, lhe honour and glory that belongs to God alonc.

Louis Lavelle would have us see the situation in quite another light. 
He sets it out in his book "Narcissus" Mistake"1-, the beginning of which I 
shall briefly summarise. We all know Ovid’s fable about the adventure of 
Narcissus - "Aged sixteen .... pure of heart . ..there he is, going to quench 
his artless thirst in a virgin fountain where no one yet has been mirrored. 
All at once, he becomes aware of his beauty and his thirst disappears - he wants 
only himself. It is his beauty which from now on will torment him. which 
divides him from himself in showing him his image, and which drives him 
to seek himself where he sees himself. that is. where he is not .... he plunges 
his arms in the water, to grasp the object which can be nothing but an image 
.... and he lives on now, at the edge of the fountain, as witness to his sad 
adventure, as a flower with a saffron-coloured heart, surrounded by white 
pctals."13

His mistake was to stop to contemplate his image. to fail to realise that 
the image had no reality, not to have known how to go beyond it. His being and 
his "becoming" thus became set in one thing, without a doubt beautiful, yet no 
more than a water-lily.

“Narcissus disappeared in the fountain for he wants his surpassingly beautiful

I 71 - UErreur de Narcisse
Louis Lavelle, L Erreur de Narcisse, ed. B. Grassct, Paris, 1939. pp. 7 - S passim 
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image to fully occupy the place of his being, as happened to Lucifer, when he 
became Satan.”14

14 Ibid. p. 19
15 Phil. 3, 13 - 14
16 Op. cit. p. 32

Action, therefore, can open out and develop the being of the person who 
is active only in so far as it is dominated by a view-point higher than itself, which 
goes beyond self and which urges it to reach out beyond what it has achieved. 
If it is the desire to be that animates us, would not it be an illusion to stop the 
momentum at an object which, by definition, will always be different from us ? 
It is only the Absolute Being, from whom we hold our being, who can bestow 
on us the inore-than-what-we-are that will bring us to fullness. The word of the 
Gospel, “Be perfect as your heavenly Father is perfect,” is neither more nor less 
than an invitation of the Lord to perfect our “becoming" by possessing being as 
fully as we can. just as the Absolute Being possesses His. From (his flows the 
need that each of our actions, which since its results remain finite, be surpassed. 
renounced we might say. or seen as nothing, as Jean-Paul Sartre would have it, 
so that our ambitions have free rein. Made capable of beginning again, wiping 
out the past, so that we can, with fresh enthusiasm, conquer new heights, as St. 
Paul says - “forgetting the past, I strain ahead for what is still to come, I am rac- 
ing for the finish....”15 Rodriguez. links up with that, using the words of St. Basil 
and St. Jerome who, he says “teach us that whoever wishes to be a saint, must 
forget the good that he has done and set his mind continually on what yet remains 
to be done.”16

FREEDOM

Do we still need to go back, after all, on the essential character without 
which action would not affect the person, that is freedom? Without freedom, in 
fact, the personality is not at stake, neither, consequently can his "becoming” 
be thought of, lacking responsibility, the fruit of freedom. “Becoming” is noth
ing less than the blossoming of the personality, nothing that it cannot realise 
by itself. From which it follows that it is totally responsible for its "becoming”. 
no excuses, no appeals.

We must then. come to an agreement on this word freedom for in gen
eral use it is interpreted in different ways. The usual meaning attached to being 
free is to be able to do what you want. to be able to act without restraint. Taken 
to mean this. freedom is. for the most part, only exterior. But there is another 
freedom, an interior freedom. If it is praiseworthy for me, in a democratic coun- 
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try to do and to say what I will, within the limits of the law and of morality, 
how can 1 be sure that 1 am not being influenced in a way that determines me 
towards one mode of action rather than another ? Am 1 not the slave of some 
passion, of tendencies that 1 lack the courage to resist ?

We have seen that the will is always animated by some desire stemming 
in some way from the absolute desire to be. But this desire is, we might say, 
cheapencd in actual life by particular desires which are related to it closely or 
distantly, as one interprets them. These secondary desires determine us only to 
the extent that the will accepts them or turns them away. For often, disguising 
their deep source from us, they lead us astray into pathways that do not lead to 
the expected end. Hence the need to free ourselves from these misleading mi- 
rages, and to return to the desire that we expefience in the depths of our being 
as the authentic road to our personal fulfilment.

It is true that in the present situation in which we find ourselves, im- 
mersed in a material world which calls to us from all sides, it is not easy for us 
to free ourselves from attractions, even interior ones, or from passions which 
are like abnormal growths holding us back on our progress forward. Real free- 
dom is not given us a hundred percent pure; it is our task to refine it, to master 
it, sometimes even at the cost of a hard-fought struggle.

Such is the price that we must pay in order that our actions may be entire- 
ly responsible, that is, truly our own. This is the one stipulation needed if our 
actions are to give birth to our own personality, ready for our “becoming”. This 
finds expression in Rodriguez, though in terms other than we have used - "Our 
advancement and our perfection rely on the perfection of our actions....... the more 
they are holy and perfect, the more also we shall be holy and perfect. If we accept 
this as incontestable, we can still maintain that our actions will have more merit. 
more perfection in proportion as our intention is more upright, more pure, and 
when we are following a higher and more sublime aim, for our intention and 
our aim are what give the character to our actions."17

This too idealistic road promises to be arduous. But it is the narrow road 
that the Gospels speak of.. The road to sanctity, for "becoming" and sanctity are 
one. But it is important not to forget two things - first the Absolute Being seen 
as the aim of our journeying, is not a Being who is elusive and remote. He is the 
God of Love, eternally present to support our efforts. Secondly, it cannot be 
denied that our deepest joys follow our victories over ourselves and the accom- 
plishing of our purest desires, in the full sense of the word. Possible therefore,

'7 Rodriguez. The Exercise of Perfection. vol. 1. pp. 128 - 129 
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despite the distance that separates us from this distant God to unite ourselves to 
Him through love, towards whom our being yearns, because that is where it finds 
completion or perfection.

MARCELLIN CHAMPAGNAT

That Father Champagnat. whom it is reasonable to presume read Father 
Rodriguez. would have understood him in the way we have just presented, is quite 
out of the question. He did not have the means to do so. However. his intuition. 
supported by a well-based and realistic judgement, enabled him to form his own 
interpretation in which the apostolate was the base. His spirituality. in as much 
as he lets it come through spontaneously, breaks free from that of Father Rodriguez, 
in his having a deep and close intunacy with God through a relationship that grew 
more and more free and trusting. Recall the lighthearted way of speaking, which 
persisted right up to the solemn moments that preceded his death, and the kind 
of discussion that he brought to his spontaneous prayers. Moreover taking into 
account his exuberant activity and his care to do only what God willed. how can 
we doubt that he saw the task given him by his companions in the seminary, as a 
mission coming from God, which he had to accomplish, as the price to be paid 
for his own salvation. In fact. through the way he gave himself to the task, despite 
his failings, he realised the “becoming” implanted in his nature.

But who can judge the way he gave himself, who can know the extent of 
his holding firm, his obedience to the divine impulses that led him on ? He never 
speaks about his interior life, nor does he let it be seen, unless perhaps by those 
who were his constant companions. those whom he had formed by his example 
and words. These then, are the men to question, notably. Br. Jean-Baptiste. his 
biographer and the author of numerous writings aimed at handing on to us the 
spirit of the Founder.

In one of these works. entitled The Sayings. the Teachings and the Advice 
of Venerable Father Champagnat.IX there are two chapters which deal with his 
thoughts on "what is a Saint ?" setting out how he sees the ideal he took as his 
own. It is these two texts that I shal) first analyse to get an idea of how Father 
Champagnat thought of "a saint still living on earth” before going on to exam
ine how he himself lived sanctity.

WHAT IS A SAINT

Chapter 20 of the book mentioned, treats of six indispensable character- 
istics of a saint, namely.

'x Sentences. Lecons et Avis du vénére Père Champagnat
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Someone who fears sin more than all the evils of the world and who avoids 
sin more than he would avoid death; someone who lives a well-founded piety; 
who loves Jesus; a humble, obedient and mortified person.

I would remark that the characteristics given above are in italics in the 
text, to show that they are from Father Champagnat himself.. On the other hand, 
we should remember that he is speaking to the Brothers, more particularly to the 
novices. to enthuse their fervour in the religious life.

He treats the subject rather superficially, one might say, describing a saint 
by the outward aspects and the repórter in his commentary, is careful to keep to 
the same levei. His concern is to justify what the Founder says, rather than explain 
it, rather than deepen the sense and nuances of what the Founder expressed.

These six characteristics can be grouped in threes - first, the three alti
tudes directed towards God (fear of sin above all evils of the world; to be a man 
of prayer; to love Jesus), and second. the three virtues that the saint must prac- 
tise (obedience; humility; mortification). The first three altitudes are arranged 
in the sense of going from the exterior to the interior, from the negative to the 
positive and they stand each on its own without any link between them. It is not 
stated that the saint fears sin, because it is the enemy of love; neither is it 
claimed that prayer stimulates love by creating intimate contact with God; love 
is presented as a “liking for Jesus", as “a sign of the chosen". almost a strong- 
ly platonic love. Certainly this passage is not inspired by Rodriguez. who insists 
strongly. from the very beginning, on love as the foundation of of sanctity as he 
sees it, and he makes no express mention of the "fear of sin". at least in his first 
treatment of the topic. In contrast, the three virtues are certainly those on which 
sanctity rests, and Father Champagnat indicates that it is the example of Jesus 
that shapes his choice of them.

At the end of this chapter. he again stresses these characteristics which 
"are so truly the essence and the elements of sanctity that if a single one of them 
is missing, then sanctity is no longer present.”19 Then he iists them, three times 
more, but forgetling each time one or other of them - thus, the fear of sin is 
repeated only once. mortification twice, while the love of Jesus does not appear 
at all. We are then. a long way from Rodriguez. for whom

“Christian perfection consists in our union with God through love.”
Consequently, rather than sanctity properiy so called, we are dealing here 

only with the means to obtain it.

The next chapter of the book takes up again the same theme and in a sim
ilar way without going any deeper. It Iists the effects that a saintly life produces

'9 Avis, l.eçons, Sentences. ed. 1868, p. 236 
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in the person living it - “light, a sun which radiates light and life .... an example 
foreveryone ... the instrument of God's goodness ... although he may be a man 
like us. but he never complains. neither about the weather. nor his work, nor his 
superiors or any of his confreres no matter what their characters or weaknesses 
may be ... not even of his enemies and persecutors ... and even less of his bodi- 
ly infirmities and spiritual difficulties." l he double presentation of these last 
points explaining first of all their positive side and then their negative, shows 
that there is no question of a description here, rather of an exhortation. In the 
situation described the reasons put forward for the practice of the virtues of mor- 
tification. obedience and humility are that they enable us to pile up merit and to 
attain heaven, all of them focusing in on the love of God:

"They find God everywhere. who is the sole object of their love.” (239) 
Though it is not highlighted. this last comment underlies the whole text and show 
us in a flash the key understanding of the Founder. It is a pity that the repórter has 
not set it out more clearly, as a summary of all that goes before, a bringing togeth- 
er into one single altitude of attachment to Jesus, the goal which, when sought 
after, underpins everything else. We could then see the person taking into his own 
hands the responsibility of working to achieve his own "becoming”, his supreme 
worth, drawn on by the love of God, in the setting shaped for him.

Noticeable that there is no reference to the apostolate. though this may be 
sensed in the wording of the first two points:

“light. a sun which radiates light and life" and "..example for everyone..." 
Having in mind to speak of sanctity in general, he does not apply it in any 

special way to the Brother - which leads us to suspect that Br. Jean-Baptiste did 
not know how to point out the links which the Founder hints at and which the 
last Council set out clearly. the connections there are between apostolic work 
and religious life.

However, the first chapter of the book. entitled. What is a Brother in the 
eyes of Father Champagnat ? brings into higher prominence this aspect. espe
cially in his first two points. A Brother, the Founder explains, is - “ 1. He is a soul 
predestined to great holiness, to a life of high purity. to solid virtue; a soul towards 
whom God has special plans of mercy; a soul called to study Jesus Christ, to love 
God and to devote himself forever and entirely to the Service of God .... a soul 
predestined to great glory. whom nothing of this earth can satisfy.

2. He is the co-operator and companion of Jesus Christ in the sacred mis- 
sion of saving souls."

Here. Father Champagnat directly addresses the ideal that he has for his 
Brothers. He does not speak of sanctity. but of the vocation which is, when all 
is said and done, merely the road to “becoming”, the cal 1 felt by everyone. Without 
entering into philosophical deliberations. he sets out clearly the goal. in which 
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every human being finds fulfilment. No less explieit is his reference to action, 
in which two characteristics immediately appear, namely the end-point, reach- 
ing the state of fullness destined by the Creator for His creature, and the mode, 
the going beyond oneself precisely that the other might benefit, the forgetting 
of oneself.

The 4th point of the chapter refers implicitly to freedom, where it deals 
with the Brother taking the place of “soldiers and police”. In addition to the 
idealist vision of a society without laws, we could call to mind here St. Paul’s 
idea, in which Jesus Christ frees us from law, in order to set us completely free, 
responsible only to Him, as Augustine says, "Love, and do what you please !”

REAL ACHIEVEMENT

Far from using these texts to have Father Champagnat say what he did no 
say, 1 wish merely to share my conviction that the thinkingof Marcellin Champagnat 
reached beyond what he could put into words and far beyond what the Brothers 
who reported them, were able to grasp. Like the philosopher of whom H. Bergson 
speaks who never succeeded in communicating his intuition is all its depths20, 
so Marcellin Champagnat was unable to express clearly what was his intuitive 
understanding of human life. But everything that he was able to say and do shows, 
more or les accurately, what this was. So it is there, in what he says and what 
he does in the circumstances of the moment, giving us the opportunity to dis- 
cover it.

Hisenvironment, physical, family and social, certainly influenced Marcellin 
Champagnat more than we might expect. By nature, he has an inner nobility, 
scarcely noticeable because of the peasant milieu of the mountain people. 
Although he comes from a family that does not lack material and spiritual val- 
ues, his upbringing inclines him to a certain reserve, a reserve arising out of 
good sense and honesty and from the religious and social conditions found in 
a big family steeped in the Catholic faith. His temperament, in as much as we 
can see it from the accounts given by his biographers, puts him in the catego- 
ry of bilious whom Mounier describes as having - a driving urge for action 
physical strength contrasting with a slim build quick to react having a yel- 
lowish tinge angular features deepset eyes a gaze that is ardent and wide-rang- 
ing lips firmset lively gestures precise clear and distinct voice easy and rapid 
way of talking.21

An active man not given to dickering or long reflecting before putting into 
action his decisions. A practical man rather than a theorist, who could glimpse

2^ cf. Henri Bergson. L’Intuition philosophique. a conference given at the Bologna Philosophical Congress.
10 April 191 I. and included in La Pensee et Le Mouvant, Essais et Conferences. pp. 118- 123.
-1 Eminanuel Mounier. Traité du Caractère, ed. du Seuil. Paris, 1947, p. 184 passim 
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the goal without worrying to much about what steps will take him there, rely- 
ing on his courage and his skills, sometimes to the point of rashness.

Book-learning holds little attraction for him so that he dodges it on the 
slightest pretext, but he is an observant and a quick learner from his father when 
it carne to all kinds of manual work to the point of launching into money-mak- 
ing ventures such as sheep trading. Accepting reality, permitting the fundamen
tal laws of his nature to shape him, he is able to develop his taste for enterprise. 
Political activity, the melding of ideas, the interchange of theory, all this seems 
too unreal and holds no interest for him. His mind inclines to things concrete - 
he can visualise the revolution as a “monster”.

However the realm of the incomprehensible. of the supernatural cannot 
fail to make a profound impression on him. From his earliest days, as in every 
Christian household, his mother had sown in his soul the highest spiritual and 
(even more so) the highest religious values. It was from her, as well as from his 
aunt-nun, that he received the basics of the Christian faith - an awareness of God, 
prayer, the service of the Lord of heaven and earth. We can well imagine how 
religion fascinated the child. A son of the countryside with its secret seedings 
and growings, surrounded by wooded mountains, dark and mysterious, his a- 
wareness easily absorbed the world of the supernatural.

More than that, delighting in the setting and beauty of liturgy, in watch- 
ing its dramatic display, his heart must have quickened to the splendour of the 
ceremonies in honour of the God whom he pictured as the Lord, unseen yet pre- 
sent as could be sensed from the recollection showing on every face. In contrast 
to her husband at the beck and call of public affairs, his mother was a home- 
lover, concentrating on seeing that her household, with its numerous people, ran 
smoothly. Habits of order and rightness, a wise modesty in one’s altitudes, reserve 
in outside relationships were the focus of her watchful care. the standards which 
she passed on to her children. Young Marcellin, the last of the family after the 
premature death of his little brother, followed the example of his brothers and 
sisters, accepting to be shaped in this mould, satisfied to exercise his vitality 
within this framework, knowing no other.

So when the priest-recruiter said to him, after their shortpersonal exchange, 
“You must become a priest. This is God’s will,’’ how overwhelmed he must have 
been by two emotions - astonishment at such a revelation and joy at the glimpse 
of the realising of a yearning that he had, without doubt, secretly dreamed of, 
without ever expressing it through fear of revealing a wild fancy. Even after this 
meeting, whenever he spoke of being a priest, he would immediately add, “since 
God wishes it.’’ It is not lightly that he so speaks, for along with obedience to the 
call of God. his fondness for adventure was finding an outlet.
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His mind made up, no matter what. From this moment on, he took his 
future into his own hands. The way forward far from being even faintly marked 
out, was but a mountain track overgrown with branches and roots, and so the strug- 
gle against obstacies began. The people closest to him gave him conflicting 
advice, and there was the unexpected death of his father - these were the least 
of his problems; he had some money saved up and the support of his mother who 
did not hesitate to accompany him on pilgrimage to La Louvesc. As far as the 
studies went, he relied on his readiness to work, his courageous tenacity, to make 
the grade.

Leaving the home of his birth, something he had to face sooner or later, 
brought a twinge to his heart, which was quickly forgotten in the feelings a- 
rising from finding himself in a new world of boys, mostly younger and more 
advanced than he was. Shy, awkward at first, his usual self quickly emerged. 
The minor seminary scene at Verrieres had really nothing that could daunt him 
for long. On the contrary, his unusual height, his well-built body, his quick 
and lighthearted way of speaking with the country twists of expression and the 
spirited repartee, made him stand out and quickly admitted him to the “happy 
gang”. But not for long, it seems, since his teachers, once they had brought 
order to the place, put him in charge of a dormitory. He gives us, himself, a 
glimpse of his real conversion in his “resolutions”: “I will make no distinction 
when speaking with my fellow-students, no matter what unpleasantness I might 
feel, since now I see that this is a result of my pride creating difficulties. How 
can 1 look down on them ? Because of my abilities ? I am the last in my class. 
Because of my holiness ? 1 am full of pride. Because of the bodily beauty ? 
God has shaped my body, but it is far from being perfect, and ultimately I am 
nothing but a pinch of dust.” He needed more time to master his wordiness, as 
he adds a further resolution: “I will try as well, during recreation, to be less 
talkative.”

Despiteall this, his world of relationshipsretained the characteristicsalready 
mentioned. His ease with words, where often his bent for spiritual witticisms 
and jests had free rein, delighted and surprised those close to him - even on his 
deathbed, as Fr. Maítrepierre testifies.22 During recreation time, he liked to tease 
some one of the Brothers, mischievously, to get him to react to some amusing 
sally to the amusement of those present, not to score off the Brother, but to show 
a personal interest in the man. This, as much as what was said, shows the mutu
al love and confidence that coloured these relationships. While Marcellin Champagnat 
poured out on the Brothers a love that was virile, deep and no holds barred, they, 
in their turn, loved him as their father in all the fullness of the word, a father 
totally dedicated to their welfare.

22 OME, doc. 164 (752), no. 56. p. 417
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“He was firm, yes, firm indeed; we would tremble at the mere sound of 
his voice, at a glance from him, but first and foremost, he was good. 
he was compassionate; he was our father...."

writes Br. François. These qualilies, taken together, give us a personality that is 
likeable, strong, reliable, that gives a sense of security based on an all-embracing, 
calm and serene kindness. It gave him a strong hold and influence over his com- 
panions, which they willingly accepted since it seemed to them to be a help, freely 
given, to living out their common vocation.

This spontaneous giving, this forgetting of self show through in different 
ways in Marcellin’s way of acting. In spite of the great interest he had in his 
Brothers, he saw to it that they had a certain autonomy, even when this was not, 
strictly speaking, called for. In the first years when they were isolated in their 
little communities, nothing was more normal than their choosing a superior 
among themselves; even more striking was that Marcellin, in coming to visit 
their poor houses, showed no wish to “take over the direction ofthe house" since 
“beyond that fact that the work of his priestly ministry made it impossible, he 
realised that this was not his concern. but that ofthe Brother Director.”23 Later. 
at the Hermitage. although he mingled with the Brothers at recreation time, “in 
the dining room he sat alone, his table was set apart.”24

23 Vie de J.B.M. Champagnat. bicentenary edit. p. 79
24 Br. Sylvestre speaking of Father Champagnat. ed. Rome. 1992. p. 112
25 Vie, ed. 1989, p. 520

Where the spiritual direction of lhe Brothers was concerned, he preferred 
to leave this to others, partly out of lack of time, partly out of respect for their 
freedom but also. no doubt. from being aware of his own inadequacy in theolo- 
gy. This accounts for his wish to have another priest with him - First going off 
to find Fr. Courveille. then calling on help from the archdiocese in the form of 
young Fr. Seon. in the same spirit, he recommcnded in his letters that the parish 
priest be the spiritual director of the Brothers who worked with the young peo
ple of the parish. He touches more fui ly on the same point in a remark reported 
by his biographer, which we have no reason to doubt comes from the Founder....

"In speaking to you in this way, I am fulfilling a duty of conscience;
now it is up to you to fulfil yours,”25

spoken to his Brothers when pointing out to them the need to teach catechism, 
putting on their shoulders, we might say, the responsibility for the work. to boost 
which was for him, his only mission.

The fundamental inspiration for this way of acting is undoubtedly his mod
esty. Taking into account his happy character, the success he enjoyed with young 
people and in his undertakings, Marcellin Champagnat had every reason to be 
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a proud man. Admittedly an abiding shyness, his peasant manner, his lack of 
academic training ever present to his perceptive judgement - all this prevented 
him from having a distorted sense of himself. On the contrary, he made every 
effort to keepon the right side of the line. His reply to a priest who was impressed 
by the discreet bearing of his companions, is typical: “They are Brothers who 
run schools for the younger country children ... some young men got together 
.... they had a Rule drawn up in keeping with their goal, a curate gave them some 
help .... God has blessed their community and made it grow beyond all human 
expectation....”26

26 Vie. p. 407

This altitude could be interpreted as keeping his distance from the Brothers 
- which would be quite wrong. On the contrary. despite his priestly position, he 
gave himself totally to the work, mixing with the Brothers as if one of them, 
sharing their life fully, yet being all the while the animator and organiser of the 
venture. So he found ways to give an example. especially of humility which he 
saw as the fundamental virtue. which consisted for him. essentially in candour 
and simplicity. Any pretence, any kind of vanity were for him foolishness unwor- 
thy of a thinking man. So he reacted vigorously against high-flown language. 
cut down the pride of those seeking to be praised, yet he put up with their unthink- 
ing blunders, even when he had to suffer from them himself. In dealing with 
those in authority. he carne as he was. without pretence. even at lhe risk of being 
taken as insignificant by those who judged only from the exterior. All of which 
did not prevent him from standing up to anyone in defence of lhe Brothers and 
of their interests.

There can be no doubt that such a way of acting was in tune with his char- 
acter. The resolutions taken in his adolescence are a clear indication of this. and, 
if the efforts of his mature years correcled his natural tendencies, they did not 
destroy them. Events, seen by his good judgement and perception as significam 
and valuable, helped him form a right relationship with God. The arrival of the 
group of eight postulants following his urgent petilions that “we do not perish, 
like a lamp without oil"; deliverance from death in the snow through the fer- 
vently prayed “Memorare”; the construction of lhe Hermitage without any fatal 
accident; the successful outeome from various difficulties that threatened the 
congregation s future - these were so many facts revealing God's intervention, 
through Mary, in the establishing of the Society. His clear-sighted faith led him 
to accept to be an instrument in the whole process, and to give himself com
pletely to it with a courage ever more selfless. It was “Jesus and Mary have done 
everything for us,” again and again he carne back to this with ever deeper con- 
viction. Knowing that he had been chosen by God to complete what “was lack- 
ing in the passion of Christ" he found in this his w hole reason for being and the 
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way to direct his future. Hence there was but one alternative left open to him 
by his personality - to give himself without reserve in a union with the Master 
that became ever more and more intimate, with His will the one driving force 
of everything that he does.

His tireless activity stemmed from the pulsing conviction that he would 
reach fullness only in God and from the impact that this conviction had on his 
energetic nature animated as it was by an extraordinary apostolic fervour. 
Becoming aware in the seminary of the situation of the Church and especial- 
ly the plight of young people, he seemed to detect, in the planning of his com- 
panions to set up a Marial Society. the voice of God. saying to him, "We must 
have Brothers.” His drive countenanced no delay in putting into action what 
had been decided. and. as soon as he was made curate in the parish, he drew 
together some young people with the view of forming them to be Brothers.

In his mind, the aim was clear-cut : “We must have Brothers to teach cat- 
echism, to support the missionaries, and to set up schools for the children.”27 
But what was his idea of a Brother? We can take it as certain that he had a suf
ficiently clear idea of the Brothers of the Christian Schools to use them as a 
model. and the intention to do the same task as they did, but in places where 
they could not go. His words and his writings present a Brother as a man on 
fire with the desire to make known to others the love of Christ the Saviour, a 
love that engulfs him to the deepest reaches of his being. A man anchored in 
the conviction that the salvation of the human race, both here below and beyond, 
is to be found only in the total and deep embracing of the Gospel of divine 
love. Once this goal has been set, here remains the need to work out the means 
to attain it. They are of two kinds - the agent and the instrument.

27 Vie. cd. 19X9. p. 31

The agent is the Brother whose main traits we have already touched on. 
Marcellin wants him to consecrate his person and his entire life solely to the 
mission of educating children. Thus he has to be free from any other occupa- 
tion, aiming only at forming young people, teaching them the basic elements 
of learning, and even more, teaching by example how to live “as good Christians 
and worthy citizens.” He knows this is no easy task, seeing the need to have 
the children with him for a long time, to devote himself fully, to have a real 
humility, for, at least on the surface, the teaching profession is not a glamorous 
one. Beyond that, he has to accept to live frugally so that parents only a little 
more favoured than himself, can confide their children to him for a reasonable 
fee. To live like that, a Brother needs to be animated by a genuine religioüs 
life and to be supported by community living.
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As to the means available to him. how - in that first half of the last cen- 
tury - would he put his faith in anything other than the school. and the prima- 
ry school at that ? Against the temptation to set his sights higher. the Founder 
never gave up on insisting on the teaching of catechism and on humility - two 
points that he laboured to live himself. since he maintained they were the pil- 
lars of his spiritual structure throughout his entire life; “I cannot see a child. 
without wanting to teach him his catechism."2x he recalled, with nostalgia.

Events led him to a higher levei, if that is the word for it, since instead 
of doing this himself. he was forced to work to multiply resources by training 
teachers and at the same time, to organi.se the field of work for them. For all 
that. his work did not become easier. Quite the contrary. he poured into it all 
his energies. His letter to Fr. Barou. vicar-general of Lyons. gives us an insight 
into this: “Briefly. this is my situation..... I estimate that by the end of August. 
we will number more than 80 .... by All Saints we will have 16 establishments. 
which it is imperative that I visit every 2 - 3 months at least. to see that every
thing is going well. and to arrange with parish priest and mayor to collect what 
is due to us ..... I II pass over without comment the accounts that have to be
kept. the correspondence to attend to. arrangements that have to be made. bilis 
to pay or to collect. the spiritual and temporal needs of the house. Everyone 
agrees that it is vitally important that the young people get good training. it is 
therefore very important that those who give themselves to such an excellent 
task be themselves well trained. and that they are not left to their own resources 
once they have been appointed.”29

28 Ibid. p 504
29 Letters of Eather Champagnat. vol. I. doe. 7. p. 40

Although the diocese, heeding these quiet calls for help. did supply some 
aid. lhe work never seemed to slacken off. since the scope for action got wider 
and wider.

It preoccupied him so much that it overrode all personal interests; obe
dience to the will of God. he believed. required him to establish this venture. 
Everything that he poured into it - the totality of his physical and spiritual re
sources. his time, his weariness and sufferings - all had only God as its end.

As to his spiritual life we find the relationship between himself and Christ 
becoming more and more intimate - he the servant. lhe instrument to bring to 
blossom. in the hearts of children. the power of Chrisfs redemption. As lhe 
sense of being led by God become more clearly defined in Marcellin's soul, 
his inner altitude towards Him became simpler. more confident. more sponta- 
neous. He saw himself as a fellow-worker. a companion of Jesus, sharing lhe 
same work, with a similar love.
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And he felt just as close to Mary. l he somewhat sentimental devotion. 
the legacy of his childhood from his mother and aunt-nun, took on, as a result 
of his life experiences mentioned above, the more concrete character of an 
active presence foreverat his side. The titles, "Good Mother", “Ordinary Resource” 
were commonplace to him, because they expressed the outcome of his own 
experiences. Yet, surprising is the familiarity that can appear, that he showed 
towards her: “Get Mary on your side; tell her that after you have done every- 
thing you can, then too bad for her if her initiatives don't work out !”30 
This recommendation to Br. Antoine - which shows his own way of acting.

30 Ibid.. doc. 20. p. 64
31 Ibid.. doc. 194. p. 393
32 O.M.E.. doc. 157 (337). p. 36.3
33 Ibid.. doc. 162 (701). p. 396

He had no shadow of a doubt that Mary returned in generous measure 
the love that he had for her - so he could write to Bishop Pompallier in May, 
1838: Mary shows her protection of the Hermitage very clearly. Oh, what power 
is in the name of Mary ! How blessed are we to be graced with it ! Our Society 
would long ago have dropped out of notice but for this miraculous name. Mary 
- there you have the entire resources of our Society.”31

He was convinced that she was the one who inspired his plans and who 
guaranteed help in the difficulties which seemed insurmountable at first sight. 
She, handmaid of the Lord, is his perfect model, for to become like her, is to 
serve the Lord Himself.

Through Her, in that way to be yet more devoted to the Service of Jesus. 
Although more robust and respectful, the feelings he had towards Jesus were 
no less warm. His preferred exercise of the Presence of God kept him in almost 
conlinuous contact with Jesus, whether in his office. or on his journeys. So 
what had he to fear, or to worry what others might be thinking ? Fr. Maitrepierre 
was mistaken when he said of Marcellin, “Fr. Champagnat was, humanly speak- 
ing, fully equipped to fail in his undertaking,”32 
since he directed all his human qualities to giving back to God what he had 
received by nature and by grace. Much more perceptive was the comment of 
a parish priest of the diocese : “God chose him and said to him, “Champagnat, 
do this,” and Champagnat did it.”33

This committing of his entire person to the redeeming work of Christ 
with a freedom of complete abandonment. in which confidence had banished 
all fear, led him into a union with the divinity that was almost tangible.
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"When he offered the sacrifice of the Mass,” testifies Br. Sylvestre, "you 
would think that he saw Our Lord made visible, and that he spoke to Him thus,”34 

The Brother highlights the intense faith, this sense of the presenee of God, 
but we can see it all as the result of a love relationship, of complete collabora- 
tion throughout his entire life w ith the action of God, which filled him with the 
satisfaction of having accomplished his mission.

CONCLUSION

Such is the success of this life, of which I have outlined some featuresjust 
to show how, in an outpouring of action, it kept on towards the unique goal of 
making known the love that God has for us and of convincing us that the only 
worthwhile way to reach fullness, to taste true happiness, is to respond to this 
love with our own love. God gifted him with abilities, just enough to grasp and 
to carry out the vocation that He put before him. He lacked anything that would 
have set him on a path ablaze with glory, he made do with the struggle through 
darkness. Lucky for him - for thus he was able to bring into play all the latent 
powers that enriched his nature, and, leaving all else to help from on high, could 
enter into the closest possible friendship with Him. who is the Source of Being 
and Becoming.

To do God’s work to the exhaustion of every capability that one has, what 
is this but to give oneself so completely as to identify oneself with God ? This 
is to realise oneself, to raise the personality to the height of completion, to accom- 
plish “becoming” and to satisfy completely the deepest of hopes which is noth- 
ing less than the blessedness which is the destiny of every human being.

Translation: Br. Romuald Gibson. Auckland. New Zealand.

F. Sylvestre raconte M. Champagnat. p. 276
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DOCUMENTS
TESTIMONIES ON 

MARCELLIN CHAMPAGNAT
Br. François

I. He is still speaking after his death (Heb.9b. I 1 ). It seems that 1 still hear him! 
... The oldest remember this touching souvenir... Our good Father was there in 
the middle of his children... When we think of that morning prayer which we 
attended every morning with him, oi' that meditation he used to do in such a 
pious way, in a voice so filled with unction, with an air so penetrated, what 
feelings we had! ...

As a reward no doubt for his faithful servant, but also as a pious sou
venir for his children, God allowed him to breathe his last at the very moment 
when each day he used to intone the Salve Regina before meditation. Furthermore, 
let us recai 1 that community Mass he used to celebrate every day with so much 
reverence and spirit of faith! Let us contcmplate that life so completely devot- 
ed to the ministry of the salvation of souls and to lhe sanctification of his chil
dren...

Let us savor the pleasure he used to find in lhe most humble and most 
arduous tasks! Let us think of those constant cares, that indefatigable vigil- 
ance. that wholly paternal solicitude exercised sometimes for the benefit of a 
single Brother!

He knew how to wait for a soul and provoke its return by a thousand 
maternal ingenuities. His direction wasiít made of many words. It was often 
a paternal caress, a word, the same word repeated several times, but, said by 
him, it descended to the bottom of the heart to bring forth there repentance, 
the love of God. the desire to become better. How many near him found peace. 
trust, happiness!

He was firm. yes, definitely; we would all have trembled at the sound of 
his voice, under just one of his looks. but he was above all good. he was sym- 
pathetic, he was a father... In founding his congregation he wanted to build a 
family whose head would be a father and where the older Brothers would watch 
over and protect the younger ones.

Let us therefore all be his family. his children. Love. respect, mutual Ser
vice. Let us follow his example. let us be inspired by his sentiments. let us 
make him somehow relive in the midsl of us.
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2. Two officers having come to visit the grave of an illustrious warrior. after 
a few emotional moments, drew their sword, passed it silently again and again 
over the marble tomb, as if to take the military spirit of lhe leader they had 
lost.

Let us imitate these warriors, let us go to the tomb of our venerated lead
er. our good Father; let us pass our mind and our heart again and again in the 
circumstances of his life. of his sufferings and his death to take there from 
something of his spirit and his heart.

Everything here talks to us of him and he talks to us in everything. We 
live in the house he built and which we look upon as his grand reliquary. This 
is where he worked so much. spent so many sleepless hours for the good of 
the Institute.

The meditation hall was the first provisional chapei where he said Mass 
as soon as this house was habitable. It was also his first bedroom. That's where, 
later. he used to give us instruction during the year and especially at retreats. 
Thafs where he was given the Last Rites and gave us afterwards such a mov- 
ing allocution.

He prayed, said Mass. chanted the Office in that chapei which he built. 
He ate in that refectory. in that hall. He walked in these rooms, visited the sick 
in the infirmary. He walked along these paths. cultivated this land. planted 
these trees. established this cemetery where he has his grave. But especially 
he sanctified this room which he occupied for 15 years. which he perfumed 
with his virtues. where he received so many Brothers, gave so many good coun- 
sels, recited so many prayers, w rote so many letters. meditated so many things. 
experienced so much pain and consolation, until finally he breathed his la.st.

Let us often tell ourselves in this paternal house where Father 
Champagnat and his beloved children practiced so many virtues: "If this good 
Father saw me. were with me, how would I do what Lm doing?" ... If it is a 
glory for us to have had him as Father. let us now in return be his glory and 
crown. according to the expression of Holy Scripture (Prov.17; Thess.2)

3. Do you take God to be a tyrant and do you think he instituted confession to 
tyrannize people? Stick to what your confessor, your superior tells you. It 
would be pride and rashness to want to follow your own feeling. You have to 
despise those doubts and empty fears. Those worries. those perplexities ruin 
one’s health and piety. We are pleased, we are happy when we are serving a 
good master. And what better master than God!

(Fr. Champagnat)
5101.302, manuscript p.6
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4. He who lives without a rule lives like a little devil. He who lives according 
to a rule lives according to God.

3 (Fr. Champagnat)
5101.302, manuscript p. 14

5. Ourenemy wants to take from us the merit of the good deeds which God works 
through us by falsely attributing their glory to us. We have to despise him, that 
liar! (conf. of Fr. Champagnat)

5101.302, 1828 retreat.

6. We leave the world for God and our salvation by entering religioüs life, and 
we then leave God for the world by abandoning religioüs life at the risk of los- 
ing ourselves.

(Fr. Champagnat), 1828 retreat. 
5101.302

7. A God comes to us through humility and mortification; let us go to Him by 
the same way. Let us look at that Child lying in a manger, bereft of all human 
help; He holds His little hands out to us and invites us to go to Him in order to 
enrich us with His goods.

(Fr. Champagnat), 
conf. of 13 Dec, 1928 
5101.302

8. It is true to say that today is lhe last day of the present year and tomorrow the 
first of the following year. A day will come likewise when it will be true to say; 
"Today is the last day of my life on earth and tomorrow will be the First of my 
eternity." And then will I have grounds to be glad or to be sorry?

(Fr. Champagnat), 
conf. on 31 Dec 1828) 
5101.302

9. Pride is like a drainpipe which falis on the main beam and which, in short 
time, rots it and makes the whole roof fali; and then there's water in the whole 
building. -- lt's astonishing how we can be proud in the sight of a God so hum
ble! ... Whatever the virtues of a religioüs are, if he lets himself be taken by 
pride, he'll soon be good for nothing.

(Fr. Champagnat) 
5101.302

10. What we have the most trouble to do is what causes us the most pleasure 
when we have done it well, and a single exercise of piety well done gives more 
happiness and consolation than all the pleasures of the world can give over 
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long years.
(Fr. Champagnat) 
5101.302

I I. I will stay in the saddle until all those who are under my direction have been 
judged; then 1'11 see the Sovereign Judge turn towards me.

(Fr. Champagnat)
5101.303. p.55

12. The spirit of Father Champagnat is a spirit of humility and poverty. Every 
congregation has to keep the spirit of its Founder in order to do the good God 
had in mind when He inspired it; otherwise, He won t bless it. What can we 
expect from a man who has lost the spirit!

5101.304. 1864 retreat.
manuscript p. 1560-61.

1 3. You know what is said in the Life of Fr. Champagnat about the angelic virtue. 
He used to say that the impure spirit fears that house and doesn't dare enter it. 
unless we go get it and open the door for it. Severa! Brothers have felt the salu- 
tary influences of their stay in this blessed solitude.

5101.306, LVI11. 3
5 octobre 1 862

14. Silence, the presence of God in all humility. towards God. towards our neigh- 
bor. towards ourselves. Act as if the Superior, Fr. Champagnat were there to 
witness what we say and do. He wouldn't dare say or do anything improper.

id. LIX. 3
12 octobre 1 862

15. Arrival of the novices and postulants from St-Genis-Laval in July-August 
1863:

/. You come with pleasure and we likewise see you arrive in this house 
huilt by Fr. Champagnat, our venerated Founder. This is where he worked so 
much. prayed so much and watched so much over the good of the Society. This 
is where finally he suffured so much and died. His grave is in the cemetery of 
the community.

2. It's in this hall that he had his first room in the house. This is where 
there was the first provisional chapei, af ter the wooden one. This is where, later, 
he used to give us such practical instructions during the year and especially dur
ing the retreats. This is where, finally, he received the Last Rites and that he 
gave that moving allocution which is his spiritual testament.
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3. Everything here speaks to us of Fr. Champagnat, everything recalls 
this good Father. The walls, the brick partitions, the floors tell us he was 
everything: mason, piaste rer, cabinet-maker: and that he used to help with 
everything. He walked these floors, he crossed these rooms, he prayed. sang, 
heard confession, said Mass, gave Communion in this chapei which he built; 
he tilled the land. the garden: he strolled there. he ate in the refectory, the 
living room; he gave lessons to the novices in the novitiate hall; he picked 
at the rock. Finally he rests in the cemetery which he made. You will eat the 
fruit from the trees he planted, you will live in the place he chose, he lived 
in.

4. You will, then, be in this house as in a grand reliquary ofFr Champagnat. 
You will try to fill yourself fully with his spirit, imitate his virtues, recall and put 
intopractice his counsels, his instructions, in a word, live at N.-D. de l Hermitage 
(he's the one who named it such) as if this good Father were still with you. Thus, 
vou will be content and happy here and you will draw great benefit for your 
advancement in religious perfection. You will go with love, confidence, to his 
grave to ask his blessing and to beg of him to obtain for you the great grace to 
always show yourselves his worthy children.

id. LXXX, manuscript, p.40

16.
1. Let us often tell ourselves: "If Fr Champagnat saw me, would 1 do that? 

would l talk like that? would I stay there ? How would Ibehave duringprayer, at meais," 
etc.?

2. While reading or listening to a reading of the life ofSt. Francis de Sales, 
founder of the Visitation Sisters, or of Fr. Champagnat. founder of the Little 
Brothers of Mary, what beautiful parallels we can make! Let's not fail to do so. 
The two Societies have the same spirit, almost the same rides.

3. Reading the writings of St. Francis de Sales and the instructions or the 
counsels of our venerated Father, ht honor the relics of their spirit, or rather 
the Spirit of God who talks to us.

id. LXXXI, 3 August 1863

17. Fr. Champagnat wanted us to say the "Miserere mei" every day at prayer. 
id. XCU, 29 November 1863.

18. Jesus comes to us through the path of humility and obedience; we have to 
take the same path to go to Him.

(Fr. Champagnat)
id. CX11I, 2, 13 December 1863.
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History, Fr. Champagnat used to say, is a list of dead people. What feel- 
ings do we get when we hear the account of what they did? Where are they now? 
Where will we ourselves be one day? What legacy will we leave our Brothers? 

ibid. 5.

19. I thought that reading the counsels that Fr. Champagnat used to give the 
inhabitants of Lavalla at fruit harvest time could interest you and be of use 
to you (In his Life, 1 p.c.5, Ed. 1989, p.50) ... He used to talk that way to the 
lay people, but when he spoke to the Brothers, he was more severe. Take a 
look at what is in the 2nd p. C. I I, Ed. 1989. p.396)

id. CVI1. 5, 31 July 1864

Counsels of Fr. Champagnat to the inhabitants of Lavalla during the fruit sea- 
son (Life, id.). He spits out a cherry he had taken (p.27). His counsels to the 
Brothers on mortification (Life, p.396).

id. CLXXX. 1, 2 June 1867

20. Respectful silence in the house of Fr. Champagnat. our venerated Founder. 
There we see: 1. his room, where he received so many postulants, gave so 
many good counsels to the Brothers, w here he wrote so much, prayed so much, 
suffered so much. where finally he died. 2. the infirmary which Our Lord vis- 
its so often to give Himself to the sick. where so many Brothers died a saint- 
ly death after long and painful sicknesses suffered with so much patience and 
edification and where Fr. Champagnat wanted to come to die. 3. the yard. Our 
Lady. St. Joseph, the path to the cemetery ending at the grand promenade 
where Our Lord passes in procession twice a year, where the statue of Our 
Lady is carried in triumph on Assumption Day.

Mass was said successively by Fr. Champagnat:
1. in the little wooden cabin;
2. in the meditation hall;
3. in Room No. 1 on the first floor;
4. in the present chapei.

id. CXI. 1,2,3.4
16 October 1 864

21. Fr. Champagnat had a great devotion to St. John Francis Regis. as we can 
see in his Life. He gave him as secondary patron and he used to make his nove
na with piety and confidence.

id. CXXVIH. 9
I 1 June 1865

22. Monday, St. Ignatius Loyola. Founder of the Company of Jesus. His motto 
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was: All for the greater glory ofGod. And Fr. Champagnat used to add: And for 
the honor of the august Mary, Mother of O.L.J.C. The Jesuit Fathers and the 
Little Brothers of Mary are close.

id. CXXX1, 1
30 July 1865

23. What made the saints tremble above all, Fr. Champagnat used to say, was 
the fear of abusing grace. .sk;.in 35;.fo off

id. CXLVI, 4
I I March 1866

24. We have among the writings of Fr. Champagnat the lesson which serves as 
introduction to the Rule, written entirely in his own hand. Order comes from 
God and leads to God. He who lives according to the Rule lives according to 
God. That's the path, the iadder to Paradise.

id. CLV1, 4
28 October 1866

25. This house was blessed by Bishop de Pins, Archbishop of Amasie and 
Administrator of the diocese of Lyons, built under his inspiration and in part 
through his generosity. It's Fr. Champagnat who founded it, who inhabited it and 
sanctified it by his holy sacrifices, his prayers, his work and suffering, as well 
as all the good Brothers who lived with him and after him and several of whom 
lie next to him in the cemetery as in a grand reliquary.

id. CLVIL 4
I 1 November 1866

26. (One) Brother saw on the table of this (Marist) Father a Spiritual Combat, a 
Golden Book, aThink-Carefully-About-It: books which are like foundation blocks 
in our Institute and which Fr. Champagnat recommended so strongly.

id. CLXXX1L 4
28 July 1867

27. If the young Brother in charge of the money who took books without per- 
mission had come himself to admit his mistake and return those things to Fr. 
Champagnat, would he have been sent away? No, because that move would have 
been proof of his atonement. (Life, 1989 ed., p.383)

id. CLXXXVI, 4
22 September 1867

28. Fr. Champagnat used to say that his uncle said an Our Father and a Hail Mary 
every day for foolish people, namely who don't know how to manage their affairs 
and who gradually ruin themselves, and he used to apply that to certain Brothers 
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who don't help matters and who don't take care of the furniture.
id. CLXXXIX, 2
13 October I 867

29. Thursday. St. Joseph Calasanctius. founder of the Pietist schools in Rome. His 
life has much in common with that of Fr. Champagnat. His zeal for the instruction 
of children from his youth; the goal of his congregation which is the proper Christian 
education of children, to teach them to read and write; the favors he received from 
the Blessed Mother, etc. ... offer great similarities between the two Founders.

id. CCXIII. 1
23 August 1 868

30. We can say that the Hermitage is now the beginning and the end, that is to 
say that the postulants go there to start their religioüs life and lhe old Brothers 
go there to prepare to end their career properly by a happy and holy death. Thus 
Fr. Champagnat sees the elderly and lhe young men.

id. CCXIV, 4
1 3 September 1868

31. You know what is said in Rodriguez' Christian Perfection (3 P, I Tr. C.32) 
and what Fr. Champagnat says (Life, 1989 ed., p.313) about those anonymous 
Brothers, employed in the lowliest jobs in the community, hidden from the eyes 
of the world and who, by their prayers and virtues. make lhe schools prosper 
and missionaries succeed. etc. ...

id. CCXVII. 6
1 8 October 1 868

32. Happy the Brother who faithfully practices what is written in the Collection 
of sayings, counsels, and lessons of Fr. Champagnat! He leads a holy and edi- 
fying life; he makes people happy in this world and prepares for himself eter- 
nal joy in heaven.

id. CCXVIII. 4
20 December 1868

33. Fr. Champagnat used to say: "This thought, 'God sees me!' is enough to chase 
the devil away and eliminate temptations." And the Cure of Ars: "With this 
thought, 'God sees me,' we would never sin." Let's use it to walk generously and 
constantly in the path of virtue.

id. CCXIX, 6
10 January I 869

34. He who commits a venial sin, who fails in his duties, and disturbs the order 
of the house does us more harm than any the Prussians and the revolution could 
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do. He who is in the state of grace has nothing to fear. The friend of God is happy 
in any and all circumstance. (Fr. Champagnat)

id. CCLIII, 3
4 September 1870

35. Fr. Champagnat used to say that we know the sick especially in the refecto- 
ry. It is not a good sign when we are sick only for prayers; and, besides, what 
difference can a half-hour or an hour more in bed make?

id. CCL1X. 4
27 November 1870

36. We can consider ourselves, like the Blessed Virgin, in the apartments in the 
temple, since our chapei is part of the house and. according to Fr. Champagnat's 
expression, we are living under the same roof with Our Ford Jesus Christ.

id. CCLXXV, 2
19 November 1 87 1

37. Fifty-two years ago I was in Fr. Champagnat's room with Br. Louis and the 
other Brothers, gathered for prayer at the last hour of the year and the First of 
the following year. When the clock in his room (the same one used for classes) 
rang midnight, Father cried out: "Goodbye, 1819! Goodbye forever!"
The impression these words made on me is still vivid. (cf. A.L.S., 1868 ed., p. 128) 

id. CCLXXVIII, 1
31 December 1871

38. "Follow your Rule faithfully," Fr. Champagnat used to tell our Brothers, "teach 
catechism well to the children; that's what will console you the most at death." 
(cf. Life, p.247) "Think only about what you are doing now or about what you 
would have wanted to do at the hour of death," he said to another. (ibid.)
"My friend," he said to a young Brother, "what causes you the most trouble today 
in religious life will give you the most consolation at death." (Life, p.287) 

ibid. 3

39. You know from reading the Life of Fr. Champagnat what he says about a 
director who doesn't uphold the Rule (Life, p.449). You see that there was no 
compromising then with the Rule nor with duty and that he didn't hesitate to 
punish, even to dismiss, when it was necessary; yet he needed Brothers, but he 
wanted good ones.

id. CCLXXX. 3
2 I January 1872

40. Fr. Champagnat used to say (Life, pp.452f): "The Brother Director who upholds 
silence, who stresses study, who requires everybody to do a good job, avoids every 
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day a host of faults, he keeps the Brothers from an infinite number of dangers, of 
temptations, and does them the most eminent Service." (Note the variants)

id. CCXCIII, 5
9 June 1872

41. Br. Chapuis, ourchaplain, ...talked to me several times about his attachment 
to the Brothers and the Society. He loved especially the Hermitage because of 
Fr. Champagnat whose house remindcd him of Champagnat and for whom he 
had great veneration.

id. CCC1, 2
1 September I 872

42. Oh! how I wish we could fully understand that doctrine ofpenance. regular, 
daily, imperceptible like, but very meritorious in God's eyes. as Fr. Champagnat 
tells us. (Prelim. Instruction. Introduction to the 1837 Rule)

id. CCCX11I, 2
9 February 1 873

43. Fr. Champagnat, our venerated Founder, listed among the principal means of 
perfection: Proper use of recreation time, and he wanted us to remember that every 
time we had the chapter of faults. During the holidays, recreations are longer.

id. CCCXLV1I, 5
30 August 1874

44. The good Father. before dying, clearly promised that he would not forget us 
and that he would use in favor of the Society all the credit he could have in heav- 
en. See! At his death we were about 200 and we had 43 houses; today we have 
445 (475 by 28 December) and we have about 3000 members. Our venerated 
Founder died 34 years ago.

id. CCCLV1, 4
22 November I 874

45. Our venerated Founder used to say, "I am confident that Mary will not allow 
to perish any at all of those who persevere tiII death in their vocation." Experience 
proves it. All the Brothers who died in the Institute left this world with the most 
Christian dispositions and several with visible signs of predestination. Therefore, 
devotion to the Blessed Virgin appeared to him to be a good sign of vocation.

id. CCCLV1I. 3
29 November 1874

46. /. Monday, St. Vincent de Paul, our patron of the month. What a heautiful 
model of piety, regularity, charity, humility! When we compare his life with that 
of Fr. Champagnat, what heautiful traits of similarity we find!
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2. Bom of parents who make their living by work; one keeps sheep, the 
other raises lambs. Both have a great devotion to the Blessed Virgin and teach 
children.

3. St. Vincent did lots of good in Clichy, in Chatillon by his charity, his 
preaching, his sweetness and other virtues. Fr. Champagnat did the same in 
Lavalla.

4. It was in hearing the confession of a sick person that St. Vincent rec- 
ognized the needs of country folk and founded a congregation to instruct them. 
It was in hearing the confession of a child that Fr. Champagnat resolved to exe- 
ute without delay his project to found a congregation of Teaching Brothers.

5. Both their occupations in their communities, their work, their dijfieul- 
ties, their sujferings, their lessons, their counsels, were almost identical. Same 
manner of governing, correcting, encouraging, directing their religious.

6. Let us consider finally their conduct, so regular, so edifying at the time 
of their final sickness and death, two centuries apart, happening at the same 
time (4 a.m.) while the community was in the chapei. And they continue to do 
good through their religious.

id. CCCLXV111.
IX July 1X75

47. Our dear and venerated Founder also always taught us. by word and example. 
the necessity and importance of prayer. Before undertaking this work of provi- 
dence and zeal which we are called to continue, strengthen, and spread, he would 
often say to God: "God. if ifs not your will that I undertake this work, take the 
thought and the means from me." And since its foundation: "God. sustain this lit- 
tle work and make it prosper, if it enters in the designs of Your divine Providence; 
but if it's only a pureiy human work. destroy it. make it disappear, let it fali, even 
to my confusion." How often he told us and repeated these words of Psalm 126: 
"Nisi Dominus aedificaverit domum, etc." "If the Lord Himself does not build 
the house, those who build it work in vain. If the Lord does not guard the city, 
the one who's guarding it watches in vain!" He returned often to that to encour- 
age us to never count on ourselves. nor on our efforts, but to lean only on the help 
and protection of Him Who works everything in everybody. With what feeling 
and tangible emotion he would recite every day. in saying the prayer, the Pater 
and Ave for the Society and for all the Brothers employed in the establishments! 
How happy we’d all be to be at prayer, at the meditation which he would make 
out loud! His tone was so pious, his feelings so simple, affectionate, natural! How 
beautiful it was to see him at the altar during Holy Mass! With what noble and 
respectful seriousness he performed the ceremonies! How his exterior was so 
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modest and recollected! How he inspired piety! (Allocution to the Capitulants) 
5101.308.
manuscript, pp. 1042f

48. One day we were talking with Fr. Champagnat about the defects of a young 
Brother. "I see lots of merit in this Brother," he answered. "Since his coming to 
the Society he hasn't asked me once to go see his parents."

id. p. 1073;
5101.310, p.80 (28f)

49. Fr. Champagnat said one day to a Brother Director: "You’re not complain- 
ing about the Brother I gave you?" - "No. Father. We're at peace." - "But the oth- 
ers couldnt do a thing with him." - "I know his character and I ask of him only 
what is absolutely necessary, without arguing over trifles." (1821) 

5101.310, manuscript p.74

50. Fr. Champagnat said one day: "1 could have been very undisturbed in a 
little parish, instead of being continually overwhelmed by governing the Society, 
but the glory of God and the salvation of souls require this work of me. Likewise, 
I could have stayed in my family, working. instead of so much trouble, so many 
worries and trips brought on by the government and direction of the Brothers, 
but God wants it this way and Fm content."

id. p.77

5 1. A Brother Director was showing strong repugnance to returning to his estab- 
lishment because of a few unpleasant matters he was experiencing there. Fr. 
Champagnat, who saw that this Brother could succeed and, besides, he was 
hard up to replace him, nonetheless did not want to order him imperiously to 
return. Instead, he asked him kindly. encouraged him gently to continue his duties 
in that assignment; he even took on a tone of familiarity, telling him: "Come 
now, if you agree to return to St-Symphorien d'Oz, 1'11 give you a holy card." 

id. pp.85f

52. Fr. Champagnat said one day that a Brother Director having written to him 
in these terms, "Father, I'm not good at being in charge", he had concluded that 
there were some Brothers in the establishment who did not know how to obey. 

id. pp. 103f

53. Fr. Champagnat used to say that it's in the sacrifice of the Mass that priests 
draw the strength needed to bear the fatigues of their ministry.

id. p.l13

54. A Brother one day said to Fr. Champagnat that he was not without apprehension for 
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the future because there were many evi 1 tongues and one could be slandered. The good 
Father answered: "Brother, don't be afraid of slander, but be very afraid of gossip," want- 
ing to make him understand that we have nothing to fear if the evil people say of us is 
false, but that we have everything to fear if our bad conduct gives rise to gossip.

id. p.195

55. Fr. Champagnat often repeated these words of St. Augustine: "God. make 
me know You and make me know myself; may 1 know You to love You and may 
I know myself to despise myself."

id. p.249

56. Fr. Champagnat was born on a Thursday, feast of the Ascension. day in the 
year consecrated to Our Lord in the Most Holy Sacrament. and he died on a 
Saturday, day in the year consecrated to the Most Holy Virgin. All his life he 
had a great devotion to Jesus and Mary.

id. p.291

57. One day we were talking to Fr. Champagnat about a Brother who, having 
quit his State to go back to the world, had become very rich. "It remains to be 
seen," he answered. "if heT 1 be just as rich when he enters paradise."

id. p.307

58. Fr. Champagnat often repeated, in the immediate preparation for meditation, 
these words of Our Lord: "If two or three are gathered to pray in My name, I am 
in the midst of them." (Mt 18) And he added: "Yes, Lord. it is truly in Your name 
that we are gathered, it is for You that we left the place of our rest, to come to 
pray to you. You are. therefore, truly and especially in the midst of us, in a spe
cial way, to answer us."

id. p.397

59. Fr. Champagnat never took the Brothers of the Hermitage to Valfleury (church 
dedicated to the Blessed Virgin, famous pilgrimage). Neither did he ever allow 
them to go as a community. When we were a half-dozen in Lavalla, he once led 
us up the neighboring mountain and had us drink milk. When we were only about 
fifty at the Hermitage, he led us two or three times to Pilat. Since then, vacation 
outings, after retreat, were limited to Lavalla where the community used to sing 
the Salve Regina in the church, with the pastor's permission.

id. p.547
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Br. CONON

V.J.M.J.
St-Genis-Laval, 16 March 1886 
Reverend Brother Superior.

I have again reread with great attention the Life of our venerated Father 
Champagnat written by Brother Jean-Baptiste. To answer your circular of this 
past February 2 which you addressed to all the Brothers and especially to the 
old ones who knew our venerated Founder. - 1 can say that Brother Jean-Baptiste 
knew our beloved Founder well. Everything he wrote about him is exact. The 
portrait he draws of his person, the way he used to say Holy Mass, the way he 
officiated at the altar, in the chapei, at the morning Salve Regina, is exact. Which 
I can say because I saw him myself.

Father's talks which he quotes. most of which I heard, are exact; they 
are admirably faithful, they are so well preserved that they seem textual, espe
cially those referred to in chapter 2 on his spirit of faith, in chapter 3 on his 
trust in God, on his insistence on forming the Brothers in piety, in devotion 
to the Blessed Virgin. In reading it I seem to see and hear Father talking to 
us then.

Father had his own style: he didn't talk to........ as his conferences show. He 
was simple, relaxed, dignified, noble even, and his voice was strong; he was pen- 
etrated with what he was saying. We listened to him with respectful attention. 
with an eagerness which didnt tire of hearing him; we were touched. 
penetrated by what he said.

I can add that the words said in different circumstances by Father and 
recorded by Br. Jean-Baptiste agree with what 1 have heard from the Old Brothers 
I have known. with whom I talked. I knew Brothers Bonaventure and Stephen: 
they were my masters in the novitiate; Brother Louis who. Sundays and feast- 
days, used to give us instructions on the Office of lhe day. on the Church cere- 
monies, and a class on good manners; Brothers Laurence, Damian. Stanislaus, 
sacristan and Father's personal confidant: Brothers Polycarp who taught me when 
I was small; Ambrosime, Remi with whom 1 lived in Digoin, in St-Maurice; 
Gabriel w ith whom I stayed in Thoissey. in Grand Lemps; Matthew' in Frontonas; 
Joseph. John-Joseph. Marcellin. Arsenius. Cassian. Peter. Hippolytus. Benedict. 
Anastasius, Apollinaire, Theophile, Marie, Alexander, Louis-Bernardine, Alexis, 
Vincent. Eloi: these latter died only a few years ago.

The Brothers who are still alive and who lived with Father Champagnat 
can tell you the same. Thus. Brothers Xavier, Marie-Jubin, Sylvester, Marie-Lin, 
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Euthyme, Modeste, Avit. Justus, Malachy, Marie-Stanislas, Basin, Bertin.Carton, 
Castule, Chrysogonus. Dacian, etc. ...accepted and accept, as coming from Father 
Champagnat, everything Br. Jean-Baptiste has written about him. Therefore our 
Brothers Superiors: Brother Francois, Brother Louis-Marie, then Brother Nestor 
insisted on recalling on all occasions, especially at the annual retreats, the teach- 
ings of our venerated Father, and all the Brothers received them as coming from 
him. Which you yourself have also thought necessary to do, Reverend Brother.

However, 1 will say that lhe extraordinary things, like favors from heav- 
en, have not been published; we've kept them hidden. Thus the fact reported on 
page 1 16, vol.2, is not complete; the marvelous part has been omitted (about the 
"Memorare" on the snow, at La Chaperie). I have heard it said that when Father 
and Brother Stanislaus. the day after they had left the house where they had been 
so well received, going towards the steeple to go to Mass, at a certain distance 
turned around to see the house that had sheltered them and they no longer saw 
it; that later, talking to the Pastor of Tarentaise about this house, the Pastor told 
them there was definitely no house in the spot they pointed out to him. Which 
could have been kept quiet because of the spirit of modesty proper to Father 
Champagnat. The same reason could have made them keep secret the favors 
obtained through the veneration of the relics of Saint Priscillian which we have 
at the Hermitage since I 845. The same reason again for the silence on the exhuma- 
tion of the body of a young Brother which was found perfectly preserved in the 
little cemetery where he had been buried for fifteen or so years. Brother Peter 
told me that in 1852, showing me the spot where they had found the body. He 
added lhat they knew this young Brother and that he was considered a saint, but 
that they didnt want to cause a stir. The present Brother Titus knows this same 
fact.

This would be the place to say that several of our Brothers have left a mem- 
ory of blessed, as just about all the Brothers who have died in the congregation, 
but. not to altract any public attention, people didn t talk about them. I will say, 
however, that Brother Vincent assured me, a year or two before his death, that 
he had obtained, through the intercession of Brother Arsene. several favors while 
he was at Lavalla, that he turned to him in his difficulties.

If these Brothers were saints, speaking popularly, without wanting to antic- 
ipate the decisions of Holy Mother Church, for w hich Brothers, in any case, we 
don't want to ask. it is certain that he w ho formed them. who gave them his spir
it. his religious lifestyle, must be a saint. Consequently, Father Champagnat has 
always been regarded as a saint and a saint of heroic sanctity. In fact, w hat hero- 
ism of all the virtues did he not need to begin his community, almost w ithout 
resources, for having founded from 1817 to 1840. in the space of 23 years. in a 
manner so profoundly religious and so strong that it has developed astonish- 
ingly. in spite of the problems: the finger of God is there. God. Who used him 
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for such a work, had filled him with His spirit: he was certainly a saint. At his 
death the community was composed of 3 to 400 Brothers (I have 247 as my off- 
ical number), today it has 3,600 Brothers.

In 1840 after the annual retreat the Brothers went in procession to the 
cemetery, reciting the Rosary; they lined up tightly on both sides and Reverend 
Brother Superior, Brother François, standing on Father's grave, slowly read the 
Spiritual Testament of our venerated Founder. the entire assembly religiously 
reflective. Then the procession started up again: the singers divided into two 
choirs, at a distance of some 50 paces, all the Brothers joined in, singing the 
Salve Regina, the Ave Maris Stella, the Inviolata. the choirs alternating. This 
chorus of voices, echoed by the valley, produced an admirable effect. but which 
didn't disturb recollection. They returned thus to the chapei. This was repeated 
in the following years. Thus we kcpt the memory of our venerated Founder alive.

I dont know, Reverend Brother, if 1 can talk here about what pertains to 
me. 1 entered the novitiate on 6 February 1839. I often saw Father Superior in 
the chapei, at the Salve Regina, at meditation; he used to say the community 
Mass admirably. In the refectory he ate with Fathers Matricon and Besson, at 
a small square table placed a few feet from the Brothers' table; he sometimes 
received an unknown priest. There was reading during the meais. The reader's 
chair was located near the wall which follows the river. Brother François was 
seated near the wall and corrected the reader when needed; Brother Louis-Marie 
sat opposite. Father sometimes corrected the reader, would have him come down 
from the chair and occasionally have him kneel, but that was rare: that was only 
to correct some young scatterbrains. Often Father would ask about the reading, 
in the evening, especially at the end of supper. Brother Columban was frequent- 
ly chosen to be questioned. (I don t know if he wanted to.) Father would approve, 
would complete or would correct what wasn t exact in the answer, or would add 
a few reflections on the content ofthe reading. 1 remember he once asked Brother 
Francis Xavier, who had studied for a time at the Major Seminary, how America 
had been populated before being discovered by Christopher Columbus. Father 
approved his answer and added a few reflexions that I don't remember.

Other times he would ask such and such a Brother where he was. what 
he was doing. at such and such a time. Father knew that they had broken silence 
or been idle. He would correct the fault more or less severely, but paternally, 
would comment or give a penance generally well received by the delinquent. 
to lhe satisfaction of all the Brothers, and they weren't inclined to draw such 
reprimands.

Father noticed everything: in a glance he knew what was happening. would 
correct it if necessary. the way he did once in my case in the following two
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instances. One morning after breakfast, there was no soup left for all the cooks. 
The head cook, Brother Bertin. told me to take some hread and dunk it. I go get 
some bread and cut it very thin to put in my plate. Father then comes along and 
tells me: "What are yon doing, Brother?" 1 tell him there wasn t enough soup 
and that 1 was cutting one." "Eh." he said. showing me some bread already cut. 
"this one's not good enough?” I hurried to put this bigger slice of bread in my 
plate, as it had been cut for the community and I wasn't eager to start over. 
Another day. as 1 was skimming off the broth. Father passes by. At a glance he 
sees where the broth is at. "You're skimming off the fat," he tells me. "Father. 
there's still more." "Come now." he tells me in a low voice. I get the point that 
1 must stop skimming and answering. Which 1 do immediately: in fact, the broth 
had been skimmed enough. -- Another fact. The day after a heavy rain, arriv- 
ing to play "boules." we found the bag which held them all wet and inuddy. At 
the end of the recreation we put lhe balis under cover and I take the bag to the 
river to wash it. The river was high and brimming. I shake the bag a few min
utes. but 1 drop it and the torrent sweeps it along. I run after it, but can't see it. 
After a moment of futile search, I go up to Father s room and tell him, "Reverend 
Father, l've come to ask you a penance." "And what for?" 1 tell him how I had 
found the bag of balis and I add that I thought I was doing the right thing by 
washing it in the river, but that I had lost it while washing it. "Have you looked 
for it below, under the house?" After telling him 1 had gone there and not found 
it, he told me, "The penance won t bring back the bag. You'll kneel during the 
Benedicite." Which I did.

For me, venerated Father was very good, as he was for everybody, no 
doubt. He entrusted me to Brother Bonaventure who had known me when I was 
very young and who used to see me often privately. After I caught cold work- 
ing in the refectory, I had to stay in bed in the infirmary for a few days. After 
1 got well Brother Stanislaus. who often carne to see the sick, asked me one day 
if I would be happy to go see Brother Polycarp in Perreux. to do the cooking. 
Brother Polycarp had taught me in Ampuis and it was thanks to his good cate- 
chism lessons and the care of my good parents that 1 was set in the practice of 
good and that I became a religious. I answered Brother Stanislaus that he could- 
n't give me any news more pleasing. "Dont say a word." he told me; "in a few 
days our good Father is going to send you to Perreux." Where. in fact. I did go 
on the feasl of St. John the Baptist. I was accompanied up to Valbenoite; Brother 
Joseph. cook for the Fathers. welcomed me. He had known me when 1 was very 
young; he gave me a good bed; the next morning he gave me a hearty breakfast 
and I left for Perreux.
I spent happy days there. until vacation time, with Brothers Polycarp and Agape. 
I think they were happy with me and I was happy with them. There. while doing 
my little job in the kitchen, I devoured the books in the library, some of which 
had been given by Fr. Moine, the pastor, recently deceased.
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Another care of the venerated Father for me, a care which he no doubt 
had for the young Brothers. After the 1839 retreat 1 was named to the lower 
class in Thoissey (Ain), with Brother Gabriel as director. He also was from 
Ampuis, I knew his parents and he knew me. He had entered the community 
about the age of 13. He had gone to St-Paul-Trois-Chateaux for his exemption. 
He could have been 23 or 24 then; I was 18. He was a competent teacher, full 
of devotedness, he taught class perfectly, he also trained me to teach well. Mr. 
Reybert, inspector in Ain who then went on to Rhone, after a lengthy inspec- 
tion of the school in Thoissey, told him how satisfied he was and his high esteem 
for the way he taught class and for the progress of his pupils; he communicat- 
ed this high esteem to the district Committee, to the sub-prefecture of Trevoux, 
as we later found out. I was thus trained by this capable teacher and 1 taught 
my class well, a big and difficult class. When the I 840 vacations carne 1 was 
exhausted, because we lodged in St-Didier, we took our meais there and we 
went to teach in Thoissey. It's there that we got the news of our dear Founder's 
dealh, in June I 840. Fr. Ducret, the pastor, said Mass the next day for the repose 
of his soul: it was Monday in the Octave of Corpus Christi. We were deeply 
afflicted but resigned, and we continued our life of regularity and dedication.

Reverend Brother Superior, we can say that God used our venerated Father 
like a good and faithful servant to form our numerous Society of modest and 
devoted teachers of youth, entirely subject to the Pastors of the Church; that he 
had the spirit of God for this great work so needed in our day, that all lhe Brothers 
had this high esteem for him.

1 remember that in confession he would lead us to virtue. to the love of 
God, of Our Lord Jesus Christ, to trust in the Blessed Virgin with so much sweet- 
ness and strength that we would be all filled with these when we left him. 1 will 
add that our congregation. its founding and development, the blessings God has 
poured out on it, must be attributed, I think, to lhe holiness of our venerated 
Father, to his prudence, his justice, his temperance and his moral virtues which 
we could call heroic.

Reverend Brother, 1 end this iong letter by telling you the joy we all feel 
at the steps you are taking to obtain the beatification of our dear Founder, Father 
Champagnat. It is high time to gather the usual information for these Causes; 
the Brothers who lived with him are becoming very few.

I hope that this Cause will succeed. It will be a great joy for all the 
Brothers, a great consolation and a powerful encouragement to be penetraled 
more and more by the teachings of our venerated Founder and to put them into 
practice in these unhappy times we are Crossing, in which they are led to slack- 
en off in teaching catechism properly because of the many subjects they have 
to teach.
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Reverend Brother Superior, 1 offer you my very humble respects and 1 am 
Your entirely dcvoted and very humble servant

Brother Conon

N.B. Brother Conon, Antoine GERM AIN, born in Ampuis in 1821. was not able 
to testify at the ordinary process. because he died at St-Genis on 23 June 1886.

Br. THEOPHILE

1 have alvvays heard and seen the Servant of God venerated as as saint by 
all the old Brothers who had known him and by all the other Brothers.

And today. in the whole congregation devotion to the Venerable has grown 
so much that all the Brothers are happy, have a sort of need to invoke him in 
their distresses. This confidence. justified by the many favors received. keeps 
growing every day.

The Novenas made in honor of the Servant of God for the sick are multi- 
plying more and more.

As for me personally, I have to say that, before entering the congregation, 
1 had, without realizing it. such an idea of lhe high sanctity of the Venerable that 
the Hermitage itself seemed to me a place consecrated by holiness, and I was 
convinced that those who resided there were saints. To test me they used to quote 
some facts from the life of the Venerable about the trials he had the Brothers 
undergo. How many times I was told: " You'll have to get a dead calf out of the 
latrines."

And this idea of the Hermitage, far from fading. when I was admitted to 
the novitiate on 1 1 September 1866, only increased. especially at the sighl of 
our first Brothers. If the disciples are so rich in holiness, what holiness must he 
have attained who was their master!

This thought which rose in me unconsciously was logical because it flowed 
naturally from what I saw.

In fact, when we saw a Brother Francois so united to God, enraptured 
going to Communion. returning, and even during the Divine Office; a Brother 
Louis-Marie so penetrated with the great truths, so full of zeal for the perfec- 
tion of his Brothers; a Brother Jean-Baptiste so full of the spirit of God and all 
those Brothers so accomplished in the virtues of humility, zeal, devotedness, 
fear of sin, etc., could we have any other idea of the Venerable. except that he 
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was a great saint!

"When 1 carne to Lavalla, in 1X66," Reverend Sister Beatrice, Superior 
General of the Sisters of the Holy Infancy, told me, "my infant imagination was 
vividly struck by all 1 heard about Father Champagnat. 1 especially liked to hear 
the people who had known the good Father; they spoke of his holiness with so 
much admiration. such perfect conviction that, not knowing the canonical rules, 
I was astonished that he was not invoked."

A parent said to me one day. eyes filled with tears, "I can't tell you what 
I feel when I think that a saint. Father Champagnat. took me by the hand."

What drew my attention. again. when people spoke of Father, was the holy 
pride with which his contemporaries never failed to add: "1 remember him. - 1 
knew him. - I spoke with him. - My parents often went to seek his advice.” - Etc.

"The day of my entry into religion," said Sister Eustachia of the Holy 
Infancy, "an old man said to me: 'I knew Father Champagnat. Ah! He was thought- 
ful, serious, very peace-loving. He was pious like an angel. It s not surprising 
he founded a community, he had all the qualities needed for that.'"

Brother John-Stephen told me that one day when he was out walking he 
met an old man who stopped him, saying, "You're from lhe Hermitage," and say- 
ing this big tears flowed down his cheeks. - "Does the Hermitge bring back some 
sad mcmory?" Brother asked. "Oh no, on the contrary. I used to love to go to the 
chapei so much to see the good and holy Father Champagnat," and praise of the 
Venerable didiít stop.

The same Brother also tells the story of an old man who carne to the 
Hermitage, removed his hat, and made a big sign of the cross when he noticed 
the bust of the Venerable, saying, "Oh! Thcre's the saint Father Champagnat."

Every time 1 spoke with my cousin. Angel ique Sejoubard, about the Venerable 
Servant of God, she said. "What is said in the life of Father Champagnat is noth
ing compared to what could have been put there. Ah! If we had started these 
inquiries earlier we would have been able to find things that have been lost 
because of the death of those whohad known the good Father."

To complete this, 1 must add that people often come to ask me to make a 
novena in honor of the Venerable to recommend to him some delicate and diffi- 
cult matters. At Lavalla people have the habit of recommending to him diffi- 
culties that appear insurmontable, and experience has proven that this confi
dence which they have in the Venerable Servant of God is not in vain.

The St. Joseph religioüs in Lavalla have assured me that theirelderly Sisters 
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who lived at the time of the Venerable often spoke to them about the Venerable. 
They looked upon him as a great saint.

Dear Brother Syndulphe, who entered religion at the Hermitage and lived 
almost 30 years at the Hermitage with the disciples of the Venerable Founder 
(17 of them). He told me that he could guarantee that he had never heard these 
old Brothers criticize the least action of the Venerable Founder. They spoke of 
him only with respect. They loved him and esteemed him more than they could 
say. His memory would move them to tears. When they saw something repre- 
hensible, they would exclaim, "Oh! If Father Champagnat were here. how hurt 
he would be!" Almost every day they would go visit the grave of the Venerable 
and when there was question once of moving the cemetery, they protested, so 
great was their desire to rest near the Founder. They spoke of him as of a Saint 
Francis Regis.

Reverend Brother Francois in particular often recommended himself to 
his intercession and exhorted us to do the same. He loved to use the books which 
had belonged to him. In his opinion Father Champagnat had not ceased being 
Superior of the community, and if difficúlties arose, he said invariably: "Father 
Champagnat will arrange all that with God and the Blessed Virgin."

Good Brother Syndulphe adds that he was put in charge of the stone-cut- 
tery in 1879; this job put him in touch with 20-25 outside people in that busi- 
ness, several of whom had known the Venerable. Well. he noted that these 
people. like the old Brothers, looked upon Venerable Champagnat as a great saint.

The nephew of the Venerable told him; "My uncle was really an extraor- 
dinary man. 1 keep his watch as if ifs the relic of a saint. I wouldn't part with it 
for a fortune." That man has remained one of the good Christians of Isieux. He 
left his four children a small fortune. fruit of his labor and frugality, and the pre- 
cious watch was a much appreciated and envied part of the inheritance.

Here are some other testimonies given by a few of the people the good 
Brother knew.

The widow, Madame Galley, of Lavalla, who died two years ago, had often 
told him that upon arriving in Lavalla Father Champagnat had declared a ter- 
rible war on dancing and other abuses. He succeeded in ending the dances and 
the small reunions of women gossips who go sew or knit in the Street with their 
neighbors.

Even today a few people in Lavalla, formed in this school by their moth- 
ers’ lessons, stay home and say when they see the small gatherings outside: "If
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Father Champagnat were there, things would have changed fast."

The widow Madame Despinasse used to say: "Just the thought of Father 
Champagnat was enough to have us avoid many faults, because we wouldnt have 
wanted to cause him any grief."

Madame Moulin-Jayet assured me that she had been prepared for her First 
Communion by Father Champagnat. She was among those children spoken about 
in the life of the Venerable and who, for fear of missing Catechism, would arrive 
long before the early morning hour when it was given. "I had had a pair of leg- 
gings made," she said, "in order to cross the snow, for 1 lived an hour from the 
steeple. I would always arriveearly enough toattend FatherChampagnafsCatechism, 
and I've kept an indelible memory of that saintly priest. He was my counselor and 
my family’s counselor as long as he lived. It s to my parents' house, in our kitchen, 
that he'd come, accompanied by two young Brothers and a teacher. to instruct the 
children of the hamlet and to train his Brothers. In spite of the disturbance that 
caused, my parents were as happy as could be to help out Father Assistant whom 
they looked upon as a saint. The more one approached him, the more we were 
drawn to respect; never has a priest impressed me like Father Champagnat."

Mr. Ginot, former mayor of Lavalla, said: "This Father Champagnat is 
admirable in his entreprises: once he has reflected and consulted his superiors, 
nothing can stop him, neither the lack of workers, nor the lack of money, nor the 
threats ofthe wicked, not even the jibes of his confreres. He always keeps going. 
What a holy headstrong man!"

Reverend Brother François would repeat to the Brothers who didn't act 
respectfully during prayers: "Oh! If Father Champagnat had seen you in that 
posture, he who acted so properly, even when he was tired. I assure you he would 
have drawn you out of your negligence."

Mr. Linossier, mason, who worked with the Venerable on the construction 
of the Hermitage. often told me that Father Champagnat didn't want anybody to 
even speak to him about the very threatening events taking place then. "We have 
nothing to fear," he said, "the wicked will do only what God allows them to do. 
Let's be more faithful than ever to our duties, you as good Christians, we as good 
religious; that said, let's work and build." Mr. Linossier added: "It was easy for 
me to see by the silence and the recollection of Father Champagnat that even 
while working he stayed united to God."

Mr. Lyonnet said: "I was the only one to know that Father Champagnat 
suffered from lower back pains caused by the confessional in Lavalla."

Nothing saddened Father Champagnat more than sins against the holy 
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virtue. Those guilty faced immediate dismissal. On this score the Venerable was 
inflexible and really terrible. The old Brothers, who rarely broached this mat
ter, said they were unable to express their impressions.

We would often visit the workshops to see if people were making full use 
of everything. On these oeeasions he would give lots of adviee and lessons. He 
would have old clothes patehed, which he gave to the poor, for he felt that many 
indigents would not have the foresight to do it. Br. Theophile

Fr. Francois MAZEL1ER

The respectable Father Champagnat was a holy priest, who crowned a very 
generous, very priestly life with a saintly death. But there are sometimes imper- 
fections in saints. As for him, he was thought not to keep his word enough. Father 
Douillet, superior of the boarding school of La Cite, used to reproach him for 
that. Fr. Colin also told me that Fr. Champagnat was taken up on that score. 1 
had had the occasion to complain about it when he was lax in fulfilling the con- 
dition I had stipulated concerning the Brothers he sent me to exempt them from 
the draft, namely that they stay in St-Paul until they obtained the brevet...

One day Fr. Champagnat himself told me: "People reproach me for not 
keeping my word. I promise, then if I can't... 1 knew by his words that he intend- 
ed no malice, but that perhaps he didn t take enough trouble.

'1853.01.18. AFM. 43.1 15

Father TERRAILLON

I saw Fr. Champagnat several times. I spoke to him of your (Father Chanut) 
matter with the liveliest interest. I see that Fr. Superior himself recommended it 
to him, but it appears that neither one is getting anywhere. He's becoming more 
and more sensitive on anything pertaining to his Brothers. He seems to fear the 
influence of the priests of the Society on them. What is sure, my dear friend, is 
that he has nothing but negative answers to give us on everything we ask him, 
under pretext of impossibility...

Letter to Fr. Chanut 04.02.1939

Fr. GERY

1 only passed through St-Etienne the last time I visited that city. However, 
1 had the opportunity to see very briefly the Superior of the Brothers who had 
gone to St-Chamond to discuss establishing some Brothers in the village next 
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to the city of St-Etienne on the request of the Mayor. This Brother struck me as 
modest, well-intentioned and very pious. I don t know why I got a better idea of 
his prudence and piety than of his talent. Perhaps he’s not, thereby, less capable 
of directing the excellent work which Providence has entrusted to him: the spir
it of God breathes where it will, and, besides, one can have the resource of the 
neighbofs good counsels.

Letter to Fr. Mazelier 30 November 1X35

A PRIEST

Fr. Champagnat. who has formed and who directs this establishment (Brothers 
at the Hermitage) is indeed an ecclesiastic of great virtue and much zeal. 1 don't 
know what his competence is in general. Ilowever, the obstacles of all kinds 
which he has overcome to found his work, his success in spite of the contradic- 
tions of his confreres and of his superiors, make me believe that he doesn t lack 
intelligence and even that he can do much for the good government of his com
munity. Besides, this is the general opinion.

Information given by a priest to Fr. Gery, who transmits it to Fr. Mazelier 
22 December I S35

Fr. PET1T

Many times I heard my grandmother. Madame Lagier, tell the following 
story. w hich she herself heard from her mother. Madame Perrochia.

This family inhabited a property located in the place called Le Coin in the 
village of SLMartin-en-Coailleux. The family often enough carne to Fr. Champagnafs 
help. It seems he himself took refuge in Le Coin during the troubles of the 
Revolution of I X30. Often enough he suffered from stomach pains and my ancest- 
or. to soothe his pains. used to have him take a liqueur of his fabrication made 
from quinces, known locally as "quince water." Father Champagnat often told 
her: "Madame Perrochia, if my stomach could talk it would tell you. 'quin-quin' 
to thank you."

This bit of humor, at a rather stressful time, struck my great-grandmoth- 
er and the memory of it has been kept in my family.

Testimony of Mr. Petit, 25 September 1963.

Translation: Br. Joseph Belanger. Poughkeepsie. New York.
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